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ABSTRACT
PATTERNS OF ACCENTUATION IN THE CLASSICAL STYLE AS 
SUPPORTED BY PRIMARY SOURCES AND AS ILLUSTRATED 

IN THE LATE MASSES OF FRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN 
BY: DONALD TROTT

MAJOR PROFESSOR: DR. DENNIS SHROCK

This document concerns itself with aspects of late eighteenth- 
century performance practice, most notably, accentuation. The aspect 
of eighteenth-century style that is often neglected in twentieth-century 
performances is the use of proper accentuation, which should be an inte
gral part of eighteenth-century performances.

In Chapter One an introduction to the development of accentuation 
up to the late Baroque period is given. This history is traced using two 
elements which have affected accentuation since the ancient Greek period, 
namely, the arsis-thesis concept and the principles of poetic meters.

Chapter Two presents primary source descriptions of accentuation 
by thirty-six eighteenth-century theorists. From these descriptions the 
reader will gain an understanding of the importance placed upon the proper 
realization of accentuation in eighteenth-century performance.

In Chapter Three situations of accentuation and various circum
stances which affect accentuation are given. The six late Masses of Franz 
Joseph Haydn are used as explicit examples.



The last chapter provides a conclusion as to why certain aspects 
of eighteenth-century performance practice are no longer adhered to in 
twentieth-century performances. This chapter further states the need for 
twentieth-century performers and scholars alike to read the treatises of 
the Eighteenth Century in order to obtain the information necessary to 
perform eighteenth-century music in a historically correct manner.



PREFACE

Chapter I will be devoted to a survey of the history of accentu
ation from the ancient Greek period to the early Baroque. In order to 
keep chronological sequence, the Romantic and Contemporary periods will 
be presented in Chapter IV. The information presented is based upon 
primary sources and will be traced primarily through the concepts of 
arsis-thesis and poetic rhythms, since throughout history these were the 
major influences on the implementation of accentuation.

For the purposes of this paper, the time periods in Chapter I are 
grouped as follows:
1. Pre-Medieval ( -1100)
2. Medieval (1100-1400)
3. Renaissance (1400-1600)
4. Early Baroque (1600-1700)
5. Late Baroque, Style Galant, Classical (1700-1840)
6. Romantic (1840-1900)
7. Contemporary (1900- )

From Chapter I the reader will gain an understanding of what the 
essential qualities of accentuation were to the musicians from the 
ancient Greek period to the early Baroque, and how they developed. Chap
ter I will begin with a comparison of the meanings of accent as found in 
two dictionaries, one from the Eighteenth Century and one from the Twenti-



eth Century. From this, the reader will see that the eighteenth-century 
meaning of metric accent is no longer standard in the Twentieth Century.

In Chapter .1, an indepth study of eighteenth-century accentuation 
will be presented with an emphasis on the Classical period. Chapter III 
will be concerned with the implementation of accentuation as it occurs in 
the late Masses of Haydn.

Chapter IV is a conclusion to the document presenting the reasons 
why the practice of eighteenth-century accentuation was no longer adhered 
to in the Romantic and Contemporary periods.
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PATTERNS OF ACCENTUATION IN THE CLASSICAL STYLE AS 
SUPPORTED BY PRIMARY SOURCES AND AS ILLUSTRATED 

IN THE LATE MASSES OF FRANZ JOSEPH HAYDN

CHAPTER I

THE EVOLUTION OF ACCENTUATION

Definition
Accentuation...is...that aspect of musical execution and expres

sion which, whether by stress (quality) or duration (quantity), con
tributes (together with Phrasing, Articulation, Dynamics, etc.) 
shape and meaning to a succession of notes, and which, if words are 
present, has the further responsibility of conforming as exactly and 
expressively as possible to the natural accent of those words.

Musical accentuation will characteristically rise to and fall 
away from the point of prominence at the peak note, which is often 
also the highest note, of a phrase; at the moment of greatest disso
nance, whether unprepared or prepared, including the dissonant moment
of a suspension when the moving part strikes the sustained part(s); 
at moments of verbal stress (if words are present); and at emphatic 
moments in rhythmic patterns, and especially when these are typical 
of a dance have been established as a deliberate Ostinato. But on 
the other hand, the mere implication of an 'accented beat' or 'down
beat' in the metre is not necessarily to be rendered literally by an
Accent. On the contrary, true musical accentuation frequently intro
duces a kind of counterpoint of rhythms between the regular accents 
which the metre schematically implies (so that they are subliminally 
present in the listner's expectations), and the far from regular 
accents which the performer actually makes (so that the listner 
distinctly hears them). This is a situation comparable to that 
found in all but the simplest poetry; and it is for the performer 
to bring it out both subtly and clearly in his interpretation of the 
music, as a good reader will in declaiming poetry.^

^Stanley Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians 
(London: MacMillan Publishers Limited, 1980), 1:33.



In the first paragraph of the preceding definition, we find that 
accentuation is implemented through stress and duration. Through such 
accents, shape is given to a phrase or succession of notes. In paragraph 
two, we read that accentuation progresses to the "point of prominence" 
at certain peak notes and situations. We also read that the use of proper 
accentuation in music should ultimately compare to that found in poetic 
declamation.

Now, if the same procedure is applied to the Eighteenth Century, 
a major difference is found, namely, the use of metric accentuation. In 
the 1740 edition of James Grassineau’s A Musical Dictionary, two defini
tions of the term "accent" are found. The first describes the French 
ornament given the name "accent"; the second describes the eighteenth- 
century definition of accentuation.

Accent-...Every bar or measure is divided into accented and 
unaccented parts; being those chiefly intended to move and affect:
*tis on these the spirit of the music depends....

The beginning and middle, or beginning of the first half of the 
bar, and the beginning of the latter half thereof in common time, 
and the beginning, or first of three notes in triple time, are 
always the accented parts of the measure....

Again, in common time the first and third crotchet of the bar, 
are on the accented parts of the measure. In triple time, where notes 
go always by three and three, that which is in the middle of every 
three is unaccented, the first and last accented, but the accent of 
the first is so much stronger, that in many cases the last is accoun
ted as if it had no accent....

This accented and unaccented part of a measure answers to what 
the Italians call tempo buono and cativo....̂

We find from this definition that metric accentuation was the 
primary and most important concept of accent. No mention is made of peak 
notes or situation of peak accents, only an underlying metric sense which

2James Grassineau, A Musical Dictionary (London: 1740; fac. re
print ed.. New York: Broude Brothers, 1966), p. 1.



was implemented by the same two accents mentioned in the first definition, 
stress and duration.

In summary then, the crucial difference between eighteenth-century 
accentuation and today's understanding is the assumption of metric accents.

Pre-Medieval Period ( -1100)
The use of accentuation in music can be found in works of all 

periods and in all genres. The beginning of every aspect of accentuation 
can be traced to two fundamental concepts. One is the concept of arsis- 
thesis and the other is the use of poetic meters and poetic declamation.

The terms arsis and thesis translate from the Greek as "raising" 
and "lowering".

In measured music, the terms...are...used respectively for 
unstressed and stressed beats or other equidistant subdivisions of 
the bar. Originally they referred to raising and lowering the foot 
in ancient Greek dance. Later they were applied to the unaccented 
and accented parts of a poetic foot, and hence acquired their associ
ation with weak and strong beats. For music since the seventeenth 
century they mean much the same as Upbeat (or Off-beat) and Downbeat; 
the directions 'up' and 'down' remain associated with them by their 
respective functions in conducting.^

There were two physical gestures associated with arsis-thesis, 
foot tapping and arm conducting. Both were implemented through two move
ments. The tapping of the foot produces an arsis on the upward movement 
and thesis on the contact with the ground; conducting produces an arsis 
with the raising of the arm and a thesis with the downward motion of the 
arm. According to Curt Sachs, a twentieth-century musicologist:

A metrical foot [the measurement used in poetic verse]...was 
understood to be composed of two, and only two, sections, even when 
it had three or more notes or syllables....

3Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 1:639.



Of the two sections In every metrical foot, one had a strong and 
one a weaker weight, however such weight may have been realized or 
simply suggested.

The Greeks called the stronger of these weights the thesis or 
basis, 'downtread,' or simply kato, 'down,* because the chorus con
ductors marked it with a stamp of the foot. The weaker weight, co
inciding with the lift of the stasq>ing foot, was called arsis, 
'lifting,' or simply anp, 'up.

According to the twentiety-century author, Ruth Rowen, a change
in the concept of arsis-thesis occurred in pre-medieval times.

The beats of the meter (ictus metrici) were marked by the musician 
striking the ground with his foot. The shortest metrical feet were 
the iamb (short-long, 1:2) and the trochee (long-short, 2:1). As 
the musician lowered his foot, the actor raised his voice. Therefore, 
the accented or raised syllable was called the arsis, and the un
accented syllable was called the thesis. Now that musicians associ
ated the accented beat with a lowering of the hand rather than a rise 
in intensity, and an unaccented beat with a raising of the hand, the 
downbeat is the thesis and the upbeat is the arsis.5

Throughout the history of music the association of arsis-thesis 
or weak-strong has served as the fundamental aspect of rhythm and accentu
ation, since it continued to be tied to the concept of poetic metrical 
feet.

Musical rhythms can be traced back to poetic feet which all con
tain accented or stressed syllables and unaccented or unstressed sylla
bles. The poetic meters from which musicians developed rhythms were the:

1. Trochaic Long-Short I ^ “  Ü
2. Iambic Short-Long / J ^
3. Dactylic Long-Short-Short J  —  u u
4. Anapaestic Short-Short-Long J u u _

4Curt Sachs, Rhythm and Tempo (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 
Inc., 1953), p. 128.

^Ruth Rowen, Music Through Sources and Documents (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1979), p. 31.



5. Spondaic Long-Long h il b
6. Tribrachic Short-Short-Short / / / u  o u
7. Pyrrhic Short-Short J> ^  ̂

Did the Greeks accent the first note of a foot whether or not 
it was long, or did they stress the long wherever it stood in the 
foot? The dozen relics of Greek music convey the following informa
tion:
Dactyls, as in the fragment from Euripides’ Orestes and in the 
Second Berlin Fragment, stress the long and start on the downbeat.
Anapaests, as in the hymns to belios and to Nemesis, stress the 
long, too, and start on the upbeat (although there are exceptions).
Cretics, as in the two Delphic hymns, stress the first long and start 
on the downbeat.
Trochees must have started on the downbeat. Otherwise they would 
have become iambs.
Iambs, however, were ambigiuous: the stress is on the long in 
Mesomedes 'hymn to the Muse, but on the breve in the Skolion of 
Seikilos.̂

Single feet (and the aforementioned iambic, trochaic, and anapae
stic double feet) were nothing but the building element of poetic or 
musical cosçosition without a life of their own. They needed crystal
lization into larger organizations, for which the Greeks had, above 
all, three concepts and names:
1. syzygia, a dipody or pair of feet;
2. Kolon, a longer unit containing less than three complete dipodes;
3. periodos, a complete line, composed of several Kola.

These Greek meters were derived from the poetic verse rhythms. 
Rhythm and accent were taken from poetic declamation. The short and long 
syllables made up Che rhythm, with the emphasis on certain syllables re
ceiving the accent.

Marcus Tullius Cicero (106-143 BC), in his work On Oratory and 
Orators described the early relationship between poetry and music.;

^Ibid., p. 63.
^Sachs, Rhythm and Tempo, p. 140.
®Ibid., p. 139.



The ancients Imagined In prose a harmony almost like that of poetry. 
That Is, they thought that we ought to adopt a sort of numbers. 
Musicians, who were also the poets of former ages, contrived verse 
and song as the ministers of pleasure, so that they might fill the 
sense of hearing with gratification arising from the numbers of 
language and the modulation of notes. These two things, therefore 
(I mean the musical management of the voice, and the harmonious 
structure of the words) should be transferred, they thought, as far 
as the strictness of prose will admit, from poetry to oratory.9

"The Instltutlones GrammarIcae (n.d.) by Prlsclanus CaesarlensIs 
(fl. AD 500) Is a Latin grammar steeped in the teachings of Homer, Plato, 
and Cicero.... Prlsclan's grammar shows the relationship between musical 
notation and the accents of s p e e c h . I n  a section of his treatise en
titled "Concerning Accents," Prlsclan states:

Accent Is the certain law and rule for raising and lowering the 
syllable of each and every part of oration. This makes for the 
similarity of the elements of letters and syllables, which may 
also be divided Into three parts, acute, grave, and circumflex.
The acute accent Is therefore dlvlsed In order to sharpen or raise 
the syllable, while the grave Is that which depresses or lowers It, 
and the circumflex Is therefore that which lowers and raises.... The 
accent acutus vlrgula Is directed up from the left to the right, 
thus : The gravis descends from the top to the right, thus :
The cl^umflex note Is made from the acutus and the gravis, written 
thus:y^\ . The longus is an extended vlrgula [vlrgula lacens], 
thus: — —  . The brevis vlrgula Is the lower part of an extended 
circle, thus: . The daslc, which Is explained as an aspiration
w^re the letter "h" ought to be placed. Is notated with this figure 
I . The pslle, which Is explained as "dryness,” should be used 

either where there Is not enough sound, or \Aiere the letter "h" Is 
lacking; this symbol Is written: ^  •

These symbols were above the notes causing variations In pitch, 
and were designated as pitch accents. The acute accent marked a height
ened pitch (accent), the grave a lowered pitch (accent) and the circum
flex, both a raised and lowered pitch (accent).

^Rowen, Music Through Sources, p. 31. 
lOibld., p. 33.
^Ibld., p. 37.



Medieval Period (1100-1300)
In the early Medieval period, one of the most Important musical 

genres was Gregorian Chant. Accentuation In chant Is seemingly based 
primarily on textual emphasis. Other forms of accent employed were 
agoglc, tonic, dynamic. Initial and pitch.

Guido of Arezzo (c991-cl033), In chapter fifteen of his 
Mlcrologus (1025-26) described in depth the application of poetic rhythms 
to chant.

Just as In verse there are syllables, "parts** and feet and lines, so 
In music there are phthongl, that Is, sounds, of which one, two, or 
three are grouped In "syllables"; one or two of the latter make a 
neume, which is the "part" of music; and one or more "parts" make a 
"distinction," that Is, a suitable place to breathe. Regarding these 
units It must be noted that every "part" should be written and per
formed connectedly, and a musical "syllable" even more so.l2

He further stated:
It Is good to beat time to a song as though by metrical feet.

Some notes have separating them from others a brief delay [morula] 
twice as long or twice as short, or a trembling [tremula], that is, 
a "hold" of varying length, which sometimes Is shown to be long by a 
horizontal dash added to a letter.13

Regarding chant specifically he stated:
I speak of chants as metrical because we often sing in such a way 

that we appear almost to scan verses by feet, as happens when we sing 
actual meters— in which one must take case lest neumes of two sylla
bles persist excessively without an admixture of some of three or 
four syllables. For just as lyric poets join now one kind of foot, 
now another, so composers reasonably juxtapose different and various 
neumes.1^

12Claude V. Palisca, ed., Hucbald, Guido, and John on Music: 
Three Medieval Treatises (New Haven and London: Yale University Press. 
1978), p. 70.

l^Ibid., p. 70.
l^Ibld., p. 72.
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The parallel between verse and chant is no slight one, since neumes 
correspond to feet and phrases to lines of verse. Thus one neume 
proceeds like a dactyl, another like a spondee, and a third in iambic 
manner; and you see a phrase now like a tetrameter, now like a penta
meter, and again like a hexameter, and many other such parallels.^

Guido, in Chapter Sixteen, entitled "On the manifold variety of 
sounds and neumes," gave a description of arsis-thesis in the sense of 
acute and grave accentuation.

Now melodic motion— which, we said, was made of six intervals—  
consists of arsis and thesis, that is, ascent and descent. Of this 
twofold motion, arsis and thesis, every neume is composed, except 
for repeated notes and single notes. Next, arsis and thesis are 
combined, either with themselves, as arsis to arsis and thesis to 
thesis, or each with the other, as arsis to thesis and thesis to ar
sis; and this combination is made now of like, now of unlike 
[elements]

In Chapter Seventeen, entitled "That anything that is spoken can 
be made into music," Guido stated:

Consider, then, that just as everything that is spoken can be 
written, so everything that is written can be made into song. Thus, 
everything that is spoken can be sung,....1?

From this quotation, we find that Guido supported the assumption 
that musical rhythm was based on poetic rhythms.

Finally, in Chapter Fifteen, we find a statement which is fre
quently found in treatises throughout history, the urging of musicians 
to use good taste, not only in accentuation, but in all musical per
formance.

Do everything that we have said neither too rarely nor too unre- 
remittingly, but with taste.

^^Ibid.
^^Ibid., p. 73. 
l^Ibid., p. 74. 
^®Ibid., p. 73.



9
Another early treatise writer* Hermannus Contractus (1013-1054)* 

gave a similar explanation of arsls-thesls to that of Guido. In a dis
cussion of melody he stated:

...a melody Is sectioned In the same way a sentence Is: for the 
human breath rests In Its course at cola and commata. But the body 
of the melody continues In arsis and thesis* that Is* rise and fall 
of the notes* until It Is brought to an end with the perlodus* that 
Is the clausula or curcultus divided Into Its members. ^

Hucbald* (c.840-930), a Gregorlan-era author of the ninth and 
tenth centuries stated:

To sing rhythmically means to measure out the fixed durations 
to long and short notes.... A rhythmical proportion* determined by 
fixed laws should exist between the long and shorts.... Every melody 
must be carefully measured off like a metrical text.

Berno of Relchenau (d.l048)* a writer on church music* stated a 
similar view:

In the neumes It Is necessary to pay attention where a determined 
short duration Is to be measured out of the notes* where* on the 
contrary* a longer duration must be given them.... A chant Is com
posed Cleans of a fitting and harmonious union of long and short 
notes.

The apparent basis of Gregorian rhythm was metrical text. The 
rise and fall of pitches* the accents, and duration of notes were all 
taken from the textual metric patterns. From this we can surmise that the 
agoglc accent* pitch accent* dynamic accent* Initial accent* and tonic 
accent all were employed In chant.

19F. Crane* "A Study of Theoretical Writings on Musical Form to 
ca. 1460" (Ph.D. dissertation* State University of Iowa* I960)* p. 40.

20̂Ludwig Bonvln* "The ’Measure' In Gregorian Music*" Musical 
Quarterly 15 (1929): 19.

Ẑ Ibld.
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The twentleth-century author, Richard Hoppin, In his book entitled
Medieval l&islc. states In a discussion of word accent and melodic line
that, "It Is commonly said that Gregorian Chant Is 'oratorical* melody

22based on the grammatical accent of Its text." He then discusses the 
historical change of accent In chant.

In classical Latin of the period from the second century B.C. 
to the fourth century A.D., accent was primarily a matter of quanti
ty— that Is, of long and short syllables. In addition, however, 
accent was a matter of quality or stress and rise In pitch. After 
the classical period, Latin gradually lost Its accents of quantity, 
and only the accents of stress and pitch Inflection remained. This 
change In accentuation tdok place during the formative years of 
Gregorian Chant and was essentially completed by the time the 
chants as we know them began to be notated.

As a result, problems of correlating musical textual accents be
come more problematic In passages of neumatlc and mellsmatlc chant.

The Notre Dame school made an important contribution to the 
development of measured music. It Incorporated the use of more regular 
"recurrent patterns of long and short n o t e s . T h e s e  patterns eventually 
developed Into the stable rhythmic modes. These modes can be seen In re
lation to their poetic meters on page four, supra.

Renaissance (1400-1600)
In the Renaissance, the text was still one of the primary govern

ing elements determining accentuation. The basis of all music was of 
course the tactus, the steady underlying pulse which was measured by the 
raising and lowering of the hand, and which evolved from the old concept

1978), p. 85. 
23

22Richard Hoppln, Medieval Music (New York; W.W. Norton and Co.,

Ibid., p. 85. 
^^Ibld., p. 221.
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of arsls-̂ ’th'eslST • "Each motion was equal in duple time (tempus imperfec-
tum) ; in triple time (tempus perfectum) the downbeat was twice as long 

25as the upbeat."
Franchinus Gafurius (1451-1511), in 1496, described the tactus 

as equalling the pulse of a man breathing normally which was approximate
ly M.M.60-70. Giovanni Maria Lanfranco (1490-1545), in his treatise 
Scintille di musica, of 1533, described tactus as "...nothing but the
raising and lowering equally made, the end of which beat is Lhe beginning 

26of the next." In the Renaissance the tactus provided a steady tempo, 
and the text was the primary rhythmic determinant. Gafurius in his 
treatise Practice Musica of 1496, discussed the combination of tactus 
based on arsis-thesis and textual rhythm. He stated:

Physicians agree that the correct measure of a short unit of 
time ought to be matched to the even beat of the pulse, establishing 
arsis and thesis as equal to that which they call diastole (expan
sion) and systole (contraction) in the measurement of each pulse.... 
Poets, moreover, have arsis and thesis, that is, rise and fall in 
their metrical feet. Arsis and thesis, provide the basis for the 
existence of these metrical feet.... Even though it is possible to 
find arsis and thesis whenever poetry is composed, nevertheless it 
is the apt and smooth conjunction of words which makes them 
exceedingly clear and assists in graceful articulation. An inter
weaving of words suitable to the various kinds of verse, is made, 
so that the very texture of the verses reveals the feet, which run 
swiftly, as races are run, and with a fixed order of the verba^y 
connections, unveils the smooth, spontaneously flowing rhythm.

We read in Ladovico Zacconi's (1555-1627), Parttica di Musica of

25Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary 18:518.
26Barbara Lee, "Giovanni Maria Lanfranco's "Scintille di Musica" 

and its Relation to 16th C. Music Theory" (Ph.D. dissertation, Cornell 
University, 1961), p. 149.

27Rowen, Music Through Sources, p. 107.
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1592, a statement concerning accentuation of the beginnings of phrases.
He stated that "entries should be emphasized a little so as to be In-

28stantly and clearly perceived by the hearer." Thomas Morley (1557-1602)
and William Byrd (1543-1623) both stressed the necessity of having the
musical rhythm based on textual Inflections. Morley, In his treatise
A Plaine and Easle Introduction to Practical Musicke of 1597, stated:

He must also have a care so to applle the notes to the wordes 
as In singing there be no barbarisme committed: that Is, that we
cause no syllable that Is by nature short, to be expressed by many 
notes, or one.long note, nor so long a syllable to be expressed with 
a short note.

Byrd In his Psalms, Songs and Sonnets of 1611, states that music
should be "...framed to the life of the words.

Gloseffeo Zarllno (1517-1590) warned performers against the
"barbarlous practice of shamefully misplacing the accents of words, as
Is done every day In Innumerable compositions.'

Giovanni Palestrina (1525-1595) was an extremely Important
figure In the treatment and balance of stress. This balance of stress
was a major aspect of the style of Palestrina and the late Renaissance.
Palestrina's treatment of dissonance directly related to accent.

The treatment of dissonance was chosen...due to...the fact 
that the dissonance forms one of the most Important "accentrouslng"

.,31

28Robert Donlngton, The Interpretation of Early Music (London: 
Faber and Faber Limited, 1963), p. 426.

29Thomas Morley, A Plain and Easy Introduction to Practical 
Music. Edited by R. Alec Harmon (New York: W.W, Norton and Company, Inc., 
1953), p. 291.

30Sachs, Rhythm and Tempo, p. 256.
^^Ibld., p. 255.
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factors giving it a place amoung the most expressive and, from 
a historical point of view, most decisively fateful elements
of style.

The primary rhythmic and accentual element in Palestrina's 
style was still the text. In fact, Palestrina brought this concept to a 
height of expression.

...analysis makes it clear that the accentuated minims in 
Palestrina style are treated quite otherwise than the unaccented.
This fact becomes still more obvious when we examine the treatment 
of the dissonance. If we count the minims from the beginning of some 
mensurated choral composition of the 15th and 16th century, it is 
apparent more strikingly so the nearer we approach the culmination 
of the Palestrina period— that the dissonance as an almost invariable 
rule falls upon the even numbers of the minims, or on what we call 
the "weak" part of the measure. The only exceptions are syncope 
dissonances, which fall with equally as great regularity on the 
odd numbered minims.

It is also evident with regard to crotchets that the dissonance 
was only employed on the weak beats, and that moreover the third 
crotchet received a less forcible accent than the first about like 
this: ^

V VJ J J J
The attitude of Palestrina towards the accent is characterized 

by the strictest self-control and the most exquisite refinement. 
Musically and technically this is shown by the subtle discrimination 
with which everything is avoided that might make too strong a claim 
upon the attention, and consequently create the impression of too. 
great activity.

It is a well-known fact that minims were employed mainly as time 
units in the middle of the 16th century. Usually there were four of 
these minims in the bar, of which the first and third were stressed, 
while the second and fourth were unaccented. It often happens that 
the melodic culmination points fall upon the stressed parts of the 
of the measure, thus causing a descending movement from the heavy 
to the light minims. But it also happens very often that there is a

3^Knud Jeppesen, The Style of Palestrina and the Dissonance 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1946), p. 9.

3^Ibid., p. 31.
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gradual movement upward from the accented beat; likewise it is quite 
usual,...that an upward leap from the dynamically accentuated beat 
occurs.

Early Baroque (1600-1700)
With the use of proportional signatures, the development of metric

stress began to be incorporated regularly, as meter cannot exist without
suggestion of stress. The Renaissance already used the terms "good
beats" indicating strong metric placement. These "...accents were quite
certainly not always the ones that the treacherous time signatures
suggest to the reader. They were, rather, the delicate stresses that the

35grouping by twos and threes within or against the tactus necessitated."
With the use of proportional signatures came the question of the

bar line and its effect on accentuation.
The early vertical lines were actually orientation marks only, but 

not yet bars to delineate the accentual patterns; they would quite 
arbitrarily separate sections of different length. In a timid way, 
however, the 16th c. began tg connect the originally unrelated 
concepts of bar and tactus.

The early Baroque theorists were still averse to the use of the
bar line and its metric accentual implications, although some theorists
such as Michael Praetorius (1571-1621)..."adopted at least short vertical

37dashes outside the staff as orientation marks."
Orazio Benevoli was one such composer who in 1628 used bar lines 

in his large Inauguration Mass. The existing manuscript is an early 
example of the use of bar lines in composition. But it was not until the

^^Ibid., p. 60.
^^Sachs, Rhythm and Tempo, p. 257. 
3*Ibid., p. 257.
^^Ibid., p. 258.
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later half of the Seventeenth Century that the bar line and metric 
accentuation became a standard practice based on time signatures in 
compositions.

Textual declamation was still of prime importance in contriving 
musical rhythm and stress. The new styles of the early Baroque (stile 
recitative e rappresentativo) reflect this textual importance. Guilio 
Caccini (1545-1618) in his Le nuove musiche of 1602 describes the 
practice of the new monodic style which takes its basis of rhythm totally 
from textual accentuation. In the preface, Caccini discussed the pri
ority that poetic rhythm takes over musical counterpoint. He stated:

...and with the most lucid reasoning convinced me, not to esteem 
that sort of music, which, preventing any clear understanding of 
the words, shatters both their form and content, now lengthening 
and now shortening syllables tg.accommodate the counterpoint (a 
laceration of the poetry!)....^

Francesco Gasparini (1668-1727), in his treatise The Practical 
Harmonist at the Keyboard of 1708, discusses the use of the bar line.
To Gasparini:

...bar lines presented the greatest problem: Gasparini used
the single bar to mark off separate instances of the progression 
in question; but the single bar is also used in those examples that 
have, or imply, a time signature, hence a regular measure.

In the Baroque, the accentuation was primarily governed by textual 
declamation which placed emphasis on the phrase and not merely the bar.

The following is a description of the relationship between pulse 
and accent in the late Renaissance and early Baroque.

38Guilio Caccini, Le Nuove Musiche, Edited by H. Wiley Hitchcock 
(Madison, A-R Editions, Inc., 1970), p. 44.

39Francesco Gasparini, Introduction to the Practical Harmonist 
at the Keyboard, trans. by Frank Stillings (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1963), p. xi.
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Pulse is not the same as accent, though the two often coincide.
In Renaissance polyphony, the accentuation follows only the natural 
shape of the phrase, not the underlying pulse. The accents in the 
different parts seldom come together, and there is no such thing 
as a regular accented beat. Follow the rhythm of the words, not 
the barring' is usually good practical advice. Yet the pulse, 
though not made audible, is somehow present at the back of one's 
mind as the ground work against which the irregular accentuation 
takes its meaning. This is very like what happens so frequently in 
poetry: the regular stresses of metre, once established, are pre
sent in one's mind; the actual stresses of the words partly conflic^„ 
with them; and in this tacit counterpoint' lies much of the beauty.

During the latter half of the Seventeenth Century, time signa
tures replaced the old proportional and mensural systems of notation. 
These new signs determined the meter and called for a metric stress 
following each bar line. The development of this stress (and circum
stances affecting this stress) will be explained in Chapter II.

40Donington, The Interpretation of Early Music, p. 354.



CHAPTER II

EXPLANATION AND DESCRIPTIONS OF ACCENTUATION ACCORDING 
TO PRIMARY SOURCES

Introduction
The treatises quoted in this chapter are presented in two ways. 

First, only the works which illustrate most prominently the explanation, 
execution and development of eighteenth-century accentuation have been 
selected. Second, the works have been arranged in chronological order to 
show the evolutionary trends in accentuation from the late Seventeenth 
Century to the late Eighteenth Century. It is important to include the 
Baroque and Style Galant treatises in order to show the evolution of 
accentuation in the Eighteenth Century and because classical composers 
such as Mozart and Haydn read and studied these works.

This chronological order includes three style periods. The 
treatises from Printz to Antoniotto are representative of the late Baroque. 
The treatises from Quantz to Steele offer quotes from the the Style 
Galant period, while the remaining treatises of Wolf to Calcott represent 
the late Classical style.

The result of this chapter will be a collection of quotations on 
accentuation from thirty-eight theorists of the Eighteenth Century..
From these the reader will gain a knowledge of the meaning of accentuation 
and its affect on performance as well as an understanding of elements

17
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associated with the accentuation such as quantitas intrinseca, inner 
length hierarchy, the change in stress of beats one and three from the 
Baroque to the late Classical style, and the hierarchy of stress within 
the beat, the measure, the phrase, and the section.

Quantitas intrinseca (inner quality) is a term which describes 
the lengthening of the notated beats. This lengthening of beats is imple
mented on several rhythmic levels or hierarchies. According to the 
theorists, the beat could be divided into subdivisions of strong and 
weak pulses with a lengthened duration on the strong pulses.

By reading the treatises in chronological order, one finds 
certain patterns of accentuation which changed from the Baroque to the 
Classical periods. For example, in common time, the Baroque accentuation 
called for a stress on beats one and three, while beats two and four 
were weak. In the Classical stylé, beats one and three were stressed, 
with beat one receiving the greatest accent of the beats. Beats two and 
four were weak.

Accentuation can occur on any rhythmic level, such as the beat, 
measure, phrase, period, and section. For example, in a phrase of four 
measures, the first and third are given an added weight or accent while 
measures two and four are weak and unaccented.

Some of the theorists such as Grassineau, Antoniotto, Rameau, 
Bernier, North, Adlung, Steele, Wolf, Burney, Jones, and Altenberg have 
been discussed very little, while theorists such as Leopold Mozart, 
Quantz, and Turk have been discussed a great deal. The quotes which 
have been selected best illustrate the meaning and description of 
accentuation. Of these, Turk will receive the most attention because of
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his importance in this area.
Eighteenth Century accentuation was discussed by many theorists 

and practicing musicians of the period. By reading their various 
observations and instructions one realizes that late eighteenth-century 
musical style as heard in the works of Haydn and Mozart,after 1760,, 
was a culmination of evolutionary developments from the Baroque (itself 
a development from the Renaissance).

The transition to the "galant" style and to Classicism was, 
as are most important artistic transitions, a gradual one. We have 
seen that important musicians, such as Quantz and L. Mozart, were 
thoroughly trained in the Baroque traditions, but they began the 
transition to a new style.

There are two basic differences between Baroque and Classical 
style. The first is that in Baroque music the alternations of 
strong and weak measures are often irregular while in Classical 
music, they are for the most part regular. One notices this especial
ly in the music of W.Â. Mozart.

The second important difference is that in the new style the 
music is dominated by the treble line.

As already discussed in Chapter I, the use of alternating 
stressed (good) beats and unstressed (weak) beats has existed since the 
beginning of organized music. The alternation of good and bad existed 
on large and small rhythmic levels. Curt Sachs in his book Rhythm and 
Tempo discusses this very idea.

At least from the sixteenth century on, equal time values in 
groups of shorter notes-eighths or sixteenths were avoided as far 
as possible. Sequences of such notes could be written in uniform 
symbols; but they were expected to be performed as alternately 'good' 
and 'bad' notes, the good ones being somewhat lengthened out and 
accented at the cost of the bad ones.

^Anthony Newman, "Strong and Weak Alternation in Baroque and 
Early Classical Music," Journal of Performance Practice 1 (January 1983): 
41.

2Sachs, Rhythm and Tempo, p. 296.
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The metric accentuation of the Eighteenth Century was a "taken 
for granted" practice. Most composers never wrote accent marks to dis
play the stressed beats. "The only explanation for the casual manner 
in which eighteenth-century writers treated so important a subject is 
that no one thought it necessary to explain at length an all-prevading

3convention so well known that it was taken for granted."
"Historically, then, strong and weak measure theory or descrip

tion starts at the end of the 17th century and terminates about 1850 with 
Lizst's objection to downbeat accentuation."^

With such a wealth of eighteenth-century style information avail
able, performers and conductors alike ean come to a rather clear con
ception of performance practice. Modern performances can then be histori
cally guided. Sol Babitz in his work with the Early Music Laboratory 
strongly urged performers to become scholars of the early styles. In 
respect to accentuation and general style study he states:

The need today is for more performers who are not afraid to 
use audible accents in good taste and unambiguous phrasing; and who 
are furthermore not afraid of the hard work necessairy for the 
preparation of this kind of performance.^

Babitz further states that performers and conductors who are 
knowledgeable in nineteenth and twentieth-century literature and style 
often think this... "qualifies one to wade into the Eighteenth Century 
without adequate knowledge of performance practice."^ Babitz also points

^Sol Babitz, "A Problem of Rhythm in Baroque Music," Musical 
Quarterly 38 (1952): 536.

4A. Newmann, "Strong and Weak Alternation," p. 24.
^Sol Babitz, "Views and Reviews," The Violin (1959): 48. 
^Ibid., p. 22.
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out that the critics of modem performances of early music will not be of 
value unless they too are aware of the correct style.

There are few complaints from the critics and ordinary listners 
who do not know more than the performers, and so the situation can 
be improved only by the voluntary efforts of the musicians them
selves to improve their knowledge in this important field. To be 
sure, everyone will not learn at the same rate of speed. A violinist 
who has been reading the articles in this column for example, is 
likely to know more about eighteenth century bowing and phrasing 
than the average orchestra conductor. However he cannot apply this 
knowledge in an orchestral performance because he would be dis
obeying the wishes of the director. In solo work and chamber music 
he may try to use authentic ideas, and hope that some will eventually 
penetrate even to conductors.

Charles Mackerras also points out, in agreement with Babitz, 
that..."It is unfortunate that with all the primary sources available

gto us, so much about 18th-century violin playing still remains obscure."
In order to obtain the knowledge necessary for the application 

of metrical accentuation, one has to begin with a study of time 
signatures, arsis-thesis groupings, and tempo. Accentuation was the end 
result of these factors and was the integral part of seventeenth and 
eighteenth-century style.

The modem performer of eighteenth-century music must study 
treatises and let the knowledge gained from them guide his musical 
instinct. Modem performers need to release inherited twentieth-century 
practices and strive to approach music as an eighteenth-century performer 
would.

First and foremost, the treatises deal with accentuation in the 
measure. A hierarchy of stress is used for the number of beats in the

^Ibid.
gJoan Mackerras, "Some Problems of Violin Bowing in the Perfor

mance of Eighteenth Century Music," Canon XVII/3 (1965): 30.
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measure in relation to the time signature. Other levels of hierarchy 
found in treatises are, namely, accentuation of phrases, and accentuation 
of large sections. With each level of accentuation certain factors are to 
be taken into consideration, such as, the degree of stress or accent, the 
degree of weight, and the length and duration of each beat.

Peter Sozio, in his dissertation entitled, "Accentuation as an 
Expressive Element in Music," defines accent in relation to hierarchical 
levels and describes the various types of accent.

VAccent: The fundamental property of rhythm, giving it shape and
organization. Accent, the element which gives prominence to one 
tone over others, operates on all levels of stratified musical tex
ture. That is, perceptible binary or ternary units are possible 
on any architechtonic level.

Though usually operating severally together whether in agree
ment or opposition, here listed for identification purposes are the 
individual accent factors:

Metric accent (by recurrent grouping)
Agogic accent (by note of longest duration)
Dynamic accent (Harmonic Rhythm)
Weight accent (by texture and orchestration)
Tonic accent (by higher pitch)
Decorative accent (by appoggiatura etc.)
Word accent (by language rhythm) ̂
Accentuation is emphasis which requires several types of accent. 

The two most important are agogic and weight. Paul Creston in his 
Principles of Rhythm describes eight types of accent. All of these in
dividual types of accent are affected by metric accentuation.

Accent, therefore, is that element of rhythm which makes promi
nent or emphasizes a pulse or beat. There are eight types of accent 
accomplishing this emphasis, which may be employed individually or in 
combination, namely: 1. Dynamic, 2. Agogic, 3. Metric, 4. Harmonic,
5. Weight, 6. Pitch, 7. Pattern, and 8. Embellished. Of these

QPeter Sozio, "Accentuation as an Expressive Element in Music," 
(Ph.D. dissertation. Teachers College, Columbia University, 1976), p. 6.
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eight types, the metric accent Is often implied or felt rather than 
heard.10

Throughout the Eighteenth Century various terms were used to
describe metric accentuation.

Not only quantitas intrinseca and "superior regard," but such terms 
as "good and bad" notes, and "heavy and light" notes were used to 
describe the perception of note relationships. We shall attempt to 
show that all these terms referred to the same phenomenon, which will 
be called "arsis-thesis grouping"... . H

The proper application of this accentuation was dependent on the
hierarchical order of stress, weight and length of each beat within the
measure. This aspect of style was discussed in treatises, instruction
books, dictionaries, lexicons, and journals from Caccini to Turk and
Hummel.

The following list covers most of the terms used to describe 
the strong and weak beat alternation:

STRONG WEAK
Good Bad
Accented Unaccented
Thetic Arsic
Long Short
Struck Passing
Notae Virtualiter Longue Notae Virtualiter Breves
Quantitas intrinseca Quantitas extrinseca

^^Paul Creston, Principles of Rhythm (Melville; Belwin Mills 
Publishing Company, 1961), p. 28.

^^George Houle, "The Musical Measure as discussed by Theorists from 
1650-1800," (Ph.D. dissertation, Stanford University, 1960), p. 2.
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Stressed Unstressed
Nota buona Nota cattiva
Emphasized Unemphasized
Innere Wert Ausserllche Wert
Principle Non-principle
Heavy Light
Forte Piano
Initial
The notes which are to be emphasized and accented (strong beats)

must be played with a stronger weight and intensity and often lengthened
duration. The term Quantitas intrinseca is most associated with this
lengthening of strong beats; it was used by many theorists throughout
the Eighteenth Century.

The term quantitas intrinseca designated an intensity per
ceived in certain notes according to the rhythmic flow of the music. 
Some writers considered this intensity to be a quality of the note 
itself, while others considered it to be a "superior regard" bestowed 
on the note by the listner. Whether the quanitas intrinseca was 
considered to be inherent in the note or in the listner, however, 
the particular notes that were heard as more intense might be 
entirely equal in duration and dynamic force to other notes. The 
bar line was placed before each note characterized by the quantitas 
intrinseca, establishing a relationship between the visual symbols 
of measure and the musical sensibilities of the composer.... The 
eighteenth-century terms quantitas intrinseca did not designate a 
new theory of measure organization, but was rather a later explanation 
of ideas that must have been current when time signatures were 
generally accepted.1%

The use of intrinsic lengthening of stressed beats "was generally
accepted in the Eighteenth Century and formed the consistent placement of

^^Ibid., p. 173.
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bar lines.
The length of stressed beats was longer than the length of 

unstressed beats. This was done at the expense of the weak beats which 
were shortened to keep the quantity of beats in the measure steady.
Fritz Rothschild, a twentieth-century author, describes this uneven 
playing in the following excerpt:

If we hold stressed notes, or the rests which replace them, 
for longer than their written value, we must do so at the expense 
of passing notes, and this inevitably results in uneven playing.
To the musician of the past, such uneven playing was natural as 
is an even rendering to-day. Since it was taken for granted, it 
was never marked; on the contrary if a composer wanted an even 
rendering he had to indicate it by special marks....

If a crotchet (time-unit) consisted of two quavers, the 
first was held longer than its written value and consequently 
the second was shortened. Still more pronounced was the uneven 
playing if a crotchet consisted of four semiquavers; in this case 
the first semiquaver was shortened, though less so than the
third and f o u r t h . 14

The question that arises from this description of Quantitas 
Intrinseca concerns the actual length of the strong beats. This author 
has come to the conclusion that in works for solo instrument or voice, 
the lengthening of the strong beat could last beyond the notated value. 
This could be accomplished through the use of eighteenth-century tempo 
rubato. (For a discussion of rubato, see Turk, page 88.) In works that

^^Ibid., p. 5.
14Fritz Rothschild, A Handbook to the Performance of the 48 

Preludes and Fugues of J.S. Bach According to the Rules of the Old 
Tradition (London: A & C Black, 1955), p. 16.
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have several parts vertically aligned, and where tempo rubato is not a 
technique to be used, the length of the strong beat in reality can only 
be as long as the notated length. The weak beats are cut short of 
their notated length thus giving the strong beats a ratio of longer 
values.

In addition, if the performer begins with the concept of 
"normal touch" (discussed later in this introduction), which calls 
for a separation between notes, the strong beats in a measure of 
C I J J J J j will be performed approximately as | J)

ïf one uses this "normal touch" concept as a starting point and then 
adhers to the principle of quantitas intrinseca, the performance will 
be approximately: j J y Ĵ T j

The principle of strong and weak alternation is applied to all 
hierarchical levels of accentuation. The lower level, or the dividing 
of the beat in subdivisions is treated with strong and weak alternation 
also. In a conventional situation, the first note of a subdivision is 
considered strong and given emphasis, while the second note is considered 
weak and played unemphasized with a shorter duration. Within the time 
division of the beat, Rothschild, describes the following terminology.
The beat is called a "time-unit, " the first division of the beat is 
called a "time-member," and the second division is called a "time-note."

The symbols which determined the amount of accent within the 
measure changed as the centuries progressed.
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The measure was not considered to be a balanced compound of three 
equal elements, consisting of one-third time signatures, one-third 
arsis-thesis groups, and one-third articulation. At times one or 
another of these three aspects outweighted the others in importance 
in the view of the theorists. The late seventeenth-century writers 
concentrated on the graphic symbols of measure; to them time signa
tures were most important. The early eighteenth-century theorists 
concentrated less on time signatures and paid considerably more 
attention to arsis-thesis grouping. Finally, the late eighteenth- 
century writers became concerned with articulation and went so far 
as to equate accent with measure.

The change in meanings of the time signatures from the Seventeenth 
Century to the late Eighteenth Century contributed much to the develop
ment of metric accentuation.

"New signs," which we call "Time signatures," were first defined by 
Italian theorists in the middle of the seventeenth century. Their 
use marked an important change from the mensural signs of the six
teenth and early seventeenth centuries. The date 1650 fixes approxi
mately the chronological landmark of this definition of "new signs." 
Similarly, the date 1800 marks the approximate end of a period 
during which aural groupings of notes and their physical articulation 
were considered different things; for in the early nineteenth century 
theorists came to equate the measure with accent. Both dates are 
imprecise, but they serve to specify the period to which closest 
attention has been paid in studying theorists’ ideas of the measure.

It is impossible to discuss meters, tempos, accents, fingering, 
rubato, or almost any other specific performance problem without 
being aware of the constant presence of alternation between strong 
and weak, also called "good/bad" or whether we are talking about 
individual notes as subdivisions of the measure, or about measures and 
larger structural units within the piece.

In order to determine proper accentuation, one has to look at 
tempo, time signature, note the content, and measure organization. In 
the Seventeenth Century, the time signatures and note-content were the 
most important factors in determining tempo and accentuation. In the late

^^Houle, "The Musical Measure," p. 285.
^^Ibid., p. 2.

Newmann, "Strong and Weak Beat Alternation," p. 19.
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Eighteenth Century, the Italian tempo terms and time signatures became 
the most important factors in determining tempo and the accentuation.
(Â detailed discussion of tempo and accentuation can be found later in 
this chapter.)

The most important facet of articulation in this period was the con
vention that the articulation of a certain note was determined by 
its position in the measure.

There were several articulation markings which influenced accen
tuation, namely, slurs, ties, wedges, dashes, dots, and tenuto marks.
The use of slurs played a particularly important role in the Eighteenth 
Century. Slurs were generally used on smaller groupings of notes which 
helped determine the accentuation on a smaller level. The slurring of a 
group of notes always indicated an accent on the first of the group with 
a slight lengthening of the initial note. Babitz discussed the perfor
mance of slurs in his article "Differences Between 18th Century and 
Modern Violin Bowing."

In slurring a group of notes on one bow the initial crescendo 
usually occurred on the first note of the group, which was invariably 
held longer.

The lengthening of the first of a group of slurred notes is a 
natural convention of performance which has prevailed in varying de
grees throughout musical history...Internal musical evidence shows 
that composers took this phrasing for granted. Quantz...shows a 
group of six slurred demisemiquavers, the first of which must be 
played with a crescendo, obviously impossible unless it is held to 
some extent; and J.S. Bach often gives the first of a large group 
of demisemiquavers a separate bow whilst the remainder are slurred, 
thus implying a quantitative accent on the first note. Geminiani 
in his book on the violin...objects to the stressing of the first 
note of the bar in playing the detached notes..., but does not say 
anything about slurred notes. His statement that composers 'always* 
marked the place where they wanted notes stressed, is as untrue of 
himself as it is of his contemporaries, but nevertheless consistent

toHoule, "The îfeisical Measure," p. 5.
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with Muffat's description of Italian bowing about 60 years earlier.... 
In the era of Expressive Rhythm the need for a down-bow on the 'good
notes' of the bar was generally taken for granted. ^

The "normal touch" or common style of playing In the Eighteenth 
Century called for a detached articulation. Dorothy Swalnson In her 
article entitled "Phrasing and Articulation," states,...."In the eigh
teenth century.... the notes were generally understood to be detached, 
or at any rate what C.P.E. Bach calls semi-detached unless they were 
appogglaturas or specifically marked tenuto or slurred.

Badura-Skoda describes "normal touch" as meaning non-legato and 
further states:

Normal onward movement Is the opposite of both slurring and detaching: 
It consists of lifting the finger nimbly from the preceding key just 
before one touches the next note. This normal onward movement Is
always taken for granted. Is never Indicated.21-

Performers of eighteenth-century music also use an articulation
known as "silence d'articulation," which was part of the "normal touch."
Notes were separated slightly from one another especially at ends of
phrases or sections. The correct fingering end quality of articulation
make possible the audible recognition of phrase separation.

The 'breathing-space' before the bar-line, as suggested, must be so: 
short that there Is no question of holding up the even flow of 
the metre. Such hesitation, 'pausing for breath'. Is very Important 
throughout Mozart's music, which Is so strongly Influenced by vocal 
writing. This kind of 'breathing-space', a slight caesura. Is often 
In place before the entry of a new subject. ^

19 Sol Babitz, "Differences Between 18th Century and Modem Violin 
Bowing," The Score 19 (March 1957).: 43.

20Dorothy Swalnson, "Phrasing and Articulation," Consort 5-12 
(April 1948-1955): 10.

21Badura-Skoda, Interpretating Mozart on the Keyboard, p. 54. 
^^Ibld., p. 167.
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Slight separation, such as rests of short duration are not always 

indicated by the composer. The player must therefore provide them, 
when he sees that it is necessary, by letting the last note of the 
phrase die away. Indeed, in certain cases he must even let it end 
shortly before the completion of its normal duration.

The question of melody, phrasing, melodic curve and continuity 
often comes up in discussion of eighteenth-century music. Babitz answers 
this question in his article, "Modem Errors in Mozart Performance."

When the articulation silence and the metric accent, the two 
factors which destroy the flow of the modem line, are combined, they 
create, paradoxically, an effort of melodic continuity. The regular 
metric accents serve to give poetic flow to a line fragmented by 
articulation silences, while these silences serve to shorten the 
notes sufficiently to prevent the meter from being felt too obviously.
...the 18th century singing style...aimed to convey...the effect of 
declamation through skillful use of such devices as articulation 
silences and varying gradations of a c c e n t s . ^4

The eighteenth-century singing style was performed in the same 
manner as the instrumental style. "Normal touch" and accentuation were 
characteristics of the eighteenth-century "declamatory style" of singing. 
The text usually coincided with the metric accentuation, and the notation
was usually based on syllable strength and length.

Mozart and his contemporaries relied heavily on treatises for 
instmction in articulation as these works were readily available.

The mles and conventions observed by W.A. Mozart and his con
temporaries were described not only by Leopold Mozart but also in
many other books written between 1750 and the end of the century.
Best known were the writings of Joachim Quantz, Friedrich Wilhelm 
Marpurg, C.P.E. Bach, Johann George Sulzer, and Daniel Gottlieb Turk.

23Frederick Dorian, The History of Music in Performance (New York; 
W.W. Norton, 1942), p. 163.

24Sol Babitz, "Modem Errors in Mozart Performance," Mozart 
Yearbook (1967): 78.
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D.G. Turk's Klavlerschule fur Lehrer und Lemende was first 
published in 1789 and appeared in a revised and greatly enlarged 
edition in 1802. It was a very comprehensive work on the inter
pretation of 18th century keyboard music, with several references 
to Mozart's pianoforte sonatas: and being on most of the important 
writings of Turk's predecessors, it reads almost like a compendium 
of musical interpretation in the second half of the 18th century.

The classical treatises on theory and counterpoint, from Zarlino 
to Piston, arrive at many of their rules because of the underlying 
consideration of rhythm and accent. Instructional manuels, such, 
as those by Leopold Mozart, Quantz, and C.P.E. Bach, reveal the 
inextricability of accent to the technique of playing the instru
ment . 26

For instance, Babitz in his research presented the hypothesis 
that accentuation and articulation could be determined from fingerings.

If style is based on technique, an essential key to the under
standing of the performance styles of Bach and Mozart can be found 
in studying their keyboard fingerings. Despite the historical im
portance of fingerings they remain neglected, probably because the 
subject is considered menial.

Though the regular practice of metric accentuation called for the
accented note to receive a longer duration than its written value, there
were circumstances where the accented note received a shorter value. This
is known as lombardian style.

During the second half of the 18th century, the custom of shortening 
applied to an initial note began to wane. The numerous exceptions 
to the practice made by C.P.E. Bach already foreshadow this change 
in attitude; and Turk, towards the end of the century finds it 
necessary to warn against playing the first note as short as 
formerly. ®

25 Rothschild, "Mozart's Pianoforte Music Some ^pects of Interpre
tation," The Score (September 1954), p. 4.

26Sozio, "Accenutation as an Expressive Element," p. 6.
27Sol Babitz, "On Using Early Keyboard Fingerings," Diapason 60 

(March & April 1965): 1.
2SHoule, "The Musical Measure," p. 154.
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Composers such as Mozart and Haydn would explicitly write
accents on weak beats when such non-convential accents were desired.
In regards to conventional accentuation, D.G. Turk stated that, *'...if
the composer does not desire this rendering in certain places the fact

29must be specifically indicated."
The use of uneven playing was an evolutional development of the 

Eighteenth Century. The practice of lengthening and shortening notes 
went from extreme to more moderate, whereas the application of accentua
tion went from moderate to extreme usage. The uneven playing became 
more rigid as the Eighteenth Century matured. The standardization of 
the double dotted notated length was one indication of this more accurate 
style, which is to say that dotted notes of the Eighteenth Century were 
basically not in actual value as long as double dotted ones. The stan
dardization of the double dot is accredited to Leopold Mozart. "Not 
until the end of the 18th century, when rhythmic alteration had already 
gone out of style, could the double dot...take its proper place in 
notation.

Treatise writers of the Eighteenth Century, nevertheless, put as 
a priority, before discussing the various articulations and uneven 
playing, the importance of the individual performer to rely on personal 
good taste and musicianship. Performers were urged to use sound musical 
instinct in implementing accentuation, uneven playing, etc. When deter
mining the length of stressed beats one has to also use good instinct.

29Daniel Gottlieb Turk, School of Clavier Playing, trans. by 
Raymond Haggh (Lincoln and London: Oxford University Press, 1982), p. 325.

^^Babitz, "A Problem of Rhythm in Baroque Music," p. 541.
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"In most Instances, the length was undoubtedly left to the performer's 
discretion and good taste.

Included in this urge to use good taste in performance is a 
warning. Geminiani warns players not to crudely accent the first of 
every bar, nor play in a mechanical manner.

In order to have proper execution, a performer must use good
taste.

Whoever performs a composition so that the affect (character, etc.), 
even in every single passage, is most faithfully expressed (made 
perceptible) and that the tones become at the same time a language 
of feelings, of this person it is said that he is a good executant. 
Good execution, therefore, is the most important, but at the same 
time, the most difficult task of making music.

Treatises of the Late Baroque

Wolfgang Casper Printz 
Wolfgang Casper Printz (1641-1717) was an important late 

seventeenth-century German theorist whose twenty-two treatises contain 
valuable documentation of seventeenth-century style and theory. Printz 
was responsible for original and influential concepts of rhythm and metre 
in the late Baroque. In his early work entitled Compendium musicae of 
1668, "he developed the concept of intrinsic values of stress within 
metres, i.e. quantitas intrinsica. According to this familiar doctrine, 
which replaces the old concept of tactus, beats within a bar have intrin
sic strong and weak stresses that not only determine the correct placing

31 Thomas Warner, "Indications of Performance Practice in Woodwind 
Instruction Books of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries," (Ph.D. 
dissertation. New York Yniversity, 1964), p. 149.

^̂ Tiirk, School of Clavier Playing,"p. 321.
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of texts according to their poetic metre but also provide the principle
33by which dissonances are prepared and resolved."

Phynis Mitilenaeus oder Satyrischer Componiet of 1696 was con
sidered his most important work because it contains..."the most extensive

34summaries of music theory written in the 17th century.
Prints may justifiably be considered the first German theorist to 
attempt a codification and encyclopedic presentation of musical 
knowledge, and as such he is a true professor of eighteenth century 
German writers such as Mattheson and Walther, whom he influenced 
considerably.

"Prints is best known for his Historische Beschreibung the first 
major German history of music. It clearly reveals his extensive knowledge 
of literature of previous periods,

Prints used the terms "long" and "short" to indicate the stressed 
and unstressed beats or portions of the beat.

Further, the number (position in the measure) has a peculiar 
power and virtue. Some numbers caus& notes or sounds of the same 
duration, according to the time (Zeit) to seem longer or shorter.
This should be especially noted as such because of the text as be
cause of consonance and dissonance.

The different lengths of notes apparently equal, according to 
their time or value, is called Quantitas Temporalis Intrinseca, or 
the inner duration.

It can be easily seen that this has its basis in reipsa, when 
a text is set to notes of like duration...the first and.third 
syllables are long and the second and fourth are short.

33Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 15: 274, 
34,'Ibid. 
Ŝ ibid. 
36Ibid.
^^Houle, "The Musical Measure," p. 177.
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Prlntz goes on to discuss the inner quality of the subdivisions 
of a note, a hierarchy of accentuation.

To know these quantities correctly, one must know that every 
note is divided either into two or three parts.

If the subdivisions of notes are duple, all odd numbered notes 
1*3,5,7,etc. are considered long and all even numbered notes 2,4,6,8, 
etc. are short.

Also, each and every syncopated note is long because the odd and 
even numbers are mingled together and agree in it.

If the subdivisions (of a note) are three in number, the first 
is long and the second and third are short.

When the first part is silent, the second is long and the thirdis short.38

As suggested in the preface, accentuation can be applied to a larger 
hierarchy other than the beat. Printz advocates this larger accentual 
hierarchy. He..."suggested that the first and third measure is inwardly 
long-something which can be conveyed on the organ and harpsichord by 
making the first notes of these measures a little longer than the other 
initial notes.

George Muffat
George Muffat (1653-1704) was a German composer who was influ

ential in introducing Italian and French style into German music. Muffat 
contributed detailed information about Lully's and Corelli's practices 
to the German performances. His best known writings are Florilegium 
Primum and Florilegium Secundum, both containing forwards giving important 
performance conventions, including the appropriate attack of the first 
notes of a measure.

In Muffat's preface to Florilegium Secundum, he states that the

^®Ibid., p. 178.
39Sol Babitz, "Modern Errors in Mozart Performance," p. 69.
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Lul}.y style of playing observes the rule of down-bow resulting in 
proper accentuation.

They all observe the same way of playing the principal notes in 
the measure,....

The first note in each measure, where there is no rest or breath, 
should be played down-bow, regardless of its value.

In common time, which the theorists call "tempus imperfectum," 
the measure is divided equally in half. Notes on odd parts of the 
measure (1,3,5,etc.) are played down-bow.^

In rule number three of this same preface. Huffat describes the 
bowing and accentuation for triple meters.

Since, according to the first rule, the first note in the 
measure is down-bow, the second of three equal notes (which comprise 
a complete measure in triple time) is always up-bow, and the third is 
once again down-bow, at least when one plays rather s l o w l y ; . . . .41

From this statement one sees the Baroque view of accentuation of 
beat three. In the Baroque, the last beat of a measure leads back to the 
first beat of the succeeding measure. This provides movement especially 
characterized in the technique of "fortspinnung." This characteristic is 
not found in later eighteenth-century style.

In the same treatise of 1698, Muffat discussed the unequal treat
ment of notes that appear with equal notation. He discussed notes 
inégalés by stating:

Diminutions of the first rank such as sixteenth notes in four-beat 
measures, eighth notes in two-beat or alia breve measures or notes 
that divide a beat in half in slightly quick triple meters and their 
proportions are when used successively, not played each equal to the 
next, as they are written: for that would have something of the
sluggish, the crude, and the dull. But they are altered in the 
French style, by lengthening each odd-numbered note the value of a

40Kenneth Cooper and Julius Zsako, "George Muffat's Observations 
on the Lully Style of Performance," Musical Quarterly 53 (April 1967); 224.

*̂ Ibid.
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42dot, rendering the following note shorter to the same extent....

Muffat considered "notes inégalés" in relation to "good" and
"bad" notes according to their inner length. He also determined that
other notes within the measure were "good" and "bad" according to their
metric position.

Of all notes found in any composition, some are good, noble 
or principles and the others are chetives or viles. Good notes are 
those which seem naturally permitted to the ear as small reposes. 
These are those notes which are a little long, those which begin an 
essential part of the measure, or which have a dot after them and 
between their equals; which dot diminishes those notes which are on
the odd part of the beat. Most good notes are played on the down-
bow.

The chetives are the others, such as passing notes, which do not 
satisf^^the ear and leave after themselves the desire to pass
OTX • • • •

According to Houle:
"Good and Bad" notes were not new terms but had been long accepted 
in Italian treatises. Muffat's use of them may have reflected his 
Italian training. These terms were used by Diruta (II transylvano, 
1625) and Penna (Li Primi Albbori Musicali, 1672) to explain 
fingering rules for keyboard performance. Diruta said good notes 
were to be played by good fingers, which were the second and fourth, 
and bad notes by the bad fingers, the first, third, and fifth.
The good notes were the first notes of groups of two and bad notes 
the second in such groups.

Johann Mattheson 
Johann Mattheson (1681-1764) "was a German composer, critic, 

journalist, lexicographer and t h e o r i s t . H e  was a singer and dealt

^^Houle, "The Musical Measure," p. 14.
^^Ibid., p. 175.
^^Ibid., p. 175-176.
4 5 Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 11: 833.
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primarily with vocal works, mainly opera.
"In 1722, Mattheson began publication of Critica Musica,

(Critical Music), the first German music periodical. It appeared in 
twenty-two numbers from 1722-1725...."^^ Per Vollkommene Capellmeister 
(The Complete Choirmaster) of 1739 was his most important book. It was 
an encyclopedia of knowledge Mattheson thought necessary for every 
kapellmeister.

Mattheson and several other treatise writers of the Eighteenth
Century identified accent and quantitas intrinseca with the same
definition. "We read in Walther, Adlung, Scheibe, Kimberger, and Koch
that accent, 'inner length,' and the quantitas intrinseca were different
terms for the same t h in g . M a t t h e s o n  describes accent as:

An accent in notes is the inner content (innerliche gehalt) and 
emphasis itself, which is so placed that thereby a note stands 
out from another, without consideration of its,apparent (ausserlichen) 
size and its ordinary value in a certain time.

Mattheson attempted to explain a rhythmic system which he called 
rhythmopoeia.

This is a...curious and largely unsuccessful attempt to use Greek 
and Latin peetic meters in musical translation as the basis for a 
theory of rhythmic organization. Khythomopeia was discussed by a 
sufficient number of theorists to indicate that it was considered of 
great importance, and it clearly demonstrates the great interest of 
musicians in finding some explanation of measure g r o u p s .49

^̂ Ibid.
^^Houle, "The Musical Measure," p. 182.
^®Ibid.
49=Ibid., p. 4.
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Rhythmopoeia was basically an attempt to go back to the primary 
roots of rhythm which were the poetic meters. - These meters became the 
basis of all rhythm in a composition. This was done to better under
stand measure and rhythmic groupings.

Jacques Hotteterre
Jacques Hottererre (1674-1763) ...

...was one of many of the Hotteterre family musicians. He was a wind 
and recorder instrument maker and musician at the French court 
during the seventeenth century. His first published work was 
Principes di la Flute traversiere of 1707. It was the first flute 
treatise to appear in any country. This book is a significant source 
of information about early woodwind practice. His second treatise, 
L'art de preluder sur la flute traversiere of 1719 is the only 
important work about improvisation of preludes to appear in French 
and it contains an informative discussion of metres and rhythmic 
alteration.

Hotteterre was one of several Baroque treatise writers dealing 
with the recorder who attempted to explain stressed and unstressed beats 
with the proper application of certain syllables.

The articulation syllables used by the French wind players were 
closely related to the notes inégalés. The basis is the little 
word tnru. The tu must be pronounced sharply with the tongue close 
to, or actually touching the teeth. This gives a very characteristic 
sharpness to the articulation. The ru is pronounced with the tongue, 
near to the teeth, as outlined in the evidence quoted above. The 
letter u is more like the German u than an English u, but the vowel 
sound does not seem to matter. The ru syllable should be accented-in 
length especially. This is why it is pronounced on the first of a 
(long-short) unequal pair of notes in the French style. The actual 
inequality in the French music was left very much to the taste of 
the performer. Sometimes it was only a slight stress given to the 
first note of the pair» and at other times the first note was played 
over-dotted. It depended upon the context. The articulation was 
always considered as turu, i.e. with tu first, and so at the start of 
any series of unequal pairs, the articulation would go tuturuturu.

^^Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 8: 735-736.
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This little word has been called a tongued-sluz, which Is appropri
ate, for the tu is bound to the ru across the beat.

Another articulation word was in use viz. (sic) tu ru. This is 
normally very slightly short-long, but loud-soft. It gives the 
impression of the normal stressing given to strong and weak notes 
in the bar. It was used for some equal notes, and also as a sort of 
early double-tonguing for use in very fast passages.

Jean-Phillipe Rameau
Jean-Phillipe Rameau (1683-1764) was a "French composer and 

theorist.... A close contemporary of J.S. Bach and Handel, D. Scarlatti,
and Telemann,"....he was the leading French composer.of his time and...

52"an important innovator in harmonic theory."
His most important treatise was Traite de l'harmonie réduite a 

ses principes naturels (Principles of Harmony) of 1722. Rameau highly 
influenced later writers such as Marpurg and Riemann.

In his treatise Principles of Harmony, he describes the beats of 
a measure in terms of strong and weak positions.

Measures are separated by lines drawn perpendicularly which are 
called barlines. Each meter contains only two, three, or four beats 
(to a measure), and these beats are usually indicated by a movement 
of the hand or of the foot. The first beat is indicated by striking 
or lowering the hand, the last by raising it, and those in the 
middle by moving it to the right or left.

The first beat is called strong or principal, and the others weak, 
except in a quadruple meter, where the first and third beats are equal
ly strong.53

Nicolas Bernier
Nicolas Bernier (1665-1734) "was a French composer, organist, and

^^Jacques Hotteterre, Principles of the Flute, Recorder and Oboe, 
trans. by David Lasoeki (New York: Fiederick A. Praeger, Pubs., 1968),
p. 22.

52Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 15: 559.
53Jean Phillipe Rameau, Treatise on Harmony, trans. by Phillip 

Gossett (New York: Dover Publications, 1971), p. 198-199.
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theorist. His most Important work was his treatise entitled. Principes 
de composition de Mr Bernier, N.D. "...(Principles of Composition by 
Mr. Bernier). C o n t a i n e d  in this work is a section concerning strong 
and weak beats, which states:

As these terms are often used in this treatise, I have thought
it best to explain their meaning here at the outset.

Therefore, one must know that in each measure of music there are 
both strong and weak beats. These serve not only in the "scansion" 
of the melody and the cadences, that is to say to join faithfully 
words and musical meter, but also to prepare, to form, and to make 
acceptable the imperfect harmonies, called dissonances. This is the 
reason the student should know and retain that which follows.

1. In a measure having two beats, the first is strong and the 
second is weak.

2. In a measure having three beats, the first is strong, the
second is less strong, and the third is weak.

3. In a measure having four beats, the first is strong, the 
second weak, the third strong, and the fourth weak.55

Roger North
Roger North (1651-1734) was an..."English lawyer, author and

amateur musician.... Two important treatises written by North were
The Musicali Grammarian of 1726 and "A Dissertation of Time."^^ In the
second work. North describes the notes in a measure which should receive
a strong emphasis, and which in turn determine meter.

It may be doubted whether in truth the tripla measures of time in 
reality differ at all from duple, or whether the seeming differences 
be not the result of emphasis more than of proportion, for all the 
pulses are supposed to be equal. As, a series of these sounds... 
may be common time or tripla according to emphasis; for if, with 
duo’s, the stroke falls a little fiercer upon the first and lighter

54Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 13: 286.
^^Nicolas Bernier, Principles of Composition, trans. by Phillip 

Gossett (New York: Dover Publications, 1971), p. 198-199.
^^Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 13: 286.
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upon the 2nd (as they say of a foreward and backward bow), it is 
common time; but if it falls hard upon the first, and slighter upon 
the second and third, it is tripla.

Johann David Heinichen
Johann David Heinichen (1603-1729) was a well educated musician

who advocated a mixture of style, national Idioms of German, French and
Italian. As such, his music was more galant or pre-classical in
character than north German Baroque.

His most Important work was Per General-Bass In der Composition
(The General-Bass In Composition) of 1728. This treatise was Influential
to writers such as Scheibe and Mattheson. In this treatise, Heinichen
discussed the use of strong and weak beats using the terminology of
note virtualiter (strong) and notae breves (weak). Heinichen states that
the first, third, etc. beats are inherently longer than beats two, four,
etc. due to their metric position.

...that just as Is well known with notes of the same value, the 
first, third, fifth, etc., are called Notae virtualiter longue or long 
notes (according to their Inner value) while, in contrast, the 
second, fourth, sixth, etc., are called Notae virtualiter breves or 
short notes (according to their inner value), so too the same occurs 
with the transitus; and the first and third notes of like duration 
are always inherently (virtualiter) long, the middle one, however, 
inherently s h o r t .58

In a discussion of quantitas intrinseca in relation to triple
meters, Heinichen stated:

The notes from which each triple meter takes its name, have this 
characteristic ratione quantitatis intrinsecae: that each time the

^^John Wilson, ed., Roger North on Music. (London: Novello and 
Co., Ltd., 1959), p. 102.

58George Buelow, Thorough-Bass Accompaniment According to Johann 
David Heinichen (Berkley: University of California Press, 1966), p. 91.
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first (note) is inherently long while the second and third are 
inherently short, so that sometimes the second, sometimes the 
third passes through freely and sometimes both together....

Johann Gottfreid Walther
Johann Gottreid Walther (1684-1748) was a..."German organist, 

composer, theorist, and lexiocographer."®^ Walther collected a large 
quantity of music and had an enormous library which gave him the material 
necessary for his Musicalisches Lexicon of 1732. This work was the first 
major German dictionary which included terms and biographies of musicians 
from the past and present.

In his Musicalisches Lexicon, Walther defines the terms quantitas 
intrinseca and extrinseca.

Quantitas notarum extrinseca, and intrinseca (lat.). The apparent 
(or outward) and inner value of the notes. According to the former 
(extrinseca) every note is in performance of the same length as other 
notes of the same value, but according to the latter intrinseca the 
notes are of unequal length: since, to be specific the uneven parts 
cf the beat are long and the even ones short.

Walther defines "good" and "bad" notes using the Italian equiva
lents, Tempo di buona and Tempo di cattiva.

Tempo di buona (ital.) The good part of the beat. In Tactu 
aequali or beat with equal strokes, the first of two minims, or the 
first half of the beat is good; also the first and third of four- 
quarters, the. first, third, fifth and seventh of eight-eighths and 
so forth, because these tempi or odd-numbered parts of the beat are 
alike. They are used for a caesura, a cadence, a long syllable, a 
syncopated dissonance, and above all for a consonance (from which 
its name— di buona— comes).

^^Ibid., p. 114.
Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 20: 191. 

^^Houle, "The Musical Measure," p. 179.
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Tempo dl cattiva, ordey dj. mala GjLtal.) tlje bad pa?C o( the 

heat, Ui Tactu aeqealj ox heat vi'th two equal strokes, the second of 
two mtndms or the second half of the heat Is bad; also the second and 
fourth, sixth and eighth of eight-eighths, because these tempi or 
even-numhered parts of the beat are all different from the above- 
mentioned parts, and are their o p p o s i t e s .

James Grasslneau
James Grasslneau Cd. 17671 was famous as a dictionary compiler.

Grasslneau,, ."was fluent in French, understood Latin and knew ’a little*
63

music." His most important and well known work was entitled A Musical 
Dictionary of 1740. This was an excellent and important dictionary, al
though Bumey criticized it stating it was a mere translation of Brossard's 
dictionary which was written in 1703.

In his Musical Dictionary, Grasslneau uses the Italian terms 
associated with "good" and **bad" notes to define the term "accent."

Accent, a certain modulation;- or warbling of the sounds, to express 
the passions either naturally by the voice, or artificually by instru
ments. ,.this accented and unaccented part of a measure answers to 
what the Italians call tempo buono and cattivo....

Johann Adolf Scheibe 
Johann Adolf Scheibe (1708-1766) was a German composer, theorist 

and organist, as well as a music critic. Among his closest friends was 
Telemann. "In 1737...Scheibe.,.initiated the publication, fortnightly 
throughout 1738 (26 issues), of his Critischer Musikus..., which after a 
one-year pause was continued as a weekly in 1739-40 (in 78 issues).

62Ibid.
^^Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary. 7; 642. 
^^Grassineau, A Musical Dictionary, p. 1. 
^^Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary. 16: 599-600.
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Scheibe’s works have been largely ignored due to hia criticise of 
J.S, Bach's playing style.

In his work entitled, Critischer Musikus Neue Veraehrte 
Auflage of 1745, two different terms are found which indicate the 
meaning of "good” and "bad” notes, Scheibe uses the term "struck" 
(anschlagendel..for "long" or "good" notes, and "passing" Çdurchgehende) 
for "short" or "bad,"

A description of Quantitatem Intrinsecam can Be found in an 
article entitled, "Uber die musicalische.,." from Scheibe's treatise 
Critischer Musikus. He states;

When we play, sing, or only listen to music our own feeling 
tells us that when the notes of the same outward appearance or out
ward size are considered or weighed one against another, though they 
seem to be of equal duration, they are, or they give the impression 
of being, either long or short, even though they are two notes of 
entirely equal value or content. We must therefore examine this 
circumstance and unequal intrinsic size, this so-called Quantitatem 
intrinsecam which has a great influence, especially on melody, and 
through it on harmony. It is particularly in vocal music that it is 
important that we leam to weigh the notes one against another.

In the following paragraphs Scheibe describes arsis-thesis.
Now (to consider} what the downbeat (Niederschlagl or thesis and 

the upbeat CAufschlag} or arsis signifies. We must know that every 
measure (Taktart), whether containing two, three, or four principal 
parts, whether duple or triple, or whether simple or compound, is al
ways noticeably divided in two parts called downbeat and upbeat.

We note that when the measure is duple the upbeat and downbeat 
are entirely equal, one as long as the other. The first half of the 
measure, whether it is composed of one or two parts or whether it be
longs to the simple or compound varieties of measures, is called 
thesis or the downbeat, probably because to illustrate the beginning 
of the measure the hand stroke moves down.

^^Houle, "The Musical Measure," p. 184.
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The second half of this %easu?e is called atais ot the upheat, 
psohahly because of the upward strode of the hand.

When the measure Is triple, whether simple or compound, the up
beat and downbeat are of unequal length. Since every triple 
measure, of whatever kind it may be, always contains three principal 
parts; the first two parts are figured together in the downbeat and 
the third and last part the upbeat.

. ,,I have given the general rule that the downbeat of a measure 
should be long, that is struck Canscblagend), and the upbeat short, 
that is passing Giurchgehandel. But I have also shown that this rule 
is not without exception, or at least it is not so in all cases and 
measures because the first part of the upbeat is sometimes as long 
as (the first parti of the downbeat and the second parts of both are 
short.

These two principal parts are further divided into more varieties 
of smaller notes, some of equal size to each other and some of dif
ferent sizes.

All notes of externally equal size, or of one value compare to 
each other as the parts of the downbeat and upbeat compare to each 
other. That is, they behave the same when divided into two like 
parts.

When each half note in 2/2 measure is divided into two quarter 
notes, the first quarter note of each half note C&alben.• Taktnetel is 
"struck" and therefore innerliche long, and second quarter note of the 
same half note is "passing" anj therefore innerliche short, because 
the accent or the ton comes on the first note and is lacking on the 
second note. Therefore two notes of the same value cannot both have 
accent or ton.

If this subdivision is carried further into eighth notes the 
same proportion is kept in their natures; therefore one note and the 
next always are struck and passing or innerliche long and short even 
though they are all of the same value according to their apparent size 
or worth, or according to the time signature.*'

William Tans'ur
William Tans’ur 0-7QQ-17831 was an English theorist and psalmodist 

who spent much of his time travelling about England teaching psalmody, 
bis principal work of theory, A New Musical Grammar (3L7461 went into sever-

67Ibid., pp. 184-185.
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al editions, and appeared in revised forms as The Elements of Musick Dis
played (1772).

In the treatise, A New Musical Grammar, Tans'ur describes the
application of proper accentuation.

...This is what is called the Accented, and Unaccented parts of 
the Measure; which the Italians call Tempo Buono, or Time-Good ; 
and Tempo-Cattivo, or Time or Measure-Bad; that is to say, the good, 
and bad, parts of the Measure, etc.

In Common Time, the first Notes of the beginning of a Bar, and 
the first Notes of the last half of the Bar is the Accented Part; 
that is, the first and third Crotchet of every Bar, the rest being 
the Unaccented Parts; but in Tripla-Time (where Notes go by three and 
three) the first of the three is the accented part, and the rest the 
unaccented.

The accented Parts should be always as full of Harmony as possi
ble, and as void of Discords as may be, in order to render the 
Composition the more affecting; but the unaccented parts may consist 
of Discords, and the like, without any great offense to the Ear, 
etc. This being a part of music, that few or no Authors have very 
rarely mentioned (sic!): although it is the whole Ornament and
the Spirit of every Composition, especially when any person performs 
alone.

In common time, remember well by heart.
The first and third is the accented part;
And if your music Tripla-Time should be,,_
Your accent is the first of ev'ry three.

Francesco Geminiani
Francesco Geminiani (1687-1762) was an "Italian violinist, compo

ser, and theorist," who, as a composer, was "overshadowed by his teacher 
Corelli and contemporaries such as Vivaldi and Handel. Therefore, he is 
best remembered for his virtuoso playing and treatises rather than his 
compositions.

The last period of Geminiani's life was marked by the writing of 
several treatises. Some of his most important contributions dealt with

^®Ibid., p. 265.
^^Sadie, The New Musical Dictionary, 7: 223.
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the art of good taste. Two such works were. Rules for Playing In a True 
Taste (1748), and A Treatise of Good Taste In the Art of Musik (1749).
Two other important works were. The Art of Playing on the Violin (1751), 
and The Art of Accompaniment (1754).

Geminiani in his Art of Playing on the Violin, warns the per
former against crudely accenting the first beat of every bar. This 
statement must be taken by the performer as a warning to play and imple
ment accentuation with good taste and sensitivity.

Geminiani was so intense about the use of good taste and musical
sensitivity that he developed an elaborate set of symbols to interpret
articulation. He did not want accentuation and articulation left solely
to interpretation and speculation of the performer.

This sensitivity to musical nuances became more and more typical 
of Geminiani as time went on, and he became ever more concerned 
with showing the performer exactly how to play each movement, each 
phrase, and each note. In order to do this he developed a whole 
battery of special signs and symbols, most carefully thought out 
and extremely precise in their significance, and all this parapher
nalia was in order to-force the performer to play in accordance with 
"The Rule of Taste."'"

Charles Avison writes about Gemininani and his good taste:
...whose Elegance and Spirit of composition ought to have been much 
more our Pattern; and from whom the public Taste might have received 
the highest Improvement, had we thought proper to lay hold of those 
Opportunities which his long Residence in this Kingdom has given us.

Michel Corrette
Michel Corrette (1709-1795) was a French organist who was also the

^^Thurston Dart, "Francesco Geminiani and the Rule of Taste," 
Consort No. 19-22 (July, 1962-1965): p. 123.

^^Ibid.
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author of seventeen methods dealing with.performance ptact&ce, Qls 
writings span some seventy-five years and, therefore, show a hroad view 
of eighteenth-century French conventions. Corrette was the leading 
eighteenth-century writer on flute and recorder instructions. In his 
Methode pour apprendre aisement a jour di la flute tranversiere (Method 
for Easily Learning to Plav on the Transverse Flute), of 1742, he dis
cusses accentuation and intrinsic values of certain notes.

Corrette described stressed and unstressed beats through the use 
of proper flute tonguing syllables, Corrette and Hotteterre advocated 
the use of "tu ru," the "tu" lending itself to a more pronounced articu
lation. Qùantz uses the syllable "did’11", while Tromlitz'suggests 
tad’ll. "In all of these methods, the second syllable is decidedly 
weaker than the first and cannot be attacked with the same clarity as 

the first,
In the method book mentioned earlier, (Method for Easily Learning 

to Play on the Transverse Flute), Corrette describes in Chapter Fiye the 
various time signatures and their respective accentuation. For example:

The meter 4/4 time contains twice the numbet of beats as 2/4 
time. Also, the accents of the two ways differ. Observe that in 
allegros there is one beat, and in adagios or other alow parts, two __ 
Beats if necessary. In 4/4 and 12/8 time, one can have two accents,

2 marks the beat in 2/4 time. This meter is used in Rigaudons, 
Gavottes, Bourses, and Cotillons in French music. The Italians 
hardly use these at all. It must be pointed out that to play the 
eighth notes in pairs, one makes the first one long and the second 
one abort Csometimes] .

72Carol Farrar, Michel Corrette and Flute Playing in the 18th 
Century (New York; Institute of MedieavaL Music, Ltd., 1970), p. 8.

^4bid., p. 22,
?4lbid.
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Giorgio Àatonlotto
Giorgio Antonlotto (1692-17761 vas an Italian theorist and com

poser for the cello. During a two week stay In London, he wrote his most 
Important treatise entitled L'arte armonlca (A Treatise on the Composl- 
tlon of Muslckl, published In 1760.

Within this treatise Antonlotto discussed accentuation:
The measures which may be divided into two equal parts, have 

their first part accented, and the second part unaccented; when the 
same measures are divided In four parts, by four equal notes, the 
first note and the third are accented, and the second and fourth 
unaccented,...,but when the second note, which Is unaccented, being 
compacted In two notes, the first of the two becomes accented, the 
second unaccented; and the first part of the measure being divided 
by four equal notes, the first and the third are accented, the 
second and fourth notes not accented,...and the general rule is this, 
that all notes of whatsoever but like value, computing in the saije 
manner the following notes, so far as they continue composed by the 
same value; but the principal accents are always two, the first Is in 
the first note of the measure, which may be considered as the Irery 
first principal, and the second accent which also çay be considered 
as the second principal. Is in the first note of the second part of 
the same measure. In triple time the accent falls somewhat different 
into the notes of their relative measures. In the times divided by 
the signs of equality before spoken, being the accent principally 
considered In the first note of the measure, and also in the first 
note of the second part of the same measure; consequently all the 
middle and final cadences may he alternately In both of the same 
two principal accents, but in time of triples, the first accent, 
when the measure is divided by three equal notes, is in the first 
note, and the second accent Is the last; the middle note being conv 
sequently unaccented,..,,75

Treatises of the Style Galant

Johann Joachim (^antz 
Up to this point In the chapter, all the treatises have dis

cussed accentuation of the Baroque style, % t h  Quantz, a new emerging

75Houle, "The Musical Measure," p. 275-276.
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style appears known as the "style galant." Although Quantz is influ
enced by the late Baroque and explains many articulations in the Baroque 
tradition, he shows the transition to the late classical style. Quantz 
is very Important in that he was widely read by late classical theorists 
and composers. Johann Joachim Quantz (1697-1773) was a "German flautist 
composer, writer on music, and flute m a k e r . H e  was one of the most 
important theorists of the Eighteenth Century, contributing a great deal 
to the recorded history of eighteenth-century performance practice. His 
most important contribution was his Versuch einer Anwelsung die Flote 
traversiere zu spielen (Essay on the Art of Playing the Transverse Flute) 
of 1752. This work is written in three parts. The first is devoted to 
technique, from rudiments to advanced matters such as ornamentation and 
style. The second part deals with the art of accompaniment and the duties 
of the accompanist. The last part surveys the characteristics of Italian, 
French, and German styles, and principal types of vocal and instrumental 
music. This detailed work influenced writers from C.P.E. Bach to 
D.G. Turk.

In his Essay..., Quantz discusses accentuation to a great degree 
using the terms "principal" for "good" notes and "non-principal" for 
"bad" notes.

In performance, one must distinguish between the principal notes 
(which are also called attacking or, in the Italian Way, good notes) 
and the passing notes, which are called bàd notes, by some foreigners. 
Whenever possible, the principal note must Se more accented than the 
passing notes, be it moderate tempo or in adagio, must be played a

^^Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 15: 495.
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bit unevenly although they look alike; so that the attacking notes 
of every figure-the first, third, fifth, and seventh-are held some
what longer than the second, fourth, sixth, or eighth. But this 
lengthening should not amount to a dot. By 'fastest notes' I 
understand quarters in 3/2; eighths in 3/4; sixteenths in 3/8; 
eighths in alia breve; sixteenths or thirty-seconds in 2/4 or common 
4/4; but only as long as there are no figures of notes still faster 
or twice as fast. For in this case it is the latter ones that must 
be performed in the way just described.... Excepted from this rule 
are, first, very fast passages in a very fast tempo that leaves no 
time but to lengthen and stress the first of every four notes. Also 
expected are all fast passages that the singing voice has to perform, 
unless they are meant to glide. Uneveness is out of place, since 
every note in such a singing passage must be detached and marked off 
by a gentle exhalation. Excepted are also notes with dashes or dots 
above or those which repeat the same tone; slurred groups of more 
than two notes, that is, of four or six or eight; and finally the 
eighths in gigues. All these notes must be played evenly in equal 
lengths.77

Quantz, as did most treatise writers, associated the delivery of
music to that of poetic declamation.

Musical execution may be compared with the delivery of an orator.
The orator and the musician have, at bottom, the same aim in regard 
to both the preparation and the final execution of their productions, 
namely, to make themselves masters of the hearts of their listners, 
to arouse or still their passions, and to transport them now to this 
sentiment, now to that. Thus it is advantageous to both, if each 
has some knowledge of the duties of the other.

As to delivery, we demand that an orator have an audible clear, 
and true voice; that he have distinct and perfectly true pronounci- 
ation, not confusing some letters with others, or swallowing them; 
that he aim at a pleasing variety in voice and language; that he 
avoid monotony in the discourse rather allowing the tone of the 
syllables and words to be heard now loudly, now softly, now quickly, 
now slowly; and that he raise his voice in words requiring emphasis, 
subdue it in others. He must express each sentiment with an appro
priate vocal inflextion, and in general adapt himself to the place 
where he speaks, to the listners before him, and to the content of 
the discourse he delivers. Thus he must know, for example, how to 
make the proper distinction between a funeral oration, a panegryic, 
a jocular discourse, etc. Finally, he must assume a good outwardbearing.78

Johann J. Quantz, Essay on the Art of Playing the Transverse 
Flute, trans. by Edward Reilly (London: Faber and Faber, 1966), p. 123.

^®Ibid., p. 119.
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Quantz discussed the use of accentuation primarily in the sense 
of agogic accent. The "good" notes were always held slightly longer than 
the passing or weak notes. Thomas Warner, a twentieth-century musicolo
gist states:

Modem harmony has deprived the word passing (durchgehend) of 
its metric significance,... In Quanta's day, however, the passing 
note usually had a simultaneous metric and harmonic meaning: it was
not only the "bad" (dissonant) note through which one passed between 
two "good" (consonant) notes, but one also passed it by more 
quickly. It was for this reason that it was called "intrinsically 
short" (virtualiter kurz, Innerlich kurz).̂ ^

Quantz made an important point concerning rests and proper accen
tuation. He stated that where rests occur on a stressed beat, the accen
tuation must not be lost. The note which follows the rest must not be 
played too soon or unduely stressed as this will upset the conventional 
metric accentuation.

In allegro where short rests appear instead of accented notes, 
one must take great care not to begin the note which follows the 
rest too soon.

As seen before in flute and recorder treatises of the Baroque, 
accentuation can be executed by the use of proper syllables and tonguing. 
Tlirough the use of these proper syllables, which is the manner of arti
culation and expressing accentuation on the flute and recorder, accentu
ation can be achieved. Quantz recommends the use of "di" for the stressed 
beats and "d'll" for the weak beats.

You must be very careful that the tongue does not anticipate the 
fingers, as frequently happens in the beginning. You must rather 
seek always to hold on to the first note with "di" a little, and to

79Thomas Warner, "Indications of Performance Practice in Woodwind 
Instruction Books of the 17th and 18th Centuries," p. 144.

80Sol Babitz, "A Problem of Rhythm in Baroque Music," p. 545.
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make the second, with "d'll,” slightly shorter. For through the 
quick withdrawl of the tongue, the d'll receives a sharper stroke.

When the passage-work continues with notes of. the same value, and 
without large leaps, the first note on the downbeat always receives 
di, and the second d'll....®^

Quantz continues with a comparison of "did'11" and "tiri."
In its use did'11 is the opposite of tiri. In tiri the accent lies 
on the second syllable, in did'11 it falls on the first, and always 
comes on the note on the downbeat, the so-called good note.

In slow tempos, the stressing of the good beats is easier to per
form and make distinct. In fast tempos, the stress is much more difficult 
to perform.

In the Allegro the quick passage-work must be played above all 
roundly, correctly, and distinctly, and with liveliness and articula
tion. The liveliness of the tonguing, and the action of the chest 
and lips are of considerable help in this regard on wind instruments, 
and on bowed instruments, the bow-stroke. On the flute the tongue 
must tip firmly at one time, gently at another, as the species of 
notes require; and the movements of the tongue and fingers must always 
be simultaneous, so that several notes are not omitted here and there 
in the passages. Thus all the fingers must be raised equally and not 
too high.®^

Qui-ntz goes further to warn the performer that...
Fains must be taken to play each note with its proper value, and 
to avoid carefully either hurrying or dragging. To this end, the 
player should keep the tempo in mind at each crotchet, and should not 
believe it sufficient to be in accord with the other parts only at 
the beginning and end of the bar. Hurrying of passage-work may occur, 
particularly in ascending notes, if the fingers are raised too 
quickly. To avoid this, the first note of quick figures must be 
stressed and held slightly..., especially since the principal notes

8XFritz Rothschild, Musical Performance in the Times of Mozart and 
Beethoven (New York: Oxford University Press, 1961), p. 64.

82Quantz, Essay, p. 80-81.
QO
*^Ibid., p. 81.
®^Ibid., p. 129.
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should always be heard a little longer than the passing ones. To 
this end, the principal notes which form the fundamental melody may 
also be stressed from time to time through chest action.

In chapter twelve of Quantz's flute treatise, a discussion of 
the execution of triplets occurs.

You must take care to make the triplets quite round and equal, 
and must not hurry the first two notes In them, lest they sound as 
though they have yet another crook; for In this fashion they would 
no longer remain triplets. Thus the first note of a triplet, since 
It Is a principal note In the chord, may be held slightly, so that 
the tempo Is not forced, and the execution In consequence distorted.

Quanta's discussion of slurs agrees with most of the treatise 
writers of the time. When two notes were slurred together, the first 
was lengthened slightly longer than the second.

Quantz also describes the Importance and proper execution of a
theme.

If In an allegro the principal subject (theme) frequently recurs 
It must always be clearly differentiated In Its execution from the 
auxiliary Ideas. Whether majestic or flattering, gay or bold, the 
subject can always be made sensible to the ear In a different manner 
by the liveliness or moderation of the movements of the tongue, chest, 
and lips, and also by the Piano and Forte. In repetitions generally, 
the alteration of Plano and Forte does good service.

Principal Ideas must be clearly distinguished from these Inter
spersed with them; they are. Indeed the best guide to the expression.
If there are more gay than majestic or flattering Ideas In an Allegro, 
It must be played happily and quickly for the most part. But If 
majesty Is the character of the principal Ideas, In general the piece 
must be played more seriously. If the principal sentiment Is flattery, 
greater composure must prevail.8?

®^Ibld., p. 130.
86Edward Shay, "Notes Inégalés and Francois Couperin's Messe A 

L'Usage des Paroisses (Mass for the Parishes)," (D.M.A. dissertation. 
University of Clnnclnatl, 1969), p. 37.

87Quantz, Essay, p. 131.
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Charles Avison
Charles Avison (1709-1770) was an "English composer, conductor,

88writer on music, and organist...." He was very influential in his 
writings on music with his most important work being An Essay on Musical 
Expression written in 1752. The work is in three parts: Part One deals
with the effect of music on emotions, and character-analysis between 
painting and music. Part Two critiques some composers and styles. Part 
Three remarks on instrumental performance, especially concertos.

In his Essay on Musical Expression, a discussion of accentuation
occurs explaining the proper emphasis certain notes should receive
especially at the beginning of a section.

When Concertos are performed with three or four Instruments only, 
it may not be amiss to play the Solo Parts Messo Piano; and to know 
more accurately where to find them, the first and last Note of every 
Chorus should be distinguished thus...and to prevent all Mistakes 
of pointing the Forte at a wrong Place, that also ought to have the 
same Mark: By this Means the Performer will be directed to give the
first Note of every Chorus and Forte its Proper Emphasis, and not 
suffer the latter to hang upon the Ear, which is extremely dis
agreeable.89

Leopold Mozart
Leopold Mozart (1719-1787) wrote his famous Versuch Einer Grund- 

lichen Violinschule (A Treatise on the Fundamental Principles of Violin 
Playing), in 1756, and it stands with Quanta’s Essay..., in importance. 
It basically demonstrates the Italian method of playing, and is very

Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 1: 748.
89Charles Avison, An Essay on Musical Expression (London, 1753); 

reprint ed., (New York: Broude Brothers, 1967), p. 141-142.
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valuable In its Information about performance practice and musical taste. 
This late Baroque treatise contains a great deal of Information on 
eighteenth-century articulation and style.

George Houle describes Mozart as an eighteenth-century writer who 
specified accent as an articulation Imposed by the performer, extrlnslcal- 
ly. It was much easier for a violin method to explain accentuation than 
It was a keyboard treatise. Houle translates Mozart's writing on accent 
as follows:

Generally the accent (footnote: I mean here by the word 'accent' by no
means le port de voix of the French, of which (jean) Rousseau gives an 
explanation In his Methode pour apprendre a chanter p. 56; but an ex
pression, accent, or emphasis, from the Greek)...of the expression or 
the stress of tone falls on the ruling or strong beat which the Itali
ans call Nota buona. These strong beats, however, differ perceptibly 
from each other. The specially strong beats are as follows: In every
bar, the first note of the first quarter, the first note of the half
bar or third quarter in 4/4; the first note of the first and fourth 
quarters In 6/4 time and 6/8 time; and the first note of the first, 
fourth, seventh and tenth quarters in 12/8 time. These may be called 
the strong beats on which the chief stress of the tone always falls If 
the composer has Indicated no other expression. In the ordinary accom
paniment to an aria or a concert piece, where for the most part only 
eighths or sixteenths occur, they are now usually written detached, or 
at the least, a few bars at the beginning are marked with a small 
stroke. For example: /  \ x— \ , . X— N

f e e #  f # # #  # # # #  # # # #

f LLf 6 L U i L U i U J
f  p f f  f f  f fOne must therefore continue to accent the first note strongly In the 

same manner until a chagge occurs.
The other good notes are those which, it Is true, are at all 

times distinguished from the remainder by a small accent, but on 
which the stress must be applied with great moderation. They are, 
namely, quarters and eighths in allabreve time, and quarters in the 
so-called minim-triplet; further, there are eighths and sixteenths in 
common time and also In 2/4 and 3/4 time: and finally, sixteenths In
3/8 and 6/8 time, and so on. Now If several notes of this kind follow 
each other, over which, two by two a slur be placed, then the accent 
falls on the first of two, and It Is not only played somewhat 
louder, but It Is also sustained rather longer; while the second Is 
slurred on to It quite smoothly and quietly and somewhat late. An 
example hereof can be seen in the first section of the seventh chapter, 
para. 3; but read particularly para. 5 of the second section of 
Chapter VII and study the examples. But often three, four and even
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more notes are bound together by such a slur and half circle.
In such a case, the first thereof must be somewhat more strongly 
accented and sustained longer; the others on the contrary, being 
slurred on to it in the same stroke with a diminishing of the tone, 
even more and more quietly and without the slightest accent. Let 
the reader remind himself frequently of the seventh chapter, and 
especially of what has been said in para. 20 of the first sectionthereof.90

In a later paragraph Mozart describes the necessary detachment 
needed in playing the eighteenth-century style stating that "...one 
should not sustain the notes but play them separately from one another- 
thus-

written played .
Mozart described the use of slurs and their affect on perfor

mance.
...Now if in a musical composition two, three, four and even 

more notes be bound together by the half circle (slur), so that one 
recognizes therefrom that the composer wishes the notes not to be 
separated but played singingly in one slur, the first of such 
united notes must be somewhat more strongly stressed but the re
mainder slurred on to it quite smoothly and more and more quietly. 
Let it be tried in the foregoing examples. It will be seen that the 
stress falls now on the first, now on the second, or third crotchet, 
yes, frequently even on the second half of the first, second, or 
third crotchet.92

Sol Babitz translates the same paragraph from îfozart's Essay..., 
and then provides the following comments.

L. Mozart describes the performance of slurs on three other 
occasions: In ch. II, #10 he again speaks of the need for sus
taining the first note "rather longer", and in Ch. VII. 1, #3, he says that it should be held "slightly longer"; on only one occasion

^^Houle, "The Musical Measure," p. 262-263. 
^^Ibid., p. 66.
®^Ibid., p. 264.
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does he fail to say that the first note should be held and this is 
in the case of 8th-notes in 3/4 time, which he says should be played 
"more strongly", because lengthening here will interfere with pos
sible off-beat accents and hemiolas...

Babitz further states about L. Mozart that:
L. Mozart, unlike Turk, gives the first and third beats equal 

strength in 4/4; however his discussion of bar-line emphasis indi
cates a basically stronger first beat. In discussing Nota Buona 
he considers on an equal plane those notes which are strong by^ 
being on the good beat...notes which are performed unequally: ^  , 
perf. . Quantz and Mozart discuss both recommending unslurred 
as wellas slurred notes for inequality. While Mozart recommends 
a small accent on the first of 3,4, or 6 notes Quantz and North, 
being earlier recommend a small "pause" as w e l l . 94

Mozart expressed that the responsibility of realizing strong and 
weak beats was in the hands of the performer.

In performance one must try to find the affections and express 
them correctly, as the composer meant them to be employed. One 
must be able to alternate the weak with the strong, even when no 
instructions are given, and to put them in the right p l a c e s . 95

C.P.E. Bach
C.P.E. Bach (1714-1788)...was widely recognized for his key

board playing and his theoretical writings. He stands as the chief 
North German empfindsamer Stil figure. His Essay on the True Art 
of Playing the Keyboard Instruments of 1759 is certainly one of the 
most important treatises of the Eighteenth Century. It is a standard 
on studying eighteenth-century fingering, ornamentation, continuo 
playing and improvisation.

Bach advocated the conventional stressing of the first beat of a 
group of notes or measure.

93Babitz, "Modem Errors in Mozart Performance," p. 70.
^^Ibid., "Modem Errors," p. 64.
95Dorian, The History of Music in Performance, p. 167. 
®^Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 1:844.
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Bach describes the use of slurs and the accentuation which is 
inferred by them.

Notes which are to be played legato must be held for their full 
length. A slur is placed above them in the manner of Figure 167. 
The slur applies to all of the notes indicated under its trace. 
Patterns of two and four slurred notes are played with a slight 
scarcely noticeable increase of pressure on the first and third 
tones. The same applies to the first tones of groups of three 
notes. In other cases only the first of the slurred notes is 
played in this manner. It is convenient to indicate by appropriate 
marks only the first few of prolonged successions of detached or 
legato notes, it being self-evident that all of the tones are to be 
played similarly until another kind of mark intervenes.^7
Figure 167 I

He gives another example:
The first notes of Figure 174, being slurred, are not played too 

rapidly in a moderate or slow tempo. If they are, an excess of un
filled space will follow their execution. The first note is accen
ted by means of^gentle pressure, but not by a sharp attack or a 
rapid release. 98'

Figure 174 f - h -
k é w=

Bach shows, in a discussion of accompaniment, evidence that 
beats one and three were the accented beats (in common time). Bach 
states that the louder dynamics should occur on the strong beats. On a 
keyboard instrument this is accomplished by having thicker chords 
played on the strong beats.

When many repeated slurred notes appear in a slow tempo and the 
lower octave is to be taken with them, the doubling should occur 
only on the first and third notes, or in a triplet, only on the

97C.P.E. Bach, Essay on the True Art of Playing Keyboard Instru
ments, trans. by William Mitchell (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., 1949),
p. 154.

98Ibid., p. 158.
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first. Furthermore, these tones In the lower register should be 
held.99

Jacob Âdlung
Jacob Adlung (1699-1762) was a German organist and scholar. He 

studied with Christian Reichardt, and was a close friend to Johann 
Walther, in Weimar. This friendship enabled Adlung to study numerous 
books as Walther possessed an enormous music library. Adlung wrote much 
on theory and aesthetics as did Mattheson. Adlung's two largest works 
were Musical mechanics organoedi of 1768 and Anleitung zu der musikalisches 
Gelahrtheit of 1758.

In his Anleitung..., Adlung described accentuation in the terms 
of arsis and thesis.

The first word is from thesi, I use neider; the second from 
arsi, I use the word auf. Nowadays there is much talk of accented 
notes, by which the long notes, or those in the thesis, are under
stood. This subject is called Quantités notarum intrinseca and 
has much to it.^®®

Frederick Wilhelm Marpurg
Frederick Wilhelm Marpurg (1718-1795) was a German critic, 

journalist, theorist and composer. From 1749 to 1763 Marpurg wrote and 
edited books and periodicals concerning music. Marpurg had three impor
tant periodicals:
1. "Der critische Musicus an der Spree" (1749-1750)

^^Ibid., p. 373.
^^^Houle, "The Musical Measure," p. 252.
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2. "Historisch-Kritische Beytrage zur Âufnahme der Musik" (1754-1762, 
1778)

3. "Kritische Briefe uber die Tonkunst” (1760-1764).
■ His most important treatise was Anleitung zum Clavierschule der 

schonen Ausubung der heutegen Zeit gemass of 1755.
In an article entitled "Von den Verschiedenen Taktarten," 

from the periodical "Kritische Briefe", Marpurg explains what the duration 
of a stressed beat should be.

We know from experience that of two successive notes of equal 
nature and following the same time signature, for example two 
crotchets, one is audibly slightly longer than the other. If the 
first is the longer one the next is short, and vice versa. In order 
to distinguish between the appearance of a note and its actual dur
ation, the time-value is called the outer value (ausserliche Wert), 
and the actual duration the inner value (innere Wert)....101

Marpurg discussed the hierarchy of accent and the divisions 
of meter in sub-categories; beats (Tachtheil) and pulses (Tactglieder).

Marpurg uses the terms stressed and unstressed when indicating
strong and weak beats in a meter.

There are in every type of meter "good" and "bad" beats. That 
which is termed "good" is longer intrinsically and is a beat capable 
of concluding a caesura or section or cadence in the music. A beat 
which is termed "bad" is shorter intrinsically and is not capable of 
concluding a caesura in the usual manner.

The term quantitas intrinseca
...was employed mainly by German theorists of the late 17th and 
18th centuries to refer to the particular "inner quality" which 
notes assume in performance...depending on whether they occupy 
thetic or arsic positions in the measure. This concept was placed

^^^Rothschild. Musical Performance, p. 16.
102Elizabeth L. Hays, "F.W. Marpurg's Anleitung zum Clavierspielen 

(Berlin, 1756): Translation and Commentary," (Ph.D. dissertation, Stan
ford University, 1977), p. v-9.
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in contradiction to the outward, notated values of the notes or 
their quantitas extrinseca.

In Marpurg's discussion of good and bad beats, he uses the 
older arsis and thesis concept in which the downstroke is thought of as 
one motion of the hand incorporating two beats and the upstroke is also 
one motion of the hand incorporating two beats.

The good beats of the measure occur on the first parts of each 
Downstroke and Upstroke. The bad beats are contained in the last 
parts of the Downstroke and Upstroke. Consequently, there are in 
both of these duple meters of four beats two good beats (namely, 
the first and third half-notes in the first species; the first and 
third quarter-notes in the second species), and two bad beats 
(namely, the second and fourth half-notes in the first species, and 
the second and fourth quarter-notes in the second.

Marpurg, as did most treatise writers, made the connection be
tween music and poetry. He discussed the need for poetic stress to 
correspond to musical accent.

How does it happen that (some) music which is set to words in 
verse, in spite of possessing good melody and beautiful harmony, 
nevertheless revolts the ear? It is because the intrinsic quantity 
(la quantité intrinsèque) of the beats is not observed, because 
there is no relationship between the quality (la qualité) of the 
beats and that of the syllables, and because the short syllables fall 
on good beats and the long on bad. It is true that this is not 
always the fault of the musician. The poet is often at fault. Ought 
he to be content with (merely) counting the number of syllables?
(The implication here is that consistent patterns of verse-feet 
should be employed.) Without a doubt, there is a difference between 
composing verse and a composing verse to be set to music. However, 
the musician could remedy this disparity. He should take the poetry 
reduced to the foot as prose; it would remain only to follow the 
rules for setting a piece of prose to music (i.e., each separate 
verse-foot could be analyzed so that the proper equivalent sound- 
foot might be applied to each). I am reminded at this time of many 
parody airs. Their original is regular both in the poetry and in 
the music. But is the copy? It would be necessary for the organs

10 q■̂ Ibid., p. v-10. 
^°^Ibid., p. v-13.
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of the ear to be In very poor condition, or at least disturbed 
in order not to be shocked. In the original, the (intrinsic quanti
ty of the syllables is observed; in the copy they are ignored.
Should not another melody be required, then, for the parady? The 
same melody would not be capable of being good for two poetries 
of different meter, not to mention the sense of the poetry, which is 
not under question here. If anyone feels that I have extended my
self further in this article than I should have, it is because 1 
have found that in the books wherein it should have been treated it 
has not been dealt with sufficiently, and because it is. nevertheless, 
a point of music important enough to merit attention.

Marpurg's desire that the poetic meter coincide with the musical
meter is stressed throughout his works. Elizabeth Hays, a twentieth-
century musicologist, states that:

Even in composing music without a text, Marpurg appears to have been 
ever conscious of underlying metrical forces and their implications 
(manifested in the doctrine of quantitas intrinseca in which he 
expressed interest throughout the entire span of his writings), and 
apparently did not like to deviate therefrom. Like composers 
earlier in the century, he projected expressivity based upon the 
fundamental rhythmic and metric foundations.

Marpurg discussed the relationship between articulation silences
and metric accentuation.

It seems that the Allegros must have been written with the harpsi
chord uppermost in mind as well-not just for the reasons that 
most of the passages are much more effective when played on two 
manuels and that piano and forte and such markings are absent, but 
mainly because of the fact that a remarkable number of articulation 
silences are present in them. These are produced through a striking 
number of means and, in turn, lead to a pronounced and unmistakable 
play on metric accentuation.^®
...Capitalizing on articulation silences in order to produce the 
effect of dynamic accentuation would seem to be the first resource 
of a composer trained well in French clavecin traditions and with 
an abiding interest in the subject of quantitas intrinseca, who also

^°^Ibid., p. v-15. 
^°^Ibid., p. 198. 
^°^Ibid., p. 219.
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greatly admired the Instruments capable of producing dynamic 
accents, but who nevertheless elected to continue writing for the 
harpsichord.108

John Holden
John Holden (d.l771) was an important writer on theory even 

though he remained a very obscure figure in music history. In 1770 he 
published a treatise on music entitled. An Essay Towards a Rational 
System of Music. This treatise is a rare example of a systematic theory 
of music found upon the Scottish school of commonsense philosophy. It 
was an influential work in the late Eighteenth Century in Britain.

In this treatise, Holden discusses accentuation in the context
of note relationship.

For aquiring a proper idea of the natural subdivision of the 
measure in common time (listen to a watch clicking), we find them 
(the clicks) proceeding by pairs...which is owing to the pulses 
being alternately a little stronger and weaker: 12, 12, 12;
each single pulse...may represent the time of a semiquaver. We 
can also...place our regard on the alternate stronger pulses and 
disregard the weaker ones, so as to apply the same way of counting 
1; 2; 1; 2; in a slower manner to the successive pairs...considering 
each pair as constituting one pulse...answering the time of a 
quaver.

In the performance of music, there is a certain emphasis or 
accent laid on the beginning of every measure, which plainly dis
tinguishes one species of time from another; so that a hearer is 
naturally led to distribute a tune into its proper measure, though 
he should take no notice of the manner of beating time; nay though 
he should know nothing at all of the rules....

The emphasis always falls upon the number 1, in the method of 
counting a watch, «.and accompanies the putting down of the hand, 
or toe, in beating time.

There is no occasion to make the beginning, or emphatic part, of 
the measure always stronger, or louder than the rest, though it is 
sometimes best to do so; for, it is not so much the superior loud
ness of the sound, as the superior regard which a hearer is led to 
bestow upon it that distinguishes one part of the measure from

^°®Ibid., p. 222.
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another. This Is a truth of great importance as will hereafter 
appear, and deserve to be well fixed in mind, before we proceed.
For illustration of this, it may be observed, in the method of 
counting a watch represented that although the alternate stronger 
pulses, represented by the longer lines (1’1*1*1') be undoubtedly 
all equal, yet when we count one, and pass over the next, and count 
the next, and pass over the next, and so on; we imagine the pulses 
which we count, to be really stronger than the intermediate ones, 
which we pass over. The superior regard which we bestow on the 
counted pulses is, here, the sole cause of these imaginary accents.

Johann Adam Hiller 
Johann Adam Hiller (1728-1804) was a "German composer and 

writer on m u s i c . H i s  works range from periodical reviews to aesthe
tics, theoretical discussions, the art of vocal composition and historical 
matters.

Three of his most important works were:
1. Anweisung zur Singekunst in der deutschen und Italienischen Sprache 

(1773)
2. Anweisung zum muslkalisch-richtigen Gesange (1774)
3. Anweisung zum musikalish-ziersichen (178).

In his Anweisung zum musikalish-richtigen Gesange, Hiller dis
cusses his use of accentuation and stress on a series of notes of like 
external duration.

...of two successive notes-of equal appearance and time-value,... 
one will always be long and the other short according to their 
inner value. This condition originates from the natural feelings 
of human beings and is present even in speech....Ill

Hiller discusses the use of stressed and unstressed notes in the

1 0 9Houle, "The Musical Measure," p. 186. 
Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 8:564. 

^^^.Rothschild, Musical Performance, p. 16.
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terminology of Innterllchen Quantitat and ausserllch Quantitat. In his
discussion of arsis and thesis, Hiller explains metric accentuation.

I cannot put off the following remark any longer as a prepara
tion to singing metrically organized music. Between two notes, side 
by side, of the same kind and value, and in a duple or equal divi
sion of the beat, one will always be long and the other short, 
according to their inner quantity (innerlichen Quantitat). (The 
outward or apparent (ausserliche Quantitat) quantity deals with 
the change in the kind and value of notes, we are concerned with 
whole and half notes, with quarters, eights, etc., of which there 
is more in the fifth Section). This fact has its basis in the 
natural feelings of man, which is also found in speech. Two 
syllables cannot be spoken together without it appearing that 
one is shorter than the other, prosody may take exception to this 
if it desires. The division of the measure determines which of the 
two is long and short. This is made apparent on paper by means of 
a bar line (what is included between two bar lines, whether one, 
two, three or twenty notes is called a measure), and in the per
formance by up and down beat of the hand.

These two technical terms, which we have borrowed from the 
Greek, must be explained, for although I like to say everything 
in German that German can say, in this work I will be forced some
times to use them. The downstroke of the hand is called thesis and 
the upstroke, or as is sometimes said, the upbeat, is called arsis. 
These two words are found in several books used for the parts of the 
measure, others translate this to "good part" and "bad part" of the 
measure, after the Italian words nota buona, nota cattiva. If this 
translation were to be generally undertaken or if it should be I 
would rather not have (these terms), as I disagree with them. 
Therefore allow me to say "longer part" instead of "good part" and 
"shorter part" instead of "bad part". Schlimm bad, in"contrast 
to good is the same as hose (bad). This is s p e a k in g  unkindly of 
the poor measure parts. 5Tl other meanings that can be given schlimm 
such as arg (bad-wicked, cross) gefahrlich (dangerous), tuckiscH 
(malicious), krumm (crooked) seem to be as little to the point.
Above all, we gain little by translating technical words borrowed 
from a foreign language into our own. Someone who understands an 
art leams also to understand its language, and the person who under
stands neither, negates the pure expression of his mother tongue; 
he must first leam to me that if a single well-known translation of 
a foreign technical term is to be used without intending to displace 
the word, most of them can be made to be like German through a Ger
man ending. The last term (aufheben) stands for the short, the 
first term for the long note if there are no more than two notes in 
a measure. The bar line, which means the same as downbeat, always 
comes directly before the long note.H^

112Houle, "The Musical Measure," p. 257-258.
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Johann P. Kirnberger 
Johann P. Kirnberger (1721-1783) was a German theorist and 

composer. Most of his life is known through Marpurg’s biographical 
sketch and letters to Forkel. Kirnberger, along with [Quantz, C.P.E.
Bach, and Marpurg], were among the most prominent theorists of the day.
He was associated with C.P.E. Bach, Agricola, and Sulzer for whom he 
contributed many articles. His most Important work was Die Kunst des 
reinen Statzes (The Art of Strict Musical Composition) of 1771-1779 which 
was a treatise containing the rules for composition. Another well known 
work of his is the Anleitung zur Singcomposition (Essay on Vocal Compo
sition) of 1782, which contains a lengthy discussion of poetic meter 
and its relationship to vocal composition.

In his treatise The Art of Strict Musical Composition, Kim- 
berger discusses the proper accentuation necessary for good musical 
composition. In Chapter Four he discusses the relationship between 
speech and musical delivery.

It is immediately apparent to everyone that the most moving melody 
would be completely stripped of all its power and expression if 
one note after another were performed without precise regulation 
of speed, without accents, and without rest points, even if 
performed with the strictest observance of pitch. Even common speech 
would become partly incomprehensible and completely disagreeable if 
a proper measure of speed were not observed in the delivery, if the 
words were not separated from one another by the accents associated 
with the length and brevity of the syllables, and finally if the 
phrases and sentences were not differentiated by rest points. Such 
a lifeless delivery would make the most beautiful speech..sound no 
better than the letter-by-letter reading of children.^

113Johann P. Kirnberger, The Art of Strict tfaisical Composition, 
trans. by David Beech and Jurgen Thym (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1982), p. 375.
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Kiimberger also discusses melody and phrase as did L. Ifozart. 
Kirnberger states that a melody is the result of articulation with accen
ted notes and unaccented notes just as a sentence has stressed and un
stressed parts. This is another defense for the necessary declamatory 
style needed in eighteenth-century music.

This transformation of a mere stream of notes into a melody 
resembling speech is accomplished in part by accents that are 
given to a few notes, and partly by the difference of their 
durations. It is just the same as with common speech, where we 
distinguish words and sentences only by means of the accents and 
duration of syllables.

His definition of meter shows a reliance on accents to determine 
measure organization.

Meter actually consists of the precise uniformity of accents 
that are given to a few notes and of the completely regular dis
tribution of long and short syllables. That is, when these heavier 
or lighter accents recur at regular intervals, the melody acquires 
a meter or a measure. If these accents were not distributed regu
larly, so that no precise periodic recurrence occured, the melody 
would be similar only to common prosaic speech; but with this 
periodic return it is comparable to poetic speech, which has its 
precise meter.

According to Kirnberger, a succession of notes of equal duration
is played so that the first note of the group receives an accent due to
its initiating accent and first of a group accent.

If one hears a succession of equal pulses that are repeated at
the same time interval,. .. experience teaches us that we immediately 
divide them metrically in our minds by arranging them in groups 
containing an equal number of pulses; and we do this in such a way 
that we put an accent on the first pulse of each group or imagine 
hearing it stronger than the others.

^^^Ibid., p. 382.
ll̂ Ibid.
ll*Ibid., p. 383.
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Kirnberger in his discussion on meter and time-signatures dis
cusses the use of heavy and light articulation. He states that in 
general long notes are used with heavy articulation and short notes re
ceive light articulation.

....longer note values are always performed with more weight and 
emphasis than shorter ones; consequently, a composition that is to 
be performed with weight and emphasis can only be notated with 
long note values, and another that is to be performed in a light 
and playful manner can only be notated with short note values.

Kirnberger states that end notes of phrases must fall on a down
beat and receive strong beat accentuation.

The concluding note must always fall on the downbeat of the 
measure. If this does not happen, it indicates that somewhere in 
the melody there is an extra or missing half measure. The concluding 
note in music is always accented; therefore, it is a mistake if the 
poet provides the composer with verses in which the last syllable is 
feminine, that is, ends with a short syllable.

The following states Kirnberger's view of eighteenth-century 
accentuation.

In quadruple meter, the first and third beats are accented, but 
the second and fourth unaccented. The former are also called strong 
and the latter weak beats. Of the accented beats, the first is in 
turn stressed more than the third,...Therefore the principal notes 
of the melody must always fall on the first beat; the other notes 
receive more or less weight depending on the Intrinsic stress of 
the other beats.

He goes further to say:
...suspensions or nonessential dissonances, principle notes, and 
cadences can fall only on accented beats.^

ll^Ibid., p. 384.
^^®Ibid., p. 390.
^^^Ibid., p. 392.
IZOibid., p. 398.
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Kirnberger discusses further about principal notes In relation 
to meter and poetry.

It Is now to be noted In particular about these duple meters that 
each measure amounts to one foot of two parts, the first of which Is 
accented and the second unaccented, and that each main note of a 
melodic phrase must fall on the first beat of the measure, or, as Is 
said on the downbeat. To clarify this for the aspiring composer, 
let us divide the words Dank und Lob und Prels und Macht musically 
and metrically. They cannot be divided naturally.... It would be 
most clumsy and unnatural If the nouns of this example were to be 
placed on the unaccented beats,.... The same applies to melody with
out words. All principal notes must fall on the downbeat, because 
the first beat of the measure has the greatest weight and Is 
accented. What I mean by the principal notes here are those at 
which even a crude peasant nods his head or stamps his foot when 
expressing the feeling of the meter. Therefore the Inexperienced 
composer Is advised first to sing or play the melody that he has 
In his head and wants to write down, and to beat the time with his 
hand or foot. In this way he will not miss the principal notes that 
fall on the downbeat, provided that the melody Is metric. And he 
will not write down the Idea...so that the weight of the first beat 
falls on the second beat,...121

Johann Georg Sulzer
Johann Georg Sulzer (1720-1779) was a "swlss aesthetlclan and

lexicographer." During a stay as professor of mathematics at the Jo-
achlmsthal Gymnasium In Berlin, "he wrote articles on philosophy and
aesthetics and then embarked on his most Important work, the Allgemelne
Theorle der Schonen Kunste," (Encyclopedia on the Art of Theory) written
In 1771-1774. "The work Is an encyclopedia containing articles on both

122general and specific topics of art." The work Is contained In four 
volumes.

In this work, a description of eighteenth-century accentuation

IZlibid., p. 390-391.
122Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 18:365.
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Is found. Sulzer states that according to the time signature, the 
first beat of every measure is always stressed and receives a slightly 
lengthened duration. The following is a translation of the article on 
time signatures and accentuation.

1. The grand four-quarter beat meter consist of four quarter 
notes, and which is indicated either with C, or better yet 4/4 to 
distinguish it from the following C. Its fastest notes are eighths 
which, as well as the quarters and the other longer notes, are pre
sented on the violin with the full heaviness of the bow without the 
slightest nuance of piano and forte, except for the principal pres
sure on each first beat (tiae-unit) note, which is necessary in 
all types of beats. Consequently, it is because of its somber and 
pathetic flow, appropriate only for church pieces and particularly 
for multi-voiced choirs and fugues for a magnificent and majestic 
execution; secretly it is also called the Grave so as to avoid con
fusion in execution and movement with the Allabreve or with the 
following four-quarter beat. Instead of this beat some use the four- 
half note beat, 4/2, and the two-whole note beat, 2/1, instead of 
the Allabreve to emphasize the heavy execution indicated by notes 
twice as long, even more. However, the unnaturalness of these types 
of beats, where two whole notes yield only one beat, causes es
pecially in the pauses, because the same pause, for example, has
to represent now a half and then a quarter part of the beat, such 
an unorderliness that the other notation is not only preferred but 
also more frequently used.

2. The small four-quarter or the common straight beat. It is 
always indicated with C and differs from the previous beats through 
the lighter execution and through the barely once again as fast 
movement. Quarters are its main notes, which in execution are, 
except for the principal pressure of the first beat note as in the 
grand four-quarter beat, equally written thusly:
not as in * , Irrrr iiii

3. The four-eight beat, 4/S. Couperin used this beat now and 
then in his splendid pieces for harpsichord; note that the eighths 
are to be presented not as in the 3/4 thusly f  ^ f- f but rather 
of the same value, thus f  f  f  f  . The movement of this beat 
is not as slow as the previous beat, but not as fast as the 3/4 
can be, either.

If each of the four time signatures of the last two beat types 
is divided into three parts, then the following two will result:
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1. The twelve-eight, 12/8 and
2. The twelve-sixteen, 12/16, whose execution, natural movement,
and character can easily be recognized from the previous.

The uneven or triple beats work the same as do the even ones.
Execution and movement are determined through longer or shorter 
categories (classes) of notes, which is a part of each type of 
beat; that is to. say, heavy and slow with the ones and lighter 
and livlier with the others. Overall, the uneven beat types 
achieves, because of its tri-partite progression of its main 
meters, more livllness in each expression and is for this reason 
more appropriate for the description of lively mood movements that 
the even types of beat. It consists of the following beats:
1. the three-half beat, 3/2
2. the three-quarter beat, 3/4
3. the three-eight beat, 3/8

4. The three-sixteenth meter, 3/16, is the only one that would 
indicate most correctly the lightest and fastest of the English 
dances, which are usually written in 3/8. With the natural move
ment of the 3/8 or of a Passpieds, one can still feel quite clearly 
besides the main weight of the first beat note, the weight of the 
rest of the beats; in addition, this meter can also take sixteenths; 
on the other hand, the three beats of the 3/16 are united entirely in 
one motion,and one can count only one, not three, with each descent;: 
this is the case in the already mentioned English dances and in the 
many other pieces which are written in 3/8 and which because of their 
flighty execution cannot contain sixteenths.

If one divides the main beats into thirds, as in the even beats 
above, the following triple meters will result:
1. the nine-quarter meter, 9/4, from the 3/2; and
2. the nine-eight meter, 9/8, from the 3/4; and
3. the nine-sixteen, 9/16, from the 3/8 which in character are all 
livelier than their sub-meters (Nebentakte) and are for this very 
reason splendidly appropriate for gay expression but the 6/4 main
tains its staid pace because of its larger classes of notes and its 
heavy execution and is thus more suited to the church. The 9/8
on the other hand has a much more jumping nature and is used mainly 
in gigue-like pieces; the 9/16 is most playful and lively.

All the beat types treated so far share the same character in 
that each of the beats is only of one foot, which consists of parts 
that differ from one another in internal length and brevity (short
ness) . Each straight meter has really two main parts whose first 
part is long and the second short. For example:

uf rBEER, MEIN rGOTT
If, however, the notes are divided into smaller types, for in

stance into quarters in the Allabreve beat, then the first note of the 
second beat part does receive a greater weight and the quarters 
relate to one another as do the beat parts. i
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Example: s  u  v  —
f f f fEN-GEL FREISEN

O
DICE

If- the beat consists of still smaller parts, even eights, then even 
these are by their internal quantity clearly distinguisable.

6 6 i ( C 6 i iER, DER ALLES ORBNET DOT) ER j DIT
This last illustration demonstrates the differences between the 
longer and the shorter parts of a straight meter. The first note 
carries the larger weight because each type of note above it (the 
first note) appears long and is felt as such. Because the final 
note of a piece or of a period must always be an Important note, it 
can only fall...on the first note of the beat, and can last through 
the entire beat if the ending is to be perfect. The main accents 
of a phrase must indeed always fall on Che first note of the beat; 
and on the remaining parts depending on the characteristic of 
their internal length or shortness the notes without accents....
This then illuminates that the parts or syllables of the musical 
feet are of considerably more diverse character in their internal 
quantity than the poetic ones; and this shows too that a poet who 
wants to write musical verses must not only consider the length and 
shortness of the syllables but also the accents of the nouns so 
that they appear in the right place in each verse.

The following illustration shows the difference in the internal
quantity of the beat parts in the uneven meter type:— ' u  —O  A  o

—  U  Wr r f
The application of the treatment of these beat parts with respect to 
its different weight and the accents to be placed upon it is, after 
what has been said about the straight meter types, easily done. When 
speaking of the triple meter, however, it must be noted that the 
second beat can also be used long, but only in the case when the 
caesura falls on the first beat, as here

? r fMDRRE

W>
( f ( .NIGHT, LIEBERl CHRIST:

But if the movement is fast or if the beat consists of tripled 
divisions, as the 12/8, the 6/4, and the others generated in this 
manner, then the triple always has the first quantity, that is to 
say —  u u , and the other meters behave in relation to one another 
depending on whether they are even or uneven, for example:
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—  UZ u u ^ u u  %  o o %  V w[ l i  U L f  H i  L U
% o v — u w — u wL U  L U  L U

3

After what has been demonstrated about the Internal quantity 
of the beat parts, it is hardly necessary to prove that the 6/4 
differs immensely from the 3/2, or the 6/8 from the 3/4 through the 
different weight of the beat, even though both beats contain the 
same number of one type of note. The following illustration shows 
this clearly:r f f f f r  liluu

JL u u u u ^ W V — w wsrfrrrr : U L L U
All we need to show yet is:
1. how two beats can be compounded to become one,
2. of which necessity the compounded beat types are, and
3. how they are different from one another.
To get a clear conception, one has but to try to put notes of appro
priate length and shortness with consideration of the accents and of
the beat weight above the words: Ewig in der Herrlichkeit! Be
cause they are all spondees, a meter of two beats, the 2/4 meter 
for instance, seems most appropriate consequently the notes would 
be:

u ^  w: J j  j J J J JEwig in der Herrlichkeit

This would consider the long and short syllables of the poetic feet; 
the final note would fall on the first beat note; and the rhythm 
would be completely correct. But one must notice that the word in 
and the last syllable of Herrlichkeit, which are of no importance 
when spoken, now receive the greatest weight because they fall on 
the first note of the measure. To avoid this, no other possibility 
exists, than to compound two of these beats to make only one, thusly: 

S U Ü Ü - Ü Üc JJ J J J J JEwig in der Herrlichkeit
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By doing this, the tvo syllables are brought to the middle of the 
beat, that is to say on the weak or short beat thereof, where they 
still maintain an accent, but one that is not so long and heavy as 
the first and necessary with the latter as final syllable. An 
opposite example will clarify this more. If one puts this 
sentence: i l l  j JI J Jl J into the compound

4 Er 1st mein und I ich bin Isein 
even beat, then the words mein and sein lose all en^hasis because 
they do not receive enough beat weight. Just as one can place the 
noun at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end in two verses, 
which by the way consist of the same feet, so can two melodic 
sentences which consist of the same type of notes, the same measure 
of beat and tempo, have their accent in different places. While this 
circumstance does not alter the type of verse in poetry, it does so 
in music; in music the beat is determined by the place of the accent 
and its weight, which then remain constant so long as the piece con
tinues in the same beat. Therefore, if the song has the division of 
the 2/4 meter, but the main accent does not lie with the first beat 
note, but tolerates only two by two beats, then it must be written 
in the straight beat compound of two 2/4, for example:

+

If this melodical sentence were written in 2/4, the notes marked 
with +  would receive a heavy beat and at the same time a wrong 
declamation in the execution.

Joshua Steele
Joshua Steele (1700-1791) was a "British inventor and writer 

on many subjects." He lived in London where he developed an inter
pretation of music"...which..."arose from his readings in physics."
He divided music into three domains; pitch, time and force, and made 
a clear distinction between the concepts of 'metre and 'rhythm*.
The essence of rhythm was 'the instinctive sense and idea of dividing 
the duration of all sounds and motions, by an equal periodical pul
sation, like the oscillations or swings of a pendulaum. ' Bar lines 
were graphic representations of these pulsations and were analogous 
to the concept 'cadence' in language."124

123Johann Georg Sulzer, Allgemeine Theorie der Schonen Kunste 
(1771-1774), trans. by Johanna Littleton, 1984, p. 496-500. ' •

124Sadie, The Hew Grove Dictionary, 18:90.
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His best known work was his "An Essay Towards Establishing the 

Melody and Measure of Speech to be Expressed and Perpetuated by Pertl- 
cular Symbols," written In 1775.

Steele relates measure organization to speech and aims his 
comments toward the non-musician.

Treatises of the Late Eighteenth Century

Ernest Wilhelm Wolf 
Ernest Wilhelm Wolf (1735-1792) was an organist and composer who 

associated with J.A. Hiller in Leipzig in 1758. He studied the thorough
bass, and was most remembered for his treatise entitled, Musikalisches 
Unterricht fur Liebhaber und diejenigen, welche die Musik treiben und 
lehren wollen of 1788.

In this treatise. Wolf discussed the duration of two successive 
notes of identical value. He uses the terms intrinsic and extrinsic in 
describing the length of the beats.

One says two notes that have the same length, such as i u that the 
heavy note, designated with a T , is intrinsically and extrinsical- 
ly long...the lighter note, however, designated here with a U , is 
only extrinsically long, and intrinsically s h o r t . ^25

Daniel Gottlieb Turk 
Daniel Gottlieb Turk (1750-1813) was a German theorist and com

poser who studied under J.A. Hiller and took keyboard lessons from 
Hassler using C.P.E. Bach's Essay as a guide.

In 1787 Turk, was appointed organist and musical director of the

125Leonard Ratner, Classic Music Expression, Form, and Style 
(New York; Schirmer Books, 1980), p. 71.
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Marktklrche (Liebfrouenklrche), in Halle. This appointment allowed him 
to give up his private teaching and devote himself to writing. In 1789, 
his most important work, Klavierschule (School of Clavier Playing) 
appeared in its first edition.

Turk wrote several works concerning the art of playing 
various instruments, the most important being his Klavierschule. Turk 
describes the performances of late eighteenth-century accentuation when 
metric emphasis was at its height of expression.

The use and application of conventional accentuation was so taken 
for granted as an integral part of the eighteenth-century‘style that com
posers had to specifically mark any instance where this metrical stress
was not desired. "If the composer does not desire this rendering in cer-

128tain places the fact must be specifically indicated."
Accentuation. Turk explains accentuation in relation to rhythm. The
peramenters of rhythm coincide with other aspects of music to form
structural units. The grouping of the rhythm which determined meter also
determined the patterning of the emphasis in accentuation. Turk explains
accent of the first of a group of notes much the same as the treatise
writers before him.

When in a succession of several tones of apparently the same dura
tion, some of these are given more emphasis than others in a certain 
maintained (uniform) order, there then arises through these accents 
the sensation we call meter (Takt), for example:

 ̂ /mf' f  m fBut since in most compositions there are many notes of various 
values, then, besides the above-mentioned accents, longer or shorter 
note values and rests must each receive their specific durations. 
When this happens, one is playing according to the meter (Takt).

126Rothschild, Musical Performance, p. 66.
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Meter, insofar as practice is concerned, is generally understood 
as the correct arrangement of a certain number of notes, etc., which 
are to be played within certain periods of time.^^^
Every measure (Taktart) has good and bad parts (Taktheile). This 
means although all quarter notes are equal according to their outer 
value or duration, as in the following example, there is more em
phasis on one (inner value) than upon another. For everyone feels 
that in (a) between two, and in (b) between three quarter notes it 
is the first that is always more important than the second, etc.

cw

On this basis the good parts of the bar are otherwise called 
inwardly long (innerliche), heavy, strong, struck or accented. In 
time beating they come in the downbeat (in thesis).. The bad parts 
of the bar are called inwardly short, light, weak, passing, un
accented, and so forth. In time beating they come in the upbeat 
or in technical language in arsin.

In any two-part measure only one part is good and that is the 
first, but the four-part measures have two good beats, the first 
and third, and of which the first has great inner value. In three- 
part measures only the first is good, although sometimes the second 
has emphasis. If the second is long in any particular case, the 
third will be short. Since in their inner value we consider that 
divisions of the measure are not alike, in all two part patterns, 
the first, third, fifth, etc. and in all three-part patterns, the 
first, fourth, seventh, etc. parts are good or struck. The 
others are called bad or passing. It is the same with smaller notevalues.128

Each treatise writer uses a different symbol to represent the
appropriate accentuation. Turk uses dynamic symbols to represent the
varying degrees of stress.

Whoever would read a poem and the like in such a way that it becomes 
comprehensible to the listner must place a marked emphasis on 
certain words or syllables. The very same resource is also at the 
disposal of the practicing musician. The question which then arises 
is; what tones are to receive a special emphasis (accent)? It 
would be difficult to specify every one, but those which are es
pecially to be so treated are: (1) those tones which fall on a 
strong beat or on an important part of the measure and (2) the 
beginning tones of sections of a composition and phrase members.

127 ..Turk, School of Clavier Playing, p. 87.
1 2Ri^*Ibid., p. 89-90.
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Besides these, there are (3) various tones to be stressed in 
performance which will be discussed...in more detail.
What strong and weak beats mean has been explained on p. 90ff.
In addition, I would like to remark at this point that for a fine 
performance, aside from the first most important note in a measure, 
the second strong beat is also played with emphasis, although not as 
noticeable as the first beat which is always more important. Con
sequently, the following notes are to be played approximately... 
at the indicated degrees of strength, without regard for their long
er or shorter values.J J J j I J J i .  J J ’ J . i J J J i

f  /w?f pf f  /wif pf w f  - f  y v n f  p f  • f ' t m ' f  P ' p

If the composer does not wish this kind of realization in cer
tain places, then he must expressly specify the opposite. For 
example:

■f 'mŸ
j j i i l j i j  j j j f j n j x i

■f f  f rif* - f  / n i f  " f

j j j j . i j j j  j j j m m
f  f  'W f' /o f  f / w f  p f  -p p

In general, the above rule is only valid for as long as no 
indication of forte and piano, etc., appears, or until an exception 
becomes necessary for other reasons.^

Turk also used a (+) sign to indicate stress and a multiple 
use of (+) signs to indicate the degree or intensity of stress.

Turk, in Klavierschule...brings the concept of somewhat strong 
into prominence with his markings +++-S, ++• somewhat S and +»W.
This theory is clearer if we remember the influence of word accents 
and the importance of poetry and the spoken word as a model for 
music during the Baroque era.^^®

Complementing the convention of alternate strong and weak 
measures, which conformed with the usually symmetrical melodies. 
Turk uses crosses to indicate the relative strength of the measures- 
three crosses being given to the stronges first measure, two for 
the next strongest third measure and one each for the weak second

129
130,

Ibid., p. 324-325.
Newman, "Strong and Weak Alteration," p. 29.
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and fourth measures. This repeats in augmented form the relative 
strength of the beats within a measure..

Turk describes accentuation in terms of agogic stress as well 
as in terms of intensity weight. The accent is manifested not only by 
strong weight, but also by a lengthening, known as an agogic accent.
Babitz states:

Turk.. .directs that those notes which are to be accented are 
usually to be lengthened.... Lengthening is also implicit in the 
fact that he recommends that the strong beats be given markedly 
more pressure (Nachdruck), a term which he explains has more to 
do with duration than with strength. Marpurg and Koch also mention 
that accented notes are played a little longer than written. This 
lengthening is also to be found in the actual mechanics of the 
performance. When one plays the F mf pf mf of Ex. lA with short 
articulation silences between the notes as Turk suggests, one will 
inevitably find that the first and third beats emerge not only 
stronger but also very slightly longer than the weaker second and 
fourth beats— approximately as follows:

C =  V —  u
This natural lengthening of the accented note is entirely in 

keeping with the earlier tradition in which strong, or good notes, 
were called "intrinsically long" because they were actually so 
played. In a piece in which 8th notes were played long-short, some
what unequally: )  ^  played: the quarter-notes which were not
played unequally were nonetheless played alternately strong and weak, 
the good ones being in the words of Marpurg "sounding slightly 
longer than the others" thus: | | | | played} j) y  |) y  D V  ^

132

Turk nevertheless permits the lengthening of to } •  "j in certain 
cases just "as a speaker will distinguish a word or syllable... 
not only through strengthening of the tone." Since the final edition 
of his book appeared in 1805 this is perhaps the last sign of the 
"spoken" phrasing of expressive rhythm. ̂33

131Babitz, "Modem Errors in Mozart Performance," p. 69. 
p. 66-67.

1 50Babitz, "A Problem of Rhythm,” p. 565.
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Turk goes further to discuss lengthening:
Another means of accent, which is to be used much less often and with 
great care, is lingering on certain tones. The orator not only lays 
more emphasis on important syllables and the like, but he also lin
gers upon them a little. But this kind of lingering, \dien it 
occurs in music, cannot, of course, always be of the same duration, 
for it appears to me to depend primarily upon (1) the greater or
lesser importance of the note, (2) its length and relationship to
other notes, and (3) the harmony which is basic to them.
Because it is recognized by everyone, I do not have to provide 
evidence for the possibility of lingering somewhat longer on a very 
important note than on one less important. Therefore the question 
is simply: what are the more important notes and how long can they
be held out? I have sought to make known the many notes which can
be accented.. .and these are mainly the ones which, depending on 
the circumstances, can be lengthened. The other tones on which a 
brief hesitation may take place must be felt by the player himself, 
for who is able to demonstrate every possible case? As far as how 
long a note should be held is concerned, I would like to establish 
the rule that it should at the most not be lengthened more than half 
of its value. Usually the holding of a note should be only scarcely 
perceptible, for example, when a note becoming important enough to 
receive an accidental is already marked by the heighth of its pitch, 
or by an unexpected change in harmony, etc. That the following note 
loses as much of its value as has been given to the accentuated note 
goes without saying.

Holding a note for a longer or shorter time depends also on the 
length of the note and its relationship to the other, for it should 
be easy enough to understand that one can linger longer on a quarter 
note than on a sixteenth. If shorter note values follow an accented 
note then a hold may be dispensed with, because in this case the 
longer note accents itself without assistance.13*

Articulation. Turk describes the use of the "normal touch" in his
treatise much the same as his prececessors. The detached playing called
for a slight separation of notes, shortening slightly the true notated
value of each beat. Turk describes the "normal" play as those notes
which are neither staccato nor legato.

For tones which are to be played in customary fashion (that is, 
neither detached nor slurred) the finger is lifted a little earlier

^^^Turk, fichool of Clavier Playing, p. 327-328.
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from the key than Is required by the duration of the note. Conse
quently, the notes in "a" are played approximately as in "b" or "c”, 
depending on the circumstances. If there are some notes intermingled 
which should not be held out for their full value, then ten, or 
tenuto is written over them "d".

w j j J 1 rl y I ya)f
Turk then comments on the words used by C.P.E. Bach on the subject of
detached playing.

Bach says...The notes which are neither detached nor slurred nor 
to be sustained are held down as long as one half of their value.
But taken in general, this kind of playing does not seem to me to 
be the best. For (1) the character of a composition necessitates a 
variety of restrictions in this respect; (2) the distiction between 
the tone which is actually detached and that which is to be played 
in the customary manner is practically abolished and (3) the ex
ecution would probably become too short (choppy) if every note 
not slurred was held only half of its value, and consequently the 
second half would be a rest,....

Meter. Turk describes the metric position of strong and weak beats
using the terms "good" and "bad". In duple meter there is an accent on
beat one or beats one and three. In triple meter there is an accent on
beat one only. The strong beats receive a lengthened value which is
known as internally long. The weak beats on the other hand are shortened.
According to Turk, the accents are determined by the time signature.

In every two-part meter, only one is a strong beat, namely, the 
first; the four-part meters have two strong beats, namely, the 
first and third, of which the first gets the greater emphasis.
In three-part meters, the first one is really the strong beat, 
nevertheless, in some cases the third is given emphasis, just as in 
a few cases the second is internally long and thereby the third is 
short. Beat divisions are also not regarded as h a v in g  the same 
internal value, for in duple figures the first, third, fifth, and 
seventh, and triple figures the first, fourth, seventh, and tenth 
members are strong or accented, the others weak or transitory. The 
same is true for smaller note values.

^^^Ibid., p. 345.
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Raymond Haggh comments on Turk's statements:
Innerlich lange...and Innerllch kurze...are translated literally 

as "internally long" and "internally short". These references 
could be construed to refer to one of the most complex problems of 
eighteenth-century musical practice, namely that of unequal note 
values. It is the translator's opinion that Turk is using these 
words to mean emphasis rather than duration. Throughout the 
Klavierschule there is a stress and exactitude that occasionally 
verges on the pedantic, and the text and examples give no reason to 
believe that the practice of notes inégalés is implied here.

Dynamics. When a player is to add emphasis to certain notes, he must con
sider the basic dynamic level that is established. This is important due 
to the fact that the emphasized notes need to be brought out yet not 
exaggerated and distorted.

Even with the most painstaking markings, it is not possible to 
specify every degree of loudness and softness of tone. The many 
words we have for this purpose are by far not sufficient for the 
indication of all possible gradations. The player must himself 
feel and leam to judge what degree of loudness and softness of 
tone is required by the character of the music to be expressed 
in any given case. The adding of forte and piano specifies the 
expression only approximately and in general: to what excess would
these words have to be added if every note which required a special 
shading would be so indicated.^37

Heavy and Light Execution. Proper execution of a composition was partly
dependent on the choice of a heavy or light manner of performance.
Heavy and light execution were determined by the character and mood of
the piece and to some extent by the time signature.

Heavy and light execution also contribute a great deal to the ex
pression of the prevailing character. But it is just as difficult 
each time to specify exactly the requisite heavy or light execution 
for individual passages or tones as it is to indicate every degree 
of loudness or softness exactly. It is chiefly a matter of the 
proper application of detached, sustained, slurred, and tied notes.

^^^Turk, School of Clavier Playing, p. 90-91. 
l^^ibid., p. 338.
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We will first ooncem ourselves with these in particular and then 
discuss their appropriate application in general.

The choice of heavy or light execution is determined by
several factors.

The particular ways in which a heavy or light execution can be 
brought about have been described.... For a heavy execution every 
tone must be played firmly (with emphasis) and held out until the 
very end of the prescribed duration of the note. Light execution 
is that in which every tone is played with less firmness (emphasis), 
and the finger lifted from the key somewhat sooner than the actual 
prescribed duration. In order that the terms heavy and light in 
general refer more to the sustaining or detaching of a tone rather 
than to the softness or loudness of the same. For in certain cases, 
for example in an allegro vivo, scherzando, vivace con allegrezza, 
etc., the execution must be rather light (short) but at the same 
time more or less loud, whereas pieces of a melonchaoly character, 
for example an adagio mesto, con affilzione, etc., although played 
slurred and consequently with a certain heaviness, must nevertheless 
not be executed too loudly. In most cases, however, heavy and loud 
are indeed to be combined.

Whether the execution is to be heavy or light may be determined 
(1) from the character and the purpose of a composition...; (2) from 
the designated tempo; (3) from the meter; (4) from the note values 
used; and (5) from the manner in which the notes progress, etc.
Besides national taste, the style of the composer and the instrument 
for which the composition is written must be taken into consideration.
Compositions of an exalted, serious, solemn, pathetic and similar 
character must be given a heavy execution with fullness and force, 
strongly accented and the like. To these types of composition be
long those which are headed grave, pomposo, patetico, maestoso, 
sostenuto, and the like. Â somewhat lighter and markedly softer 
execution is required by compositons of a pleasant, gentle, agree
able charcter, consequently those \Aiich are customarily marked 
compiacevole, con dolcezza, clossicato, lusingando, pastroale, 
piacevole, and the like. Compositions in which lively, humouous, and 
joyous feelings are predominant for example, allegro scherzando, 
burlesco, giococso, con allegrezza, risvegliato, etc., must be 
played quite lightly whereas melancholy and similar affects par
ticularly call for the slurring of tones and portato (Tragen der 
Tone). Compositions of the latter type are designated by the words 
con affezione, conamarezza, doloroso, lagrimoso, languido, and mesto

138ibid., p. 342.
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amoung others.
It is understood that In all of the aforementioned cases,., 

various degrees of heavy and light execution must be applied.
The execution of the light or heavy style will also be deter

mined by the tempo.
Whether a heavy or light execution is to be chosen may also be 
determined from the tempo. A presto must be played more lightly 
than an allegro: this in turn must be played more lightly than an
andante, etc. In general, the heaviest execution is called for by 
compositions in slow tempos.

As note content and time signatures were combined to determine
tempos, certain signatures called for heavy execution.

That meter has very marked influence on heavy or light execution, 
or certainly should have, has already been mentioned.... The 
following should be noted in this connection. The larger the values 
of the main beats of a measure, the heavier must be the execution. 
Therefore, a composition in 3/2 for example, is played more heavily 
than it would be if it were 3/4...or even in 3/8....^

Next Turk discusses the importance of clarity of execution.
The clarity of execution is chiefly dependent upon (1) the mechani
cal execution itself, (2) the emphasis lAiich certain tones receive, 
and (3) the proper connection and separation of musical periods.1*2

Other factors causing accentuation. As the metric placement of notes
was the basic determination for accentuation, other factors caused a note
to receive emphasis.

There are still a variety of single tones which must be played with 
emphasis. To these, other than appoggiaturas, belong especially 
those intervals which are dissonant with the bass..., or through 
lAiich (by means of a tie) dissonant intervals may be prepared,... 
further, syncopated notes..., intervals which do not belong to the 
diatonic scale of that key, by means of which are distinguished

13*Ibid., p. 347-348.
14°Ibid., p. 348.
l^^Ibid., p. 349.
142Ibid., p. 324.
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by their length, highness, and lowness,...the intervals which become 
important because of the basic harmony..., and so forth.

For what reasons dissonances...are to be played with more 
emphasis than consonant intervals will be explained further below. 
That syncopated notes should be stressed immediately upon their 
entrance, consequently on a weak part of the measure, has already 
been called to attention.... This species of note is employed, 
amoung other reasons, to interrupt for a while an all too great uni
formity, and to effect as it were, a shifting of the normal place
ment of beats. This goal would not be reached if the first half of 
these notes we have been discussing were played weakly and the 
second half given emphasis.

Other notes were accented;
Besides the notes which have been specified here, there are still a 
variety of others which should be accented and for which it would 
be difficult to establish rules. Moreover, since it is not 
probable that every keyboard player will always correctly apply 
the cited rules, I have already made use of the sign/V in my easy 
and short sonatas as an indication of such a stress or accent.
For I still believe that the accent which is so essential for good 
execution, in certain cases can be as little left up to the dis
cretion of the performer as can for example, the extempore use of 
forte and piano or of one of the essential ornaments. Various 
composers have in the meantime also made use of the same sign over 
notes which are to be accented; I conclude from this that they are 
of the same opinion as I in this regard and that they sanction the 
sign shown above.

If the word accent were still used today with the 
same meaning it formerly had...then I would have 
chosen a word for this sign with a similar meaning.

Turk states that the accented strong beats are the most impor
tant notes within the measure and that all other notes are performed in 
relation to these strong beats. Such is the case with "shifted notes".

Syncopated (shifted, intersected) notes are those which must be 
mentally divided in the counting of the rhythm or those notes in 
which one half of the note belongs to the former beat and the 
other half to the following beat. Such syncopated notes are shown 
in "a" and they must be divided when counting as in "b".

l^^ibid., p. 326-327. 
l^^Ibid., p. 327.
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/ J i l b J I J l M  5 r e l k c r L f l r
. The term shifted notes (Ruckungea) refers to the shifting 

of the beats (beat divisions) from the position actually appro
priate to them; as a result the strong beat is included (dis
placed) in the duration of the preceding weak beat.(=) l a a n  I

P f P f
At this point, it should be noted that it is, after all, incorrect 
to perform the syncopated notes as shown in "e", for the strong 
part of the beat should not be emphasized by a reinforcement of the 
tone. More concerning this in the chapter on performance.145

Rubato. Another factor which influences accentuation is the concept of
eighteenth-century tempo rubato. Tempo rubato was understood in three
ways in the Eighteenth Century. First, it meant having inverted accents
within the measure; this entailed putting sforzandos on weak beats.
Second, rubato was similar to metric alteration in that the bass line and
tempo remained steady while the upper line was delayed or shifted by an
eighth or sixteenth note; it is the most closely related meaning of the
word rubato-"stolen time or robbed time". The last meaning of rubato was
the accelerating and delaying of entire lines of music; this became the
primary form of rubato in the Nineteenth Century. "What we would today
term a syncopation, the Eighteenth Century called tempo rubato.
Turk describes rubato in this way:

Besides the indicated meaning of tempo rubato, this term is some
times also understood to mean only a special kind of execution in 
which the accent that should fall on the strong notes is placed on 
the weak ones, or in other words when the notes which fall on the 
weak beats are played louder than those which fall on the

^^^Ibid., p. 102.
^^®Houle, "The Musical Measure," p. 123.
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strong beats, as in the following example.147

Pf P f

ZwsTsao air:]
; j j j

pff

.IrJSTêaOJ J J  J J J
f  pf

J J J
p f  pThe bass line remained steady and observed the metric placement 

of emphasis, while the upper parts were played in a manner which shifted 
the accentuation and displaced the accent.

This use of shifted accent implies how steady the use of con
ventional accentuation was in the Eighteenth Century. To place a strong 
beat in a weak position caused a greater accent on the ensuing measures.

As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, accentuation
could be implemented on various hierarchical levels of the metric
structure. Just as the measure accent was proportionally implemented so
was the period and phrase.

The beginning tone of every period and the like must be given an 
even more marked emphasis than an ordinary strong beat. Strictly 
speaking, these beginning tones are themselves stressed to a greater 
or lesser degree according to whether they begin a larger or smaller 
part of the whole, that is, after a full cadence, the beginning tone 
(of the following section) must be more strongly marked than after 
a half cadence, or merely after a phrase division, etc. - Here is an 
example which serves to illustrate these points in concise fashion.

I* tr _ fr
$ A

As necessary as it is to place an emphasis on the first 
tone of a section or phrase member, it is also important to 
keep the following limitation in mind: only the first tone
that falls on a strong beat must be stressed. The a marked 
with an o in the sixth measure should therefore be struck as 
loudly as the following b, although that section as a whole 
should be played more strongly than the preceding one. 
Violations of this are often committed, for a first time 
which is only transitory in its importance and marked forte 
is often played as loudly as the following note on a strongbeat.148

147
148

Turk, School of Clavier Playing, p. 364. 
Ibid., p. 325-326.
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As the accents can be combined in a hierarchy, they can also be 
applied to units smaller than a measure. Such is the case, for instance, 
with triplets. In most cases the first of a three group should receive 
a slight emphasis. The second and third pulses are given less weight and 
importance. The first note is emphasized and the other beats or pulses 
are unemphasized much in the same respect as is accentuation in the 
measure.

There are also many mistakes made in playing triplets and three-note 
groups. The first of a group of three notes of equal value should 
receive only a gentle emphasis....^49

A warning is given by Turk to be very musical and sensitive to
the use of any accent. He warns the performer not to heavily accent the
downbeat after lifting the finger on the previous note. The accent is an
agogic one. By shortening the weak beat, an illusion of an agogic accent
occurs on the strong beats.

As necessary as it is to raise the finger from the key at the end of 
a period, the execution would be just as wrong if the raising of the 
finger were accompanied by a violent stroke,....

One hears this incorrect kind of playing very often, when the 
phrase division is indicated by the usual sign for a detached tone,.... 
For many players, have the mistaken idea that a detached tone-as one is 
accustomed to call it in musical phraseology-is to be played with a 
certain violence. In order to prevent this incorrect kind of per
formance wherever possible and at the same time to make the smaller and 
less perceptible phrase members recognizable, I have made use of a new 
sign in my short sonatas, giving the necessary explanation in the Pre
face to the first part. This sign which I simply call the Einschnitte 
(phrase division, phrase member, etc.) is shown above.... It is to 
be hoped that more composers will soon indicate Einschnitte, especial
ly in compositions for beginners, if they are at all concerned about 
the clear execution of their works and the promagation of musical 
knowledge. For no matter how much can be said about individual feeling, 
the beginner does not possess it (as well as many teachers) even if he

149^^^Ibid., p. 100.
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desires very much to apply everything that belongs to a clear 
and excellent execution. One must therefore call his attention 
to them (phrase members) at every opportunity and come to the aid 
of the weaker ones as much as It Is possible to do. To be sure, 
the sign Itself Is of little value, but In teaching one should not 
forget that the sign Is always a reminder of the thing Itself.

If It Is assumed that the lifting of the fingers from the keys 
on the last note of a period Is not Incorrect but even a necessity, 
it then follows that, according to circumstances a necessary liberty 
In fingering can be used. It Is therefore not Inappropriate In such 
cases to strike two keys, one after the other, with the same finger, 
etc.150

Johann Albrechtsberger 
Johann Albrechtsberger (1736-1809) was an "...Austrian composer, 

theorist, and organist." He was an excellent organist as witnessed
and described by Burney and Mozart. Through his theoretical writings 
he exerted his strongest Influences on contemporaries. Beethoven studied 
under Albrechtsberger.

His principle achievement In the area of theory was to formulate 
eighteenth-century theory In a language and format which were 
practical and suitable to the needs of contemporary Instruction.
He tried to perpetuate the counterpoint found In the works of C.P.E. 
Bach and Klmberger.

In his treatise Grundllche Anwelsung zur Komposltlon of 1790,
he describes the relationship of strong and weak beats according to the
time signatures. In his terminology the tlme-unlt refers to the beat.

...The Tlme-unlts are usually denoted by the upper figure of the time 
signature; for example 2/4 has two tlme-unlts. The downbeat or the 
first crotchet Is called the good tlme-unlt; the upbeat or the 
second crotchet Is called the bad tlme-unlt. Ordinary Alla breve 
time also has only two tlme-unlts; the downbeat or the first minim 
Is the good tlme-unlt; the up-beat or the second minim Is the bad. 
tlme-unlt.

3/4 time has one good tlme-unlt and two bad ones; the down-beat 
or the first crotchet Is called the good tlme-unlt; the second and

ISOibld., p. 331-332.
Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 1:224.
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third beats or the second and third crotchets are called the bad 
time-units. The same applies to 3/2 time... Common or so-called 
4/4 time, though it has four time-units, is actually double 2/4 
time; the down-beat or the first crotchet is the good time-unit; 
the second beat or the second crotchet is the first bad time time- 
unit; the third beat or third crotchet contains the second good 
time-unit and the fourth beat or the fourth crotchet the second 
bad time-unit.

In times with six time-units the first note-if the bar contains 
only six equal notes-is the good time-unit ; the second and third 
are bad time-units; the fourth note is the second good time-unit; 
the fifth and sixth are bad; the seventh note is again a good 
time-unit, the eighth and ninth are bad time-units. In times with 
twelve time-units the first, fourth, seventh and tenth notes are 
good time-units and the remaining notes-the second, third, fifth,__ 
sixth, eighth, ninth, eleventh and twelfth-are bad time-units....

Johann Tromlitz
Johann Tromlitz (1725-1805) was a "...German flautist, teacher

153and instrumental designer." He contributed a great deal of infor
mation on the late eighteenth-century style. His most important flute 
treatise was Ausfuhrlicher und grundlicher Unterricht die Flote zu 
spielen (A Treatise of the Fundamental Principles of Flute Playing) 
written in 1791.

Tromlitz like Quantz years before, described accentuation through
the articulating of the tongue. Tromlitz uses the syllables of "Ta-a-ra-a"
to distinguish the basic strong-weak alternation.

The late date of Tromlitz *s book indicates that the more gradual 
post-Mannheim dynamics were not entirely triumphant; and his scale 
tongueings which are more modern than those of Quantz are worth 
studying for Mozart performance. A comparison of their tongueings 
shows significant changes occurring during forty years. In the 
following example Quantz uses the same tongueing throughout the 
measure thus leaving some possibilities for baroque metric ambiguity.

152Rothschild, Musical Performance, p. 20-21.
153Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 19:170.
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Tromlitz on the other hand, resembles Turk inasmuch as alternate 
pairs are differently articulated.

Quantz ti ti ti ti ti ti ti ti 
di di di di di di di di
L U J L U J

Tromlitz ta .a.ra a da a ra
Modem performers may find this system of alternating strong and 
weak syllables a bit cumbersome at first, especially if they are in 
the habit of articulating each note with a more or less uniform
stoke of the tongue.1^4

Through Tromlitz’s examples, one can deduce that the first beat 
of the bar is held longer than the other beats. Beat three (if there are 
four beats to a bar) is also lengthened, but not quite as long as beat 
one. Beats two and four are-weak and shortened to compensate for the 
strong beats.

In this treatise, Tromlitz gives rules for playing in the proper 
style. In the second rule, he states the necessity of stressing the first 
of two beat groupings and the first of four beat groupings.

When two notes of equal duration, the first of which is a good 
note and the second a bad note, follow each other on different degrees 
of the scale, they are articulated clearly; the first one gets ta 
and the second a, so that you pronounce the word taa..'..

When four notes of equal duration are grouped together, they are 
articulated with the word taaraa; the first note receives ta, the 
second a, the third ra, and the fourth a...

As it is necessary to have an accurate knowledge of long and 
short or good and bad notes, as already mentioned in order to use ta, 
da and ra properly, we will first attempt to acquire this still before 
going on.

With two notes of equal duration, the first by virtue of its 
intrinsic value, is longer than the second: it is called a long note,
because the weight of stress, or as we say, the accent falls on this 
note. The second note is shorter. The long notes always get ta, da; 
or ra, according to the circumstances, for ta occurs by itself, where
as da and ra are grouped together, as I have already shown.

^^^Babitz, "Modem Errors," p. 80.
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If I have four notes of equal duration, the first is long, the 
second short, the third long and the fourth short. The first gets 
Ta (here ta is grouped with the others, but is only used in the 
beginning), the second a, the third ra and the fourth a again. 
Whether the notes are halves, quarters, eighths or sixteenths, they 
get the same treatment. In these groupings the short note stands 
alone, it gets ta, whether it occurs in the beginning or in the 
middle of a phrase, and the following good note gets ra,....

You can therefore see that Ta can be long and short, whereas 
ra and da are always long.155

Tromlitz in his sixth rule discusses the flow of the melody and 
its proper execution.

On the flute, the sound is a continuous phrase and must not 
be broken except where the phrase ends, or there is a rest, or where 
the composer has put dashes or dots to lengthen or shorten the notes. 
The tone should always flow and remain connected, and you articulate 
it always within the flow. Look upon the sound as a thread on which 
you string together your notes through articulation.156

Johann Altenberg
Johann Altenberg (1734—1801) was a "...German trumpeter, organist 

and t h e o r i s t . H e  is best known for his valuable treatise entitled 
Versuch einer Anleitung zur heroisch-musikalischen Trompeter-und-Pauker- 
Kunst (Essay on the Heroic and Musical Trumperters ' and Kettledrummers ' 
Art), of 1795. In this treatise Altenberg discusses the importance of 
bringing out and stressing the principal notes.

Make a distinction between principle and passing notes, so that 
the former are played somewhat louder than the others. In simple 
meter, the principle notes to which I am referring are ordinarily

Eileen Hadidian, "Johann George Tromlitz's Flute Treatise: 
Evidence of Late Eighteenth Century Performance Practice." (D.M.A. dis
sertation, Stanford University, 1979), p. 22-27.

^^^Ibid., p. 30.
^^^Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 1:293.



the first, third, fifth, etc., and the passing notes (are) generally 
the second, fourth, sixth, etc., which can be played with somewhat 
less stress, comparatively speaking.

Augustus Frederick Christopher Kollman
Augustus Kollman (1756-1829) "...sought to 'rescue the science

of music from the mysterious darkness in which it_ was wrapped' by
providing a simple, natural explanatory system that accounts for each
note in a 'regular' musical composition by 'as positive a rule, as it

159denotes a positive sound."
His Essay on Musical Harmony of 1796 was his first major work

toward this goal. In this work he describes the accented and unaccented
parts of measures which are determined by the time signatures.

In all these, the first part of the bar is accented and the second 
part unaccented. In triple; "In all these, the first note is 
the accented, and the other two the unaccented ones. If any one 
of them is divided, the first note of every division also is 
accented a little." Of the measure of 4: "All these measures of
four equal times in a bar, are accented on the first note of the 
bar only, being the first of every four times, in which the first 
half of every bar is accented.

William Jones
William Jones (1726-1800) was another English writer and 

composer. "The basis for his music theories were theological and 
scientific. He attributed the origin of music to God who revealed to 

Man the 'heavenly ideals' of musical 'invention,' a facet of composition

...
Johann Altenberg, Essay on an Introduction to the Heroic and 

Musical Trumpeters' and Kettledrummers' Art, trans. by Edward H. Tarr 
(Nashville, The Brass Press, 1974), p. 96.

159Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 10:163.
^^^Houle, "The Musical Measure," p. 260.
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that was innate and couldn't be reduced to rules.
He is famous for his treatise written and published in England 

in 1784 entitled A Treatise on the Art of Music; in which the Elements 
of harmony and Air are practically considered.

Jones discusses accentuation in relation to verse explaining 
that certain notes receive accent.

Measure as it related to the time or Quantity of Notes, is 
analogous to the quantity of syllables and feet in verses: and
as verses may be scanned upon the fingers without any regard to 
their sense, so may the quantity of notes, to which melody is 
attached, be expressed by the beating of a drum: insomuch that
some tunes of a particular accent, may even be distinguished 
independent of their m e l o d y . ^^2

Charles Bumey
Charles Bumey (1726-1814), the famous continental traveler and 

observer of eighteenth-century musical life explained accent as:
Accent, in music. In the mechanism of melody, or measured musi

cal tones, musicians have long agreed to regard the first and third 
notes of a bar, in common time, whether vocal or instrumental, as 
accented, and the second and fourth notes are unaccented. In triple 
time, divided into 3 positions, the first note and last are accented, 
the second unaccented. But these accents are variously modified, 
often to produce some comic effect, as wantonly limping, to ridicule 
lameness. If the third note in triple time is accented in serious 
music, it is always less forcibly marked than the first.1^3

Bumey in 1770 while visiting a cathedral in England remarked on
a performance he heard. In regard to accentuation he stated...

...there were some trifling and some heavy movements; in the former 
of which there was no other novelty than that of throwing the accent

161Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 9:705.
162Houle, "The Musical Measure," p. 260. 
^^^Ibid., p. 259-260.
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upon the wrong note; for Instance upon the second Instead of the 
first....164

Heinrich Christoph Koch
Heinrich Christoph Koch (1749-1816) was a "German theorist and 

violinist." In 1792 he gave up a post as court musician at Rudolstadt
to begin writing. His two most famous works were Versuch einer Anleitung 
zur Composition (Essay on the Art of Composition) written in 1782 and re
vised in 1793, and the more famous Musikalisches Lexikon of 1802. The 
Lexikon is a valuable source on theory and aesthetics with much infor
mation drawn from the Versuch of Quantz, and from the Allgemeine by 
Sulzer.

In the Musikalisches Lexikon, Koch included a discussion of Tact. 
In this article he discussed the duration of notes and his meaning of. 
accent. His meaning of stress and accent was mostly associated with 
quantités intrinseca.

Experience teaches us that when two notes of the same duration 
are sung or played one after another, one of these will be called 
longer (or more accented), and therefore this note has greater intrin
sic worth than the other. If the first of these two tones contains 
this inner value, the length lacks it, and vice versa. This inner 
length of the note does not change under the division of the beat 
without affronting our feeling. For example, when one sings the 
following phrase, in which the first, third, fifth, and seventh 
notes have this intrinsic length:

j j  j j  j  JlJHlffilNEN JESUM LASS ICHjNICHT||MEINEN
a change of the accent to the second, fourth and sixth notes would 
affront our feeling.

164Charles Bumey, The Present State of Music in France and Italy 
(London: T. Becket and Co., 1773; reprint ed.. New York: Broude Brothers,
1969), p. 306.

^^^Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 10:132.
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Where then does the intrinsic length or shortness or notes 
originate, and with it the first sign of rhythmic division?

When the composer wishes to make a group (Anzahl) of notes 
of equal duration noticable, that is, when he wants to make a cer
tain number of notes equal duration heard in the same rhythm 
(Bewegung), he is forced to combine these notes with a certain 
stress (Nachdruck), to give a definite weight, through which a 
distinct relationship results. 1 say the composer is forced to do 
this because he is not in the position to sing or play without 
causing a distinct relationship of a group of notes of equal 
duration. The prime reason why this cannot be accomplished even 
by design, is not so much the sensibility of the composer, trained 
to rhythm (Tact bewegung), but principally the nature of our sense 
and our power of imagination to c o m p r e h e n d . 166

Koch stressed that the terms weight, emphasis, and accent be 
played with sensitivity and moderation.

Don't misunderstand this expression "weight" or "emphasis" 
and believe that I would apply the word to that bad kind of string 
playing which gives a very strong emphasis with the bow in spite 
of the fact that the notes themselves contain the actual division 
of beats (implied by emphasis), and plays the other notes, lacking 
this inner accent, so lightly that the consequent performance pro
ceeds by a kind of hobble.

Koch and other composers such as L. Mozart advocated to use 
rhetorical and pathetic accents to work along the normal "grammatical 
accents." Koch suggested the use of rhetorical accents to create 
ambiguity; the underlying metric accentuation was always revived after 
such an accent. In his article entitled 'Accent,' from the treatise 
Musikalisches Lexikon, he describes rhetorical and pathetic accents.

...By rhetorical (oratorisch) and pathetic accents, the latter 
being a more pronounced degree of the former..., one understands 
those which truely lend the melody its individual expression.

...They are distinguished from grammatical accents not only by 
the fact that they are not restricted to any particular part of the

^^^Houle, "The Musical Measure," p. 253-254. 
IG^Ibid., p. 254.
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bar, but are created by the composer’s fantasy, which he conveys 
by notes, and they must be discovered by the sensibility of the 
performer.168

John Wall Callcott
John Wall Callcott (1766-1821) was an "English composer and 

theorist. He was a popular glee composer and authority on music 
theory. His Musical Gramn^er of 1806 was a good instruction book al
though it broke no new ground. It was reprinted many times during the 
Nineteenth Century. He founded his musical thought on an earlier period. 
There is little in his musical style, or in his writings to suggest that 
he was in sympathy with the idiom of Mozart or his teacher Haydn.

Callcott, in his Musical Gramner, provides an illustration of the 
change in definition of measure.

The Bars of Music are not only useful for dividing the Movement 
into equal Measures, but also for shewing the notes upon which the 
Accent is to be held.

The Measures of Common Time are divided into four parts; of these, 
the first and third are accented; the second and fourth unaccented.
In the course of this work the accented will be termed strong parts 
and the unaccented weak parts of the measure.

The Measures of Triple Time consist of three parts; the first 
strong, the two others weak; although the last part is rather strong 
in comparison of the Middle part.

Callcott also discussed the meanings of strong and weak beats.
These inferior Accents which belong to the Times of the Measure, 

do not, by any means, destroy that great and predominant Accent 
that belongs to the first Note which follows the Bar, and which is

168Rothschild, Musical Performance, p. 27. 

^^^Sadie, The New Grove Dictionary, 3:626. 
^^^Houle, "The Musical Measure," p. 246.
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accompanied by the Thesis (The Niederschlag of the Germans) or 
depression of the hand in beating Time. The Arsis (The Aufschlag 
of the Germans) or .elevation of the hand, always follows on the 
weak part of the measure.

Callcott uses Rameau to support his ideas on good and bad notes.
Of the different beats of a measure, there are some more 

prominent, more marked than the others though of equal duration:
The beat that is more marked is called strong beat: that which is
marked less is called weak beat. These are what M. Rameau in his 
treatise on harmony calls good beats and bad beats. The strong 
beats are the first in two-beat measures, the first and third in 
three- and four-beat measures. The second beat is always weak in 
all measures, and it is the same with the fourth in the four-beatmeasure.172

Callcott, in 1817, wrote about the difference in accent and 
emphasis.

In performing on the Piano Forte, a great difference seems to exist 
between them (accent and emphasis); since Accent always requires 
pressure immediately after the Note is struck, and emphasis requires 
force at the very time of striking the Note.l'^

Tempo in the Eighteenth Century 
This section of Chapter Two will deal with a discussion of tempo 

in the Eighteenth Century as understood and contrasted in the Baroque, 
Style Galant, and late Eighteenth Century styles. Tempo indicators will 
be defined for each of these styles. The organization will show the 
transition of tempo indication from the early Baroque usage of chronome
ters to the use of Italian terms in the Classical period. The format 
will again be as previous, by composers in chronological sequence.

l^libid., p. 247.
172 ̂ Ibid., p. 259. 
IT^Ibid., p. 248.
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St. Lambert, Brossard, L'Afflllard and Helnlchen have been chosen to 
represent the Baroque view, while Quantz, Marpurg, Leopold Mozart,
C.P.E. Bach and Klmberger represent the transition to the Style Galant. 
Turk, Tromlitz and Koch serve for classical description.

Tempos were determined by different words, symbols, and circum
stances In a variety of manners during the period 1600-1800. Italian 
theorists of the early Seventeenth Century were the first to employ 
tempo Indications as determinants of standardized, calculated metronomic 
speed. Widespread usage by composers was not to happen until the second 
half of the Eighteenth Century.

Many treatises of the Baroque state that tempo was Indicated by 
the time signature In conjunction with the note content of the piece. 
Italian terms such as allegro, allegretto, etc. were used sparingly, and 
Indicated a mood or character of the music. It was not until the later 
half of the Eighteenth Century that these time words became the main 
tempo Indicators. Â good example of the change In meanings of the 
Italian terms can be seen in Johann Adam Hiller's treatises. If one 
looks at the term allegro in the treatise entitled Anweisung zum 
musikalisch-richtigen Gesange of 1774, the definition reads "gay". Later 
in Anweisung zum Violinspielen of 1795 the term allegro is defined as 
"fast".

The Baroque tempo was based on tempo ordinarlo or tempo guisto. 
This was a determined tempo based on human pulse, crude chronometers or 
pendulums. The accepted speed of tempo ordinarlo, [based on seventeenth 
and eighteenth-century chronometer calculations] was set at M.M. 60-80. 
The following shows the attempts of writers through the centuries to set
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a speed for "normal tempo".
SOURCE CRITERIA USED MEASUREMENT DATE
de Parcia human pulse ca. 72 1492
Garfurius human pulse ca. 72 1496
Gerle rate of counting ca. 64 1532
Lanfranco human pulse ca. 64 1536
Neusiedler rate of counting ca. 64 1536
Praetorius church timing 85 1619
Mersenne a second in time 60 1636
Purcell rate of counting ca. 64 1696
Simpson ticking of watch 75 1714
Quantz human pulse 80 1752
Billings pendulum 60—80 1794
Choralebook appropriateness 60 19th c.

Many twentieth-century authors have discussed the tempos of the

174

Baroque and Classical periods and have tried to classify the signatures 
in relation to them. This has caused much discussion and confusion. Al
though fixed definite tempos were set and designated by the time- 
signatures and later by the Italian terms, the actual speed varied 
according to the environment, situation, taste, and note content. 
Donington states that note content has little to do with tempo determina
tion. He states that the mood or character of the music is the tempo 
indicator and not the notation. Speaking of the performer Donington 
states:

He must take this responsibility regardless of whether or not 
he has been able to glean some assistance from the time-signatures, 
and even, on occasion, in contradiction to what the time- 
signatures misleadingly assert. He must, admittedly, give them 
every consideration, and the more odd the more he will consider them 
before dismissing them from his mind. But in the last resort he will 
need the courage and confidence to take his cue not from this or any 
other detail of the notation, but from what the music is telling him

^^^Thomas Earl Hoekstra, "Tempo Considerations in the Choral 
Music of J.S. Bach," (D.M.A. dissertation. University of Iowa, 1974),
p. 21.
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as a whole. It Is never the notation which is decisive in baroque 
music— that music is far too casual and dependent on the performer's 
initiative for so simple a solution.175

Donington further states:
Time-signatures, in spite of their name, do very little indeed 
towards establishing the tempo, and only a certain amount towards 
establishing the rhythm. There is, however, a system of verbal 
indication, or words of tempo, which first came into prominence 
in the course of the seventeenth century, after the proportional 
system of notation had substantially fallen obsolete.

The origin of these words of tempo is a most striking confirma
tion of the fact that what governs tempo is primarily the mood and 
character of the music itself; for the majority of them do not 
literally refer to speed at all, but to atmosphere. Adagio means "at 
ease"; Grave means "gravely"; Allegro means "cheerfully"; and so 
with many others. But it is their tempo meaning which prevailed, re
gardless of whether they are appropriate to the atmosphere or other
wise. There are many very tense adagios and meloncholy allegros.

The conflict with Bonington’s statement is that metronome mark
ings were given in several treatises of the Eighteenth Century, (Quantz 
being the most notable). These metronomic indications, (if we follow 
the statements in the treatises), were seemingly calculated from the 
time-signatures and their respective note content. The early Baroque 
Italian terms expressed mood which was then reflected in the tempo. In 
the late Eighteenth Century, the Italian terms became the indicator 
of tempo and mood. If we look at the treatises of the Eighteenth 
Century we can find clear indications.

St. Lambert in his Principes du clavecin (Principles of the 
Clavichord) of 1702, sums up the vagarities of musicians concerning 
tempo.

^^^Robert Donington, Tempo and Rhythm in Bach's Organ Music 
(London: Hinrichsen Edition, Ltd., lybO), p. 25-26.

p .  30.
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These are the rules established in Music concerning the tempo 
of Pieces; but of all the rules of this Art, these are the least 
observed by those who profess it. What is commonly said about 
Painters and Poets taking liberties, can also be said about Musicians. 
They transgress the rules of Music as do the others those of Painting 
and Poetry. But it is particularly in respect to the tempo of Pieces, 
that Musicians take liberties against their Principles. Anyone of 
the Profession who plays a Piece composed by another, does not devote 
himself so much to giving by the sign placed at the beginning, as to 
give it one which satisfies his own taste. What brings him to that 
is that he is convinced that no matter how much care he takes he will 
never be able, except by chance, to meet the true intention of the 
composer. For he well notices whether the Composer means by Gravely 
or Gaily, because one person can understand it in one way, and 
another in another. To understand the real meaning of the Signs for 
tempo, it would be necessary to have all the Musicians assembled, 
and in general concert through a demonstration brought to the eyes 
or rather ears of all, to make them agree of the Major sign, by the 
Minor, and the others. After that, there would be no more ambiguity, 
at least for those who would fix definite indications of the tempo 
of Pieces.177

Brossard's Dictionaire de musique (Dictionary of Music) published
in 1703 lists tempo words and their representative mood followed by a
corresponding speed associated with the mood.

Adagio Comfortably, at your ease, without pressing on, thus almost
always slow and dragging the speed a little.

Allegro Always gay, and decidedly lively; very often quick and
light, but also at times with a moderate speed, yet gay,
and lively.

Andante To stroll with even steps, means above all that notes in 
the Basso Continuo must be made equal and the sound well 
separated (Walther adds that it should be faster than 
Adagio).

targo Very slow, as if enlarging the measure and making the
main beats often unequal (Walther adds that sometimes 
composers mean this to be faster than adagio).

Vivace Lively.
These time words indicate modifications of a normal tempo, rather

^^^Ralph Kirkpatrick, "Eighteenth-Century Metronomic Indications," 
AMS Papers, 1938, p. 47.
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than the establishment of a new tempo. Without the tempo ordinario 
there would be no concept of fast or slow tempo.

L'Âffiliard in his Principes tresfaciles pour bien apprendre la 
musique' (Principles for Composing Music) of 1717 was the most important 
early theorist to provide tempo indications by the use of a chronometer.

L’Affillard's table (quoted in facsimile from the 1705 edition...) 
explains the pendulum and these indications and that the figures 
giving the length of the vibrations were accompanied by signs 
indicating the number of vibrations per measure. Here is what he 
says (omitting his musical examples):

When the figure is not accompanied by a sign, there is only one 
vibration to a measure.

The sign, placed thus, indicates that there are two vibra
tions to this measure.

The sign, Q  placed thus, indicates that there are three vibra
tions to this measure.

The signs, placed thus, indicate that there are four 
vibrations to this measure.

The signs, ( ) placed thus, indicate that there are six vibra
tions to this measure.

L'Affiliard was important in his attempt to standardize and 
explain Baroque tempo indicators.

M.M.
Time #beats/meas. Sign (#beats/md

rBouree 2 2 30 J  -120
Chaconne 3 3 (23 J -160
Courante 3/2 3 (40

y-N
J - 90

Gavotte 2 2 30
x-x

J -120 
1Gigue 6/8 2 36 J- -100

3/8 1 31 J. -116
Menuet 3 1 51 J. -71
Passepied 3/8 1 42 J.-88

178Hoekstra, "Tempo Considerations," p. 66-67.
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#beats/meas. Sign
M.M.

(#beats/min.)
Rigaudon 2 2 x-\30 J -120
Sarabande 3/2 3 (40 J - 90

6/4 6 (27) J -133
179

Many Baroque theorists noted that certain time signatures con
tained a specified note content. Heinichen remarked on this subject in 
his treatise Der Generalbass in der Musik of 1728.

Of fast notes...
In order to examine the fastest notes in all the measures which 

are in use, we shall begin with Common or C time, which will serve 
as a pattern for all other times in music. In this C time the eighth 
notes and sixteenth notes are always treated as fast notes.
... it is not only those notes which by their nature are fast, as for 
instance the sixteenth, etc., that enjoy this freedom, but those 
notes, too, which are turned into fast notes, so to speak by 
force, be it by signatures or additional words, as for instance 
the quarter in 3/2 time, in Alla Breve, in Common time with the 
signature C, in Presto, e t c . 180

Concerning triple meters we read the following:
Under the title of fast notes are included the eighths and 

sixteenths in slow time: in Triple time, however, the half and
quarter may be included as well, depending upon the m e a s u r e . 181

In 1746, William Tans'ur in his treatise A New Musical Grammar, 
states that a student once asked him what the length of a pendulum must 
be in order to beat the true time.

Scholar, Sir, of what Length must I make a Pendulum, in order 
to beat the true Time of the several Motes of Musick; as the Semi-

17QKirkpatrick, "Metronomic Indications," p. 40-41, and Warner, 
"Indications of Performance Practice," p. 108.

180Hoekstra, "Tempo Considerations," p. 34.
IGlibid., p. 34.
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breve, the Minim, the Crotchet, etc.?
Mow, 1 say, suppose a 30 inch Pendulum should vibrate as the 

length of a Crotchet, then will one of 120 inches be required to 
beat one Minim; and one of 7 inches and a half to the Time of one 
Quaver; and 480 Inches to compleat the Time of one Semibreve,^etc. 
Always observing, that a Double length of Time requires a Pendulum 
four times as long; and a half of Time but one fourth so long: This
being the true Proportion by which all Pendulums are regulated.

William Turner presented evidence that note content was a crucial 
factor in determining tempo. He states:

I will not be so Ill-natur'd as to dispute the Reasonableness of 
this Mood, where it is as Jiggs, etc. but why it should be made use 
of in slow (sometimes very slow) Movements, I cannot conceive since 
the Mood of 3/8 (which takes in but one of these four Measures) may 
do much better, especially for the convenience of Scholars, or 
rather the Mood of 3/4, or that of 3/2; which barrs in three Minims, 
they seeming to me, to be much more Proper than Quavers, to denote 
slow Movements: For if such a Method were put in Practice there
would be no manner of Occasion to write (at the beginning of Lessons) 
the Italian words. Adagio, Grave, Largo etc. (which are put before 
slow Movements) or Allegro, Presto, vivace, etc. (which are applied 
to swift Movement): and which they do in all the Moods hitherto 
spoken of, without Exception) there being Variety sufficient in 
the different Species of the Notes themselves, to show what movement 
is slow, and what brisk; without putting out Pupils or ourselves, to 
the trouble of learning Foreign Languages.

Johann J. Quantz in his Essay on Playing the Flute of 1752 descri
bes tempo in relation to the human pulse beat. This mid-eighteenth cen? 
tury treatise was the basis for future writers such as Tiirk and Tromlitz 
to develop their tempo theories. The Essay..., stands as a monumental 
effort to establish fixed tempos before the metronome became standardized 
(in the late Eighteenth Century and early Nineteenth Century).

Quantz establishes the human pulse per minute as the basis for 
the determination of tempo. He selected eighty as the normal pace of the

182Dorian, The History of Music in Performance, p. 197.
1 Q O Houle, "The Musical Measure," p. 94.
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heart of a healthy man. He then states that J  «80MM is the tempo
for allegretto. His full suggestions are as follows:

MM 80 to the Half Note
Allegro assai 
Allegro molto 
Presto
MM 80 to the Quarter Note 
Allegretto
Allegro ma non troppo 
Allegro ma non tanto
MM 80 to the Eighth Note
Adagio cantabile
Cantabile
Arioso
Larghetto
Soave
Dolce
MM 80 to the Sixteenth Note
Adagio assai
Pensante
Lento

Allegro presto 
Moderato

Poco andante
Affettuoso
Pomposo
Maestoso
Siciliana
Adagio spiritoso

Largo assai
Mesto
Grave

Quantz readily admits some exceptions to his tempo suggestions. 
Stating that one must consider not only the tempo words at the 
beginning of the music but the character of the passage-work as 
well, he recommends that no more than eight very fast notes be 
executed on one pulse beat.^®^

Quantz divided pace into two main divisions, namely, slow and
fast. He then subdivided each division into two more categories; 1) very
fast, 2) moderately fast, 3) moderately slow, 4) very slow. The specific
tempo words fit into these categories as follows:

VERY FAST: Allegro assai
Allegro di molto 
Presto

^^^Thomas Warner, "Indications of Performance Practice in Wood
wind Instruction Books of the 17th and 18th Centuries," p. 113.
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MODERATELY FAST: Allegretto
Allegro moderato 
Allegro ma non tanto 
Allegro ma non presto

MODERATELY SLOW: Adagio cantabile
Foco andante
Larghetto
Affettuoso

VERY SLOW: Adagio assai
Largo assai
Mesto
Grave

Quanta does not say why the two Italian terms Allegro and Vivace 
are excluded from both fast groups; the reason may have been that both 
markings could belong to either group since the accentuation could be 
that of Allegro assai or Allegretto.

From the different degrees of tempo, impossible to describe 
separately. Quanta selects four basic types in 4/4 time.
...(1) The Allegro assai, (2) the Allegretto, (3) the Adagio cantabile, 
(4) the Adagio assai. In the first class I include: the Allegro di
moto, the Presto, &c. In the second: the Allegro ma non tanto, non
troppo, non presto, moderato, &c. In the third: the Cantabile,
Arioso, Larghetto, Soave, Dolce, Foco Andante, Affetuoso, Fomposo, 
Maestoso, alia Siciliana, Adagio spirituoso, and so on. In the fourth: 
Adagio pesante. Lento, Largo assai, Mesto, Grave, &c. These terms 
themselves, each of them, have slight modifications, but these concern 
more the expression of the feelings which predominate in each piece 
than the tempo itself. Once one has thoroughly understood the four 
principal kinds of tempo mentioned above, the easier it becomes in 
time to hit upon the others, as the difference is but small.
...Just as the Allegro in even time consists of two principal types 
(C and alia breve), namely, a fast and a moderate, so it is the same 
with triple time, for ^ample, 3/4, 3/8, 6/8, 12/8. When in a 3/4 
there are only eighth notes, in a 3/8 only sixteenths, or in a 6/8 or 
12/8 only eighth notes, it is a proof that the quickest tempo is in
tended. But, if there are sixteenths or eighth-note triplets in a 
3/4; thirty-seconds or sixteenth-note triplets in a 3/8; or sixteenth 
in 6/8 or 12/8:-then a moderate movement should be taken as slow as 
that mentioned before.... ;

To come to the main point, namely, how each of the above-mentioned 
types of measure can be played in its proper tempo by means of the 
pulse: It should be pointed out that first of all one has to look
both at the quickest notes of which the passage consist. As it is not 
really possible to perform more than eight quite quick notes, be it
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with double-tongulng or with bowing within the period of one pulsa
tion, there is:

In ordinary common time:
In an Allegro assai, for every half bar one pulsation.
In an Allegretto, one pulsation to every quarter-note.
In an Adagio cantabile, one pulsation on every eighth-note.
And in an Adagio assai, on every eighth-note two pulsations.

In Alla breve time there is:
In an Allegro, for each bar one pulsation.
In an Allegretto, for every half bar one pulsation.
In an Adagio cantabile, for every quarter-note one pulsation.
In an Adagio assai, for every quarter-note two pulsations.

There is, especially in ordinary common time, a kind of moderate 
Allegro, which is halfway between the Allegro assai and the Allegretto. 
It occurs frequently in vocal pieces, also in pieces for such instru
ments as cannot perform very quick passages and is generally indicated 
by an Allegro alone. Here for three eighth-notes there is one pulsa
tion and the second pulsation falls on the fourth eighth-note.

In 2/4 time or quick 6/8 time, in an Allegro there is one pulsa
tion for every bar.

In an Allegro, in 12/8 time, if there are no sixteenth-notes there 
are two pulsations for every bar.

In 3/4 time if the piece goes Allegro and the passages therein 
consist of sixteenth-notes or eighth-note triplets, one cannot 
accurately determine the tempo from the pulse for one bar. But if one 
wishes to take two bars together then it is possible, and then one 
pulsation falls respectively to the first and third quarter note of 
the first bar, and to the second quarter-note of the other bar, con
sequently three pulsations to six quarters. The same applies to 9/8 
time.

In very fast 3/4 time, as well as 3/8 time, if in the passages 
there are only six quick notes to one bar, there is one pulsation for 
every bar. But it must not be a piece which should be a Presto, other
wise the bar would be too slow by two quick notes. But if one wishes 
to know how fast these three quarters or eighths should go in a Presto 
one must take the tempo of the quick 2/4 time, where four eighth-notes 
come to one pulsation, and must play these three quarters or eighths 
just as quickly as the eighths in the 2/4 time already referred to, 
so that the fast notes in both the above-mentioned bars will be given 
their proper tempo.

In an Adagio cantabile, in 3/4 time when the movement of the 
fundamental voice consists of eighth notes, there is one pulsation 
for every eighth. But if the movement consists only of quarter-notes 
and the song is more Arioso than sad, then there is one pulsation for 
every quarter-note. But here too one must adjust oneself to the 
key as well as the written word. For, if it is an Adagio assai,
Mesto, or Lento, then there are two pulsations for every quarter-note.

In an Arioso in 3/8 tempo there is one pulsation for every 
eighth-note.

An Alla Siciliana in 12/8 time would be too slow if one were to 
count a pulsation to every eighth-note. But if one divides two pul
sations Into three parts, one pulsation comes on the first and the
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third eighth-notes respectively. If now one has divided these three 
notes then one need not trouble any further about the movement of the 
pulse, otherwise the third eighth-note would become too long.

When in a fast piece the passages are composed of triplets only, 
without admixture of ordinary sixteenth- or thirty-second-notes, the 
piece might be played, as desirable, a little faster than the pulse 
beat. This-is especially to be observed in the case of rapid 6/8, 9/8 and 12/8.1*3

Concerning the tempo of the pulse beat Quanta states:
...Take as a guide a pulse approximately eighty times a minute. 

Eighty pulse beats in the fastest tempo of ordinary common time amount 
to forty bars. A few pulsations more or less make no difference. For 
example, five pulsations more in one minute, or five less, lengthen 
or shorten in forty bars very bar by l/16th. But this is so insigni
ficant as to pass unnoticed. Now the person whose pulse beats many 
times more or less than 80 to the minute knows what he must do re
garding the decrease or increase of speed. But even if my proposals, 
in spite of everything, could not be applied generally (although I 
have tried to prove this, partly with my own pulse beat and partly 
with many other tests which I applied for my own and other composi
tions, with different people), nevertheless it will ensure that no 
one, who from the method explained above has got an idea of the four 
main kinds of true tempo of any piece.

Quanta makes a further observation concerning note content and its 
affect on determining the tempo.

No attempt ought to be made to play the Allegro more quickly 
than the passage-work can be played with uniform quickness, lest you 
be forced to play some passages, perhaps more difficult than others, 
more slowly, which causes a disagreeable alteration of the tempo.
Thus the tempo.must be set in accordance with the most difficult 
passagework.

If in an Allegro passage-work in semiquavers or demisemiquavers 
is interspersed with quaver or semiquaver triplets you must regulate 
your speed by the passage-work rather than by the triplets; for other
wise you will find yourself short of time, since sixteen equal notes 
in one measure require more time than four triplets. Hence the
latter must be moderated.187

^®^Kirkpatrick, "Metronomic Indications," p. 34-36.
lG*Ibid., p. 37
187Quanta, Essay on the Art of Playing the Transverse Flute, p.

130.
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Fritz Rothschild in his article "Mozart's Pianoforte Music," 
comments on Quanta's use of note content as an important element in 
determining tempo.

In the style galant the approach to tempo stood midway between 
that of the Old Tradition and that of to-day; though the time- 
signatures had lost much of their significance the note content 
was still important; the fast notes (as the smallest note values 
used to be called) together with the Italian terms indicated
the tempo.188

Quantz...gives us valuable information on what he considers 
to be the correct tempi for the music of his own time; but the 
interpreter must remember that this information cannot in general 
be taken as applying to the music of the earlier part of the century 
(in particular, to the music of J.S. Bach)....

...in his impressive attempts to achieve objectivity by settling 
the tempo question, ^antz belongs to the classical era of inter
pretative thought.190

The exact tempo for each piece of music is of course not always 
the same in each performance. Treatise writers of all periods were well 
aware of this fact, it is one more reason for the extensive writings 
on the use of good taste.

Quantz wrote that the human moods played a vital part in deter
mining a tempo.

It would be too long and at times impossible, to give demonstra
tive proofs on matters which nearly always look only to taste... Some 
like what is majestic and lively, and others what is tender and gay... 
one is not always in the same mood.

As the mood varies, so does the tempo which is right for that 
given occasion. Indeed, the limits within which the right tempo for 
any particular piece of music may vary are surprisingly wide. Yet

tooFritz Rothschild, "Mozart's Pianoforte Music," p. 7.
189Thurston Dart, The Interpretation of Music, 4th ed. (London: 

Hutchinson & Co., Ltd., 1960), p. 90.
190Dorian, The History of Music, p. 182.
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the limits within which it can vary in the circumstances of any 
given occasion are narrow in the extreme. A small deviation 
will give the listner a sense of discomfort. The reason is not 
that there is an absolute tempo which is right under all circum
stances and which is being departed from— there is no such thing 
as an absolute right tempo ; the reason is that the tempo no longer 
fits the given circumstances.

Frederick Marpurg, in his treatise Anleitung Zum Clavierspielen 
of 1765, gives the following list of tempo categories. Where Quantz 
used two main divisions of tempo divided into four categories, Marpurg 
added two more to form six categories of tempo, namely, (1) very fast, 
(2) fast, (3) moderately fast, (4) very slow, (5) slow, (6) moderately 
slow.

FAST, RAPID 
Allegro 
Veloce 
Vivace 
Foco presto

VERY FAST, RAPID 
Presto, It. Prestissimo 
Allegro assai 
Allegro di molto 
Velocissimo 
Vivacissimo
MODERATELY FAST, LESS RAPID
Allegretto
Poco Allegro
Poco Vivace
Poco Veloce
Moderato
Allegro ma non troppo 
(non tanto, non presto)

VERY SLOW 
Adagio assai 
Adagio di molto 
Largo assai or di molto 
Lento assai or di molto

191Donington, Tempo and Rhythm, p. 13.
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SLOW MODERATELY SLOW
Adagio Andante
Largo Andantino
Lento Larghetto

Poco Adagio 
Poco Largo

192Poco Lento
Leopold Mozart in his Violinschule of 1756 discussed the problem

of tempo determination and stated:
...One must also be able to define from the piece itself whether it 
requires a slow or a somewhat quicker speed. It is true that at the 
beginning of every piece special words are written which are designa
ted to characterize it, such as 'Allegro' (merry), 'Adagio' (slow) 
and so on. But both slow and quick have their degrees.... So one 
has to deduce it (the tempo) from the piece itself, and it is this 
by which the true worth of a musician can be recognized without 
fail. Every melodious piece has at least one phrase from which one 
can recognize quite surely what sort of speed the piece demands. 
Often, if other points be carefully observed, the phrase is forced 
into its natural spaed. Remember this, but know also that for such 
perception long experience and good judgement are required. Who 
will contradict me if I count this among the chiefest perfections 
in the art of music?^^^

C.P.E. Bach in his treatise Essay on the True Art of Playing 
Keyboard Instruments, described the relationship of "affect" to time 
words and note values as:

The tempo of a pièce, which is usually indicated by a variety of

192Hays, "F.W. Mairpurg's Anleitung Zum Clavierspieln (Berlin, 1756); 
Translation and Commentary," p. v-2.

193Badura and Skoda, Interpretating Mozart at the Keyboard, p. 27.
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familiar Italian terms, is derived from its general mood together 
with the fastest notes and passages which it includes. Proper 
attention to these considerations will prevent an allegro from being 
hurried and an adagio from being dragged.

Bach is stating that:
...in summary...the tempo is "derived" from both affect and note . 
values and then "indicated" (if at all) by a suitable Italian time 
word.

It seems obvious that eighteenth-century documents, in spite of 
their progressive tendencies reveal the existence of a tradition 
that brought time signatures and note values, and consequently time 
words and affect, into a relation with the normal rate of movement 
inherited from the Renaissance. This relationship was doubtless the 
aftermath of the old methods of notation that were only gradually 
abandoned during the seventeenth century.194

Johann Kirnberger in his treatise The Art of Strict Musical 
Composition of 1776, describes thoroughly the use of tempo guisto. He 
describes the "normal tempo" as determined by the time signature and note 
content and then modified by the Italian term.

Tempo guisto is determined by the time signatures and by the 
longest or the shortest note values contained in a piece. Once a 
young composer has grasped this fact he will soon understand to what 
extent the added terms Largo, Adagio, Andante, Allegro and Presto with 
their qualifications such as Larghetto, Andantino, Allegretto, 
Prestissimo will increase or reduce the speed or slowness of the 
natural flow of pace....

Daniel G. Turk in his School of Clavier Playing of 1796, defines 
tempo as playing in time and subsequently lists several of the Italian 
terms which indicate certain speeds.

To play in time...means to play a certain number of notes etc. 
according to their value in a certain space of time; but how long 
this space of time ought to last or how fast one bar ought to be 
played is shown more accurately by the tempo indication.... Since a

194Hoekstra, "Tempo Considerations," p. 76.
195Rothschild, Musical Performance . p. 1.
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slower or faster pace contributes greatly to the expression of 
the various emotions and feelings with all their modifications, 
there are several degrees of tempo for which a number of terms 
have been chosen, mostly Italian.

. The most important of these terms are: Presto, fast; Allegro,
swift; i.e. not quite so fast as Presto; Veloce, rapid; Vivace, 
lively; Commodo (Comodo), comfortable, placid, not fast; Moderato;
Tempo guisto, at the right speed; Maestoso, majestic, lofty, as 
regards pace which is neither altogether slow nor fast; Grave, 
serious, consequently more or less slow; Adagio, slow; Lento, 
extended, thus slow (almost slower, and as a rule more serious 
than Adagio). In addition to these terms indicating tempo one must 
also mention Alla breve, each note to be played twice as fast as 
usual.

From some of these principal tempo directions others are de
rived to indicate (1) a very high degree of speed or slowness, as, for 
example:

Prestissimo..., Allegrissimo, Velocissimo, Vivacissimo, Adagis- 
simo, etc.,...

(2) to indicate a lesser degree of pace...as for example: 
Allegretto, Commodetto..., Larghetto..., Andantion, a little, that 
is not strong, walking, thus somewhat slower than Andante. In most 
instruction books Andantino is translated as slightly faster than 
andante; but if one considers that Molto andante (strong walking) 
requires a higher degree of motion than does Andante, my above- 
mentioned interpretation of the term Andantino indicating nothing 
but a less pronounced degree of walking or of motion, will perhaps 
be accepted as appropriate.^^-

Turk discusses the various groupings of tempo by the theorists as
follows:

Some music teachers divide all the above degrees of pace into four 
groups (Quantz). The first group includes all very fast movements: 
Presto, Allegro assai, etc., the second group the moderately fast move
ments, like Allegro moderato. Allegretto, etc., the third all moder
ately slow movements, such as Un poco Adagio, Larghetto, Poco Andante, 
etc., and the fourth all very slow movements: Largo, Adagio molto,
etc.

Others (Haydn) allow only three groups, namely: (1) the fast,
as for example Prestissimo, Presto, Allegro assai. Allegro, Allegretto, 
etc., (2) the moderate, including Andante, Andantino, etc., (3) the 
slow, such as Largo, Adagio, etc.l*?

196Rothschild, Musical Performance, p. 4-5.
197Idem., "Mozart's Pianoforte Music," p. 9.
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Turk interprets the speed of an allegro and allegretto as:
If one knew only that, for example, an Allegro ought to be 

played faster than a Largo, one would have but a vague idea of 
tempo. Therefore the question arises: how fast is the pace of an
Allegro assai and how fast that of other tempo directions in re
lation to It? This question cannot be answered with absolute 
certainty, as some circumstances necessitate many deviations from 
the normal rule. Thus, for example, the pace of an Allegro with 
intermixed demisemiquavers must not be so fast as that of an Allegro 
containing only quavers. An Allegro for the church or in ecclesiasti
cal cantatas and in compositions of three or four parts (gearbeite 
Trios, Quartette, etc.) must be given a far more moderate tempo than 
an Allegro for the theatre or in the so-called chamber style, as for 
example symphonies, divertimenti and the like. An Allegro which 
contains solemn, lofty and great thoughts requires a slower and more 
expresive motion than one with the same marking but whose character 
is predominantly that of light-hearted joy etc.

A far more moderate tempo is taken for granted for an Allegro 
composed fifty years or more ago than that employed for a more recent 
composition with the same superscription.

...In an Allegretto each crotchet, and in an Adagio cantabile 
(Larghetto) each quaver, would receive one pulse-beat, but in Adagio 
assai two pulse-beats would be equivalent to one quaver. Composi
tions in Alla breve or the so-called Tempo maggiore would be played 
twice as fast, so that one whole bar (of four crotchets) in an 
allegro assai would not last longer than one pulse-beat etc.

But even though these measurements are by no means infallible-as 
Quantz himself admitted-and the gap between Allegro assai and Adagio 
molto is perhaps slightly overestimated, I am still inclined to 
recommend his rules to beginners, for they will at least teach them 
that an Allegro assai should be approximately twice as fast as an 
Allegretto, etc....198

After Turk had listed his tempos and gave indications of appro
priate speeds for each group, (which were now determined by the Italian 
words), he then gave instances when the tempo could be modified or 
altered.

Even when a composer specifies the sentiment as well as he is able, 
for the entire piece and for individual passages and the performer 
applies all the techniques discussed in the preceding sections... 
still there remain special situations in which the expression can

198Rothschild, Musical Performance, p. 7-8.
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be heightened by extraordinary means. Among these I Include especi
ally (1) performance without ordinary measure (ad libitum), (2) 
quickening and holding back, (3) the so-called tempo rubato. These 
are three means which can have great effect when employed seldom at 
the. proper time.

Passages marked Recitativeo, as well as free fantasias, caden
zas, fermatas, etc., must be played more according to one's feelings 
than according to regular meter. Here and there we find such 
passages in sonatas, concertos, etc., as for example in the Andante 
of the first sonata dedicated to the King of Prussia by C.P.E Bach.
Such places would have a poor effect if the exact note values were to 
be observed. The most important notes thus should be played slowly 
and stronger and the lesser notes quickly and lighter, as though a 
sensitive singer or a good orator were declaiming.

Places where quickening or holding back of the tempo may be used 
are difficult to specify.... These should be restricted to solo per
formance or when those who accompany are very careful.

The most powerful passages in pieces whose character expresses 
vigor, anger, fury, madness, etc. can be somewhat hurried (accelerando). 
Also some ideas that are repeated louder (generally higher) can be 
somewhat quickened. When a gentle sentiment is interrupted by a lively 
passage, the latter may be played a bit faster. Also, an unexpected 
vigorous idea may be so played.

Usually sweet, languishing, sad passages...can be made much more 
effective by an increasing ritard of the tempo.... Toward the end of 
a piece, where diminuendo, diluendo, smorzando, etc. are indicated, 
one may hold back the tempo slightly.

Johann Tromlitz's treatises are important mainly because they 
confirm the usage of the information contained in the writings by theorists 
such as Quantz, L. Mozart, and C.P.E Bach.

However, a number of important instances of differing opinions 
arise between Quantz and Tromlitz. For this reason the Unterricht 
serves as a valuable gauge to check the validity of Quanta's state
ments as they pertain to the late Classic period.^00

Tromlitz asserts that the final determination of a tempo is 
governed by a study of the individual composition.

^^^atner. Classic Music Expression, Form, Style, p. 186.
^Thomas Warner, "Tromlitz's Flute Treatise: A Neglected Source

of Eighteenth Century Performance Practice," A Musical Offering Essays 
in Honor of Martin Bernstein (New York: Pendragon Press, 1970), p. 264.
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Tromlitz holds that correct tempo, even though subject to consider
able interpretation according to an individual’s temperament, may be 
determined through a thorough study of the composition. In Chapter 
V a number of musical examples serves to support this assertion. He 
maintains that by dividing the individual beats in each measure and 
then considering the note groupings within, the performer will arrive 
at a basis for sound judgement about the proper tempo. If this advice 
does not prove overly helpful to modem performers, it recognizes at 
least that the means for determining a correct tempo do not readily 
submit to rigid regulation.20*

Heinrich Koch in his treatise Musikalisches Lexikon of 1802 de
scribes five classes of tempo.

...It must be observed that we are now in the habit of arranging 
the various degrees of pace...into five principal categories which 
range from thw slowest to the fastest degree in the order (1) Largo, 
slow, (2) Adagio, moderately slow, (3) Andante, (walking) indicates 
a quiet measured step, which keeps the mean between fast and slow,
(4) Allegro, swift, (5) Presto, f a s t . 202

Conclusion
From the information just presented, the reader should be able to 

determine an appropriate tempo for an eighteenth-century work. The 
ability to determine proper tempo is essential if one is going to apply 
correct accentuation. Although tempo determination is a difficult 
style area to comprehend, the use of treatise descriptions together with 
good musical instinct should enable the performer to arrive at an appro
priate tempo.

Time Signatures in the Eighteenth Century 
This section will be devoted to an explanation of time signatures 

in the Eighteenth Century. The material in this section will also be 
taken from treatises of various theorists presented in chronological

201Thomas Warner, "Tromlitz’s Flute Treatise: A Neglected Source
of Eighteenth-Century Performance Practice," p. 265.

202Rothschild, Musical Performance, p. 7.
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order. The composers St. Lambert, Sperling, Ponceln and Brossard will 
represent the Baroque; while L. Mozart, Corrette, Marpurg and Kirnberger 
the Style Galant; and Hummel will represent the late Eighteenth Century 
view.

Time signatures developed in the Seventeenth Century as an out
growth of the proportional and mensural systems of the Sixteenth Century. 
The old proportional system of circles, half-circles, and crossed circles 
was in essence obsolete by the beginning of the Eighteenth Century. (For 
an explanation of the proportional system see Thomas Morley's Plaine 
and Essay Introduction to Practicall Musiche of 1597.)

The repetitive usage of duple and triple groupings of notes
brought stability to the rhythmic structure of the music. In the late
Baroque and late Eighteenth Century, further connotations such as tempo
indication and expression were associated with time signatures. "The
system of time-signatures changed over the years (1600-1800) and eventually
in the late eighteenth century was defined as measure organization deline- 

20 3ated by accent."
Once time signatures were established in the Seventeenth Century, 

discrepancies developed concerning their classifications. Several 
classifications of time signatures as well as tempos appeared among the 
writings of the various theorists in different countries. Even with these 
discrepancies in the meanings of these signatures, the bar line became 
a standardized part of the structure of music. Time signatures, formed 
a representation of a set number of note values enclosed between bar lines.

^^^oule, "The Musical Measure," p. 4.
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As theorists discussed and defined time-signatures, several other
aspects of music became associated, such as "...new techniques of beating
the measure, tempo connotations of time signatures, and the relationship

20 4of time signatures to..." mood.
The question arises then, what exactly the time-signatures mean? 

In the Baroque, the signatures provided information on tempo and note 
content. In the Style Galant, time signatures gave an indication of the 
accentuation and tempo. By the late Eighteenth Century, time signatures 
indicated measure organization and accentuation, but not the tempo.

The C and signatures were interchangeable in the Baroque, yet 
^ tended to represent a faster tempo than C and usually indicated two 
beats in a bar. (Rothschild calls these structural beats.) Most of the 
treatises indicated that j: represented a tempo, usually twice as fast as 
C. The problem or confusion here is with the varying MM indications 
given by theorists. In the Eighteenth Century the note content was 
used to determine this discrepancy in speed. The fastest notes were 
used to determine this deviance in conjunction with the mood of the 
particular piece.

The time signatures also indicated the number of stresses in a 
bar. This was most important in the late Eighteenth Century when the 
accentuation of the measure was the essence of meter.

One of the first discussions of time signatures was by Michel 
St. Lambert. In his treatise Principes du clavicin of 1702, he listed 
nine types of time signatures and their respective tempos.

^°^Ibid., p. 80.
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1. C Grave and slow. Its four (crotchet) beats (to a measure) 
like the steps of a man walking, even quite slowly.

2. 4 Grave and slow, its two (minim) beats (to a measure) moving 
at the same speed as the (crotchet) beats of C; therefore 
(minim=crotchet) of C, each beat containing two quarter-notes

- which move like the steps of a man walking a league and a quarter 
in an hour.

3. 2 Gay and light, its two (minim) beats (to a measure) moving 
twice as fast as the (minim) beats of C; therefore minim=crotchet 
of C.

4. 4/8 Very fast, its two (crotchet) beats (to a measure) moving
twice as fast as the (minim) beats of 2; therefore crotchet"
crotchet of 2.

5. 3/2 Slow (fort grave), its three (minim) beats (to a measure) 
like the beats of C.

6. 3 Gay and light, its three (crotchet) beats (to a measure) 
moving twice as fast as the (minim) beats of 3/2; therefore 
(crotchet=crotchet) of 3/2, these quarter-notes being as long
as the steps of a man walking a league and a quarter in an hour; 
therefore (crotchet=crotchet) of C.

7. 3/8 Very fast, its three (quaver) beats (to a measure) moving
twice as fast as the (crotchet) beats of 3; therefore (quaver®
quaver) of 3.

8. 6/4 First way. "Fort gay", beaten in two (dotted minim) groups 
(to a measure), each'at least as fast as the (minim) beats of 2. 
6/4 Second way. "Gay", divided into two groups of three 
(crotchet) beats, nt slow like the (minim) beats of 3/2, which 
each contain two quarter notes, but in three faster beats like 
those of 2; therefore (crotchets=minim) of 2, and consequently 
(crotchet»crotchet) of C or (crotchet) of 3, equaling the steps 
of the man walking league and a quarter in an hour.
Thus the first way is faster, (crotchet) about equalled by 
(dotted minim) of the second way.

9. 6/8 Very fast, beaten in two (dotted crotchet) groups moving 
twice as fast as the (dotted minim groups of 6/4, first way; 
therefore dotted (crotchet tied to dotted crotchet)«(dotted
minim).205

Johann Peter Sperling in his treatise Principia Musicae, das 1st 
Grundliche anweisung zur Husik...of 1705, relates the number of beats 
in a tact (measure) and gave them new names such as half-beat note in
stead of minim.

To know (about the general principles of time signatures) when 
an unknown figure, not one explained...is encountered, there are two

205Kirkpatrick, "Eighteenth Century Metronomic Indications,"
p. 32-33.
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numbers written one above the other to be considered. First, the 
upper number shows the quantity, how many of a given note go to a 
tact (or measure). Next the bottom number shows the quality, what 
kind of note it is, in the requisite number, that go to a measure.
If this bottom number is 1, then so many one part notes, that is 
whole notes, go to a Tact. If the number is 2, then so many two- 
part notes, that is half notes, go to a tact....206

Spearling discussed the signs C, and 2, giving a generally
agreed upon description of these signatures.

Between the first and second, many make this difference, 
saying the first means a slow measure and the second a fast measure. 
Such a difference is not observed by many composers, but the 
quickness or slowness of the measure is indicated by particular 
terms such as tardo, resto, alia breve, etc. The third indicates 
common time with four quarters to a measure, but it is beaten so 
quickly that two of such measures are nearly of the same length 
of one. This third kind of measure comes to us from the French 
and is used by them in overtures and bourees, e t c . ?

Jean-Pierre Freillon Poncein in his La Veritable Manière 
d'apprendre a jour en perfection du hautbois of 1700 refers to a per
sistent practice in which time signatures indicate tempo. It is the first 
woodwind treatise to explain this relationship. In his rules for tempo 
he states;

1) C (signe majeur): Beat in four grave beats. Each beat falls
on a quarter note. The four beats are as follows: down on the first,
to the left on the second, to the right on the third and up on the 
fourth.
2) 2 (signe binaire): Beat in two slow beats with a downbeat on 
the first two quarters and an upbeat on the last two. __
3) t (signe mineur): Also beat in two but a bit faster...

Brossard, in his Dictionary of Music of 1703, revealed that the 
time signatures indicated a relative speed.

20%oule, "The Musical Measure," p. 81.
ZO^ibid., p. 83. 
^°®Ibid., p. 97.
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Common or double Time is of two species, the first is where every 
measure is equal üo a semibreve, or its value in any combination 
of notes of less quality.
The second is where every bar or measure is equal to a minim, or its 
value in less notes.

The movements of this kind of measure are various, but there are 
three common distinctions; the first slow, signified by the mark C, 
called semi-circle, at the beginning; the second brisk, signified 
by The third very quick, signified by ÿ, this 2, or this 2/4: 
but when it has the last, there are but two crotchets in a bar.

But then what that slow, brisk, and quick is is very uncertain, 
and only to be learned by practice; the nearest measure we know of 
it, is to make a quaver the length of a pulse of a good match; then 
a crotchet will be equal to two pulses, a minim four, and the whole 
bar or measure eight; this may be reputed the measure of brisk Time, 
for slow 'tis as long again, and for the quick only half as long.

Jacob Adlung, Franz Haichelbeck, J.P. Eisel, and Joseph Munster, 
all presented the two classes of time signatures as: duple meters - 2,
2/4, C, 6/4, 6/8, 12/4, 12/8; triple meters - 3/1, 3/2, 3/4, 3/8, and 9/8. 
These same classifications were kept by Quantz and L. Mozart in their 
respective treatises [with few changes].

Leopold Mozart simplified these signatures and left out 12/24 
(which was included on Mattheson's list of duple meters); and several 
other signatures he felt were useless.

Mozart stated:
Let not our friends the critics be startled if I omit the times 

4/8, 12/8, 9/8, 9/16, 12/16, 12/24, and 12/4. In my eyes they are 
worthless stuff. One finds them seldom or not at all in the newer 
pieces; and there really are enough variations of times for expressing 
everything, to be able to do without these last. He who likes them, 
let him grasp them with might and main. Yea I would even generously 
present him with 3/1 time, were it not that it still gazes defiantly 
at me out of a few old church pieces.21^

Michel Corrette described time signatures in Chapter five of his

2°*ibid., p. 84.
^^°Ibid., p. 89.
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treatise Method for Easy Learning to Play on the Transverse Flute. He 
discusses a Baroque view when he wrote that speed may be Indicated by the 
signatures. He also Indicated that proper accentuation may be also de
duced from the signatures.

The movement of a piece Is marked by numbers except 4/4 time 
which Is marked by C or (J. All the different ways of Indicating 
the meter In music may be reduced to two or three time signatures.
The others have only been thought of for marking more precisely, 
the degree of speed or slowness.

The meter 4/4 time contains twice the number of beats as 2/4 
time. Also, the accents of the two ways differ. Observe that In 
allegros there Is only one beat, and In adagios or other slow 
parts, two beats If necessary. In 4/4 and 12/8 time, one can have 
two accents.

4/4 time, C or (̂, Is often found In Italian music, such as in 
the Allemande, Adagio, Allegro, and Presto of sonatas and concertos.

One must play eighth notes equal and play the sixteenth notes 
unequal In pairs. One can also play them equal In Allegros and 
Prestos of sonatas and concertos.

2 marks the beat In 2/4 time. This meter Is used In Rigaudons, 
Gavottes, Bourees, and Cotillons In French music. The Italians 
hardly use these at all. It must be pointed out that to play the 
eighth notes In pairs, one makes the first one long and the 
second one short (sometimes).

3 marks the measure In three beats. This meter Is used for 
Minuets, Sarabands, Courants, Chaconnes, etc. The Italians always 
mark this meter 3/4 as In the composite signs.

Meters In two beats Meters In three beats
2/4 2/8 2/6 3/4 3/2 3/8 3/9

Meters In two unequal beats Meter In four beats 
6/4 12/8

2/4 or 2/8 Is duple for the Italians. This meter Is often 
used In Allegros and Prestos of sonatas and concertos. The eighth 
notes must be played equal and the sixteenth notes unequal. One 
sometimes also plays them equally In sonatas.

6/8 Is used In the French and Italian Glgues. One plays the 
eighth notes unequal. One often slurs the first two and sometimes 
three.

3/2 Indicates a slow movement. This meter Is often used In the 
Saraband.

It must be pointed out that the quarter notes In pairs are some
times played equal according to the.character of the piece».,..

3/8 Is used In the French Passepleds. This meter in three beats 
Is very often found In the Affetuosos, Minuets, and Allegros of 
sonatas. One must play the eighth and sixteenth notes equal.

9/8 Is rarely found In French music but quite often In Italian 
music, such as In the Glgue, Allegro, and Presto. The eighth notes
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are played equal, but the sixteenth notes must be played unequal.
6/4 is a meter of two uneven beats. This is used for the Loure 

in French music. The English compose many Vaudevilles and Country 
Dances in the meter....

These airs are to be played in a noble manner, showing well 
the quarter notes and dotting the eighth notes in pairs. This meter 
is found very little in Italian music.

12/8 is found in Italian, German, French, and English music.
One must play the eighth notes equal and the sixteenth notes unequal.

Quite often one takes the first two and sometimes three eighth 
notes in one attack of the tongue.

Those who wish to know the duration of a rest or a note held can 
see the chronometer of Mr. Loulie.^Ü

F.W. Marpurg in his treatise Anleitung zum Clavierspielen of 
1765 described time signatures and their respective accentuation. Marpurg 
discussed the subdivisions of measures and the hierarchy of accent in 
these measures according to the time signatures. He referred to the 
stressed divisions of the beat as "good" and the unstressed as "bad".

...in the first species of meter...the 4/2, one divides the 
half notes (thereby'dividing the*beats into pulses), then, among 
the eight resulting quarter-notes the first, third, fifth,^and 
seventh are good pulses; the second, fourth, sixth, and eighth 
are bad pulses. The good notes are also termed "long" and the 
bad ones "short", in reference to their intrinsic quantity.

In making the same application to the 4/4 meter, when one divides 
it into eight eighth-notes, or pulses, then the first, third, fifth, 
and seventh are good, the second, fourth, sixth, and eighth are bad. 
There is the following difference, pertaining in particular to 
tempo, between the greater allabreve meter and the 4/4 meter: the
half notes in the first should be held only as long as the quarter- 
notes in the latter, and so on with the other note-values accordingly.

With regard to the signature, an error often arises whereby the 
plain, large "C" is confused with the In such a case one must
judge the.gqture of the piece from the (value of the) most rapid 
notes....' '

If one divides the two beats into pulses, then in the 2/2 meter, ' 
the first and third among the quarter-notes are good pulses; the 
second and fourth are bad pulses. In the 2/4 meter, if one divides

211Corrette, Method for Easy Learning to Play On the Transverse 
Flute, p. 22-23.
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both beats into four eighth notes, the good pulses fall on the first 
and third eighth-notes, and the bad pulses on the second and fourth 
eighth-notes.

With regard to tempo, there is generally this difference between 
2/2 and 2/4 meter: that half-notes in the former are held only as
long as quarter-notes in the latter, and so on with the other note- 
values accordingly.

In triple meter by the way, the good beat falls on the first 
division and the other two divisions constitute bad beats. If one 
divides the three beats into six pulses, the good pulses are the first, 
third, fifth; the bad pulses are the second, fourth, and sixth.

The 12/4 meter, which is derived from that of . 4/2 when each half
note therein is lengthened by half with a dot, dividing them into 
three pulses.... It is the same as a "combined" 6/4 meter.

The 12/8 meter, which is derived from that of 4/4 when each 
quarter-note therein is augmented with a dot, dividing them into 
three eighth-notes, as pulses.... It is a "combined" 6/8 meter.

Thus, both of these meters have four divisions (beats). In re
gard both (sic) the manner of beating these quaternary meters and 
to the quality of their beats, they are like the meters from which 
they derive; the first and third (beats) are good, and the second 
and fourth are bad. The nature of the three pulses into which each 
beat is divided is the same as that of (the beats in) the triple 
meters. The first pulse is always good and the other two pulses are 
always bad. Accordingly, among the twelve pulses, the good are the 
first, fourth, seventh, and tenth; the bad are all the rest.

The 6/8 meter which is none other than a "halved" 12/8 meter, is 
formed when each half-note in 2/4 is lengthened by half with a dot.

Both of these meters therefore have only two divisions (beats) 
just like those (meters) from which they derive; the good falls on the 
downstroke, and the bad falls on the upstroke. Among the six pulses, 
the first and fourth are good, the rest are bad.

The 9/4 meter, which arises from that of 3/2 when each half-note 
is lengthened with a dot.

The 9/8 meter, which arises from that of 3/4 when each quarter- 
note is lengthened with a dot.

These meters have three divisions (beats). In regard both to the 
manner of beating and to the quality of their beats, they are just 
like the simple meters from which they derive; the first (beat) is 
good, and the second and third are bad. Of the three pulses, every 
first is good, and the remaining two are bad. Consequently, the 
good pulses are the first, fourth, and seventh; the rest are bad.

Johann Kirnberger in his treatise The Art of Strict Musical Compo
sition of 1776, described time signatures in relation to tempo.

^^^Ibid., p. v-18-24.
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He states that:

For solemn and pathetic pieces, alia breve is especially appropriate 
and is therefore used in motets and other solemn church pieces. Large 
4/4 meter has a very emphatic and serious motion and is suited to 
stately choruses, to fugues in church pieces, and generally to 
pieces where pomp and gravity is required.
Observations about Simple Even Meters of Two Beats

A 2/1 meter, which is also called the large alia breve by some, 
consists of two whole notes or semibreves (per measure). However, 
as is the case with the 6/2 meter of two triple beats that is de
rived from it, it is no longer used because of the confusion caused 
by the rests, since the same rest has a value of half a measure at 
one time and a whole measure at another. In place of these, it is 
better to use 2/2 and 6/4 with the adjective grave to indicate the 
emphatic and weighty performance required by these meters.

2/2 meter, or rather alia breve, which is always designated 
by (| or $, is most often used in church pieces, fugues, and elaborate 
choruses. It is to be noted about this meter that it is very serious 
and emphatic, yet is performed twice as fast as its note values indi
cate, unless a slower tempo is specified by the adjectives grave, 
adagio, etc. The same is true of the 6/4 meter of two triple beats 
that is derivd from 2/2 meter, but the tempo guisto of this meter 
is somewhat more moderate. Both meters tolerate no shorter note 
values than eighths.

2/4 meter has thé same tempo as alia breve but is performed much 
more lightly. The difference in performance between the two meters 
is too noticeable for anyone to believe that it makes no difference 
whether a piece is written in C or in 2/4.

2/4 meter as well as 6/8 meter that is derived from it are most
often used in chamber and theater pieces. In their natural tempi, 
sixteenth notes and a few thirty-second notes in succession are their 
shortest note values. But if the tempo is modified by the adjectives 
andante, largo, allegro, etc., more or none of these note values 
can be used, depending on the rate of speed.

2/8 meter would be appropriate only for short amusing dance 
pieces because of its fast teppp and its fast tempo and its all too 
great lightness of execution.

4/4 meter, which is designated by C, is of two types: either it .
is used with the adjective grave in place of the 4/2 meter just men
tioned, in which case it is called large 4/4 time; or it is the so- 
called common even meter, which is also called small 4/4 time.

Large 4/4 time is of extremely weighty tempo and execution and,
because of its emphatic nature, is suited primarily to church piece, 
choruses, and fugues. Eighth and a few sixteenth notes in.succession 
are its fastest note values. To distinguish it from small 4/4 time, it 
should be designated by 4/4 instead of C. The two meters have nothing 
in common except for their signatures.

Small 4/4 time has a more lively tempo and a far lighter execution. 
It tolerates all note values up to sixteenth notes and is used very
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often in all styles.
Because of its lighter execution, 3/4 meter is not as common in 

the church style as 3/2; but it is used very often in the chamber and 
theatrical styles.

The 9/8 meter of three triple beats that is derived from 3/4 has 
the same tempo as 3/4, but the eighth notes-.are performed more lightly 
than in 3/4.

It is a mistake to consider this meter as a 3/4 meter whose beats 
consist of triplets. He who has only a moderate command of perfor
mance knows that triplets in 3/4 meter are played differently from 
eighths in 9/8 meter. The former are played very lightly and without 
the slightest pressure on the last note, but the latter heavier and 
with some weight on the last note.

3/8 meter has the lively tempo of a passepied; it is performed 
in a light but not an entirely playful manner and is widely used in 
chamber and theatrical music.

9/16 meter of triple beats that is derived from 3/8 was used in 
many ways by the older composers for gigue-like pieces that are 
to be performed extremely quickly and lightly. But it no longer oc
curs in contemporary music; 9/8 meter appears in its place.

3/16 meter, which indicates the truly light performance of hasty 
pieces and dances that are commonly written in 3/8, where only one 
beat can be heard for each measure because of the very fast tempo, 
has been used rarely.

9/32 meter of three triple beats that is derived from 3/16 is of 
no use at all and, furthermore, has never been used.

These triple meters have the common element that, in each, three 
beats are felt per measure, the first of which is always accented, 
the third unaccented. The second can be accented or unaccented, 
depending on the nature of the piece. That is, it is usually accented
in ponderous meters and in serious pieces, as in chaconnes and many
sarabandes; but in light meters this second beat is weak.213

Kirnberger made an additional comment concerning meter and 
vocal music.

How is one to approach vocal pieces with regard to meter? First 
of all, one must pay attention to the sentiment contained in the words, 
and, depending upon its nature, select one of the more serious or 
lively types of meter. Everything that is sung in alia breve time,
for example, can also be sung in 2/4 meter, but in performance such a
piece would sound far more serious in the first meter and far more 
lively in the second.

Second, one must investigate whether the text requires a meter of 
of two, three, or four beats. That is, each long syllable must fall 
on an accented beat, and each short syllable on an unaccented beat.

213Kirnberger, The Art of Strict Musical Composition, p. 386-397.
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214The key word of a verse must fall on the first beat.
Johann Nepomuk Hummel In his treatise entitled. The Theoretical 

and Practical Course of Instruction on the Art of Playing the Plano 
Forte, of 1829, gave a description of the relationship of time signa
tures and conventional accentuation of the late Eighteenth Century.

....(1) Four-crotchet time (4/4) usually called common time 
and marked by a C...(Is) dlvlsable by the number 2 Into twice 2 
parts, of which the former Is always accented and the second un
accented; consequently each bar of four crotchet time contains 2 
accented and 2 unaccented parts as:

a-accented J J J i
u-unaccented - -u. a. u.

(2) The less Alla breve, or 2 minim time 2/2, generally Indi
cated by contains two parts or beats, each of which Is a minim.
Ex. I; J J” a. u.

(3) Two-crotchet time 2/4 differs from the less Alla breve only 
In this, that In the latter the parts of the bar are minims. In 
this crotchets.
Ex. 4 J Ja. u.

II. Triple times are those of which the bars may be divided Into 
3 equal parts, of which the first is accented and the other two 
unaccented.

To triple times belongs:
(1) three-mlnlm time (3/2)

the bar of which consists of 3 minims...q 0»: r. t c.
(2) three-crotchet time (3/4) as well as three-quaver time (3/8), 

differing from the foregoing only by the alteration In the kind of 
notes; J J

f' f f 8 I Ma. u. u. a. u. u.
3
4

Zl^tbld., p. 400-401.
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6/4 is a doubled 3/4
6/8 Is a doubled 3/8
9/4 is a tripled 3/4
9/8 is a tripled 3/8
12/8 is a quadrupled 3/8
Although these compound meters may be divided into three parts, 

yet on account of their multitude nature they always admit of being 
divided by the numbers 2, 3, or 4 into 2, 3, or 4 principal divisions 
or aggregates of parts, and thereby, with regard to their accent, 
possess a certain resemblance to the simple common and triple time.

(1) 6/4 time may be divided into twice 3 crotchets of each of 
which the first part is accented and the other two unaccented.

Now since this time is a duplication of these 3 parts of a bar, 
the three crotchets together make up one capital division; and since 
the six crotchets appear as 2 capital divisions, we readily perceive 
the resemblance to the common time of 2 minims in a bar;...215

Understanding the meaning of time signatures in the Eighteenth 
Century is essential in determining correct accentuation. The informa
tion concerning time signatures, along with the information on tempo in 
the previous section, will enable the reader to determine where the 
placement of strong and weak beats should occur for each meter.

215Rothschild, Musical Performance, p. 21-24.



CHAPTER III

ACCENTUATION AS APPLIED TO THE SIX LATE MASSES OF HAYDN
The first part of this Chapter illustrates the basic accentuation 

patterns for each movement of the following six Masses by Haydn.
1. Heiligmesse (1796)
2. Missa in Tempori belli (1796)
3. Missa in Angustiis (1798)
4. Thereslenmesse (1799)
5. Schopfungsmesse (1801)
6. Harmonlemesse (1802)

The determination of each accentual pattern is based on tempo 
considerations, namely, the Italian tenço terms, time signatures and 
the value of note content. The accentuation patterns are illustrated 
on Chart One on pages 134-136 , while the tempo considerations are
given in Chart Two on pages 137-139 .

The second part of the Chapter presents illustrative examples 
of specific circumstances affecting accentuation. These examples are 
presented at various hierarchical levels in conjunction- with other - ‘ 
considerations such as time signatures, messa di voce, articulation, 
textual accents, dynamic accents, and pitch accents.

On page 197, a graph presenting a numerically weighted hierarchy 
of accentual factors based on structural accentual criteria is shown.
This information will be used to determine the proper strength of a 
given accent. The first twenty measures of the "Kyrie" from the 
Heiligmesse have been chosen as representative to illustrate this

132
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analytical system and axe not meant to be inclusive. The reader will 
be able to apply what is found in this passage to other similar circum- * 
stances in the Masses and to other works of the Classical period.

Accentuation and Tempo Patterns

In Chart One, found on pages 134-3.36, the basic accentuation 
within each measure has been given. The pattern shown would be the 
steady, underlying accentuation for the entire section or movement. 
Variations and alterations of this pattern will occur due to the cir
cumstances discussed later In this Chapter. The following key shows 
the strong and weak accentuation symbols used in this chapter.
—  = strong 
^  = weak
—  = between strong and weak

In Chart Two found on pages 137 -139, the Italian tempo term, the 
time signature and note-value content have been charted for each move
ment. From this information and from reading the tempo descriptions as 
discussed by eighteenth-century theorists (see Chapter Two, "Tempo"), a 
metronome marking has been given.
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METRIC PATTERNS OF ACCENTUATION IN EACH MOVEMENT

BEILICMESSE

MISSA IN 
TEMPORE BELLI

MISSA IN 
ANCUSTIIS

THERESIENEHESSe

SCHOPnmCSMESSE

HARMCNIEMESSE

Craclaa
Qui
Tollis Quoniam

AdA(l0

* f f r
Allegro
Moderato

‘ Ff f
Vivace 
. =  u - u' f r r r

Allegretto

* f r r
Plu
Allegro

un
Vivace 
w  U— V‘ f rrr

Largo

mfCüT
Allegro
Moderato

=FrFr
Vivace 
Î — a a
* r r r

Adagio

‘ f f
Allagro

: f f f
Plu
Stretto% —a V U
* r r r

Allegro
Moderato

zfrr
Allegro

' f f f f
Adagio

2 r r f
Allegro
« w Vcf r r r

Adagio 
—  ut r  r

Allegro 
# w — w<rr r r

Allegro

2 r r r
Moderato 
—  V — *U f f f

Plu
Animate« V — *c f f r r

Vivace ̂
V  o — Vcf r rr

Adagio 
m ̂  V V
‘ f f f

Allegro
Moderato

• f  f
Allegro

' f  f
Adagio

‘ f f f
Mol to 
Vivace s u — u
' r r r r

Preato 
m V — w

' f f f r
Poco
Adagio

i f r f
Vivace
Aeaalv u  — V
' r r f f

Allegretto

HU
Allegro 
Splrltoao 1

' f f rr!
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CREDO SANCTDS

UEIIICMZSSE

MISSA. IN 
TEMPORE BELLI

HISSA IN 
AMCUSTIIS

THERESIENEKESSE

SCHPFIMGSMESSE

HAXMONIEMESSE

EC
Incarnatua EC EC 

e«c Rcturrcxlc VIc m

Allegro

^ F r
Adagio

2 f f f
Allegro

: f f f
Vivace

: T f  f
Adagio

♦ r f r f
Allegro
_ — W Lf* r r r

AlUtro
=  V — w

= r r r r
Adagio

‘ f f f
Allegro
4 — W O
i - r r r

Vivaca 
—  u

* f  r
Adagio 
S' o — u

=r r r r
Allegro

Allegro 
con 

splrlco 1 —  Ü* r r
Largo

i f  f f
Vivace 
= u - w

' f f f f
Adagio 
s  u —

' f f f f
Allegro

i f f ?
Allegro 
S  V — u= r r r r

Adagio

‘ f f f
Allegro

V
‘ f f f f

Allegro
vw

• r £ i r
Andaaca

: f f f
Allegro 
# — w w
i f f f

Vivace

' f f f f
Adagio

i f f f
Allegro

' f f f f
Piu

AllegroJC V • o

' f f f f
Adagio
a V — V

' f f f f
Allagro 
« u * ̂

' f f f f
Vivace 
= u —  w

' f f f f
Adagio

i f f f
Vivace 
:r w — V

' f f f f
Vivace 
, —  o

: f  r
Adagio

i f f f
Allegro

i f f ?
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BENEDICTUS ACNUS DEI

HEILICMESSE

MISSA IN 
TEMFOU BEU.I

MISSA IN 
ANCUSTIIS

TKERESIENZMESSE

SCHOPFUNCSMESSE

HAEMONIEMESSE

Dona
Nebla

Moderato

I Ull
Adagior r r f Allegro 

— w V: r r r
Andante

- S Utf * W uS e n  o r Adagio

• f f f
Allegro
eon

Splrlto

: f f f
Allegretto

‘ f f
Allegro 
, —  w w: r rr

Adagio

: f f f
Vivace 
s u «  u' r r r r

Moderato
= V -' r r r f

Adagio
3 Ü - W‘ rrrf

Allegro 
—  V V

• r r r
Allegretto 

—  us f  r
Adagio

: f f f
Allegro

_w‘ r r r f
Molto
Allegro

' r f r f
Allegro 
- —  L» U’ r r r

Adagio

‘ f f f
Allegro
Splrlto

< f f
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nuE
TEMPO CONSIDERATIONS OT EACH MOVEMENT 

GLORIA

QuiTnlH.

HEILICMESSE
J- 60
Adagio

1 Jji
} •  12
Allegro
Moderato
j j j ;

J» n o
Vlvacac J I I

J* 80
Allegretto

J» «
Piu
Allegro,Î J J

J'/20
Vivacecj}|

HISSA M  
TEMPORE BELLI

to
Largo

4!)
Allegro
Moderato'J

J » I M
Vivace

2 J J W
J«fo

Adagiou ; Allegro
) * I2 0
Piu
Stretto

MISSA IN 
ANCUSTIIS

> n
Allagro
Moderato

<20
'Allegroc j W Adagio

J*/2d ■
Allegro

: j JL,
THERESIENEMESSE

j=co
Adagio♦ J J

J M I
Allegro

J'/20
AllegroJjl) Moderato♦ JJ> Plu i: 

Aalaato 3L
♦ J m Vlvaca

4^
SCHOPFUNCSMESSE

Adagio
J.= 72
Allegro
Moderato; w

<}• «  
Allegro

O J I
J'CO
AdagioÎ J J W Molto Praato=JJ)

HAIMOHIEKESSE
CO

Poee

rtf}
Vlvaca AllegrettoiJ ' W

J*
Allegro
Sÿlrituoao' J W :
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OtEDO SANCIVS

HEILICMESSE

MISSA n 
TSfPOXE BELLI

MISSA IN 
ANCUSTIIS

THERESIENEMESSE

SGHOFIUNCSMESSZ

HARMCNIEMESSE

Et
locamatua Et Et 

at Reaurrtxlt Vltam

Allegro

♦ JJ
Adagio

Î JJ>
) ‘ l2o
Allegro

■j J J
j.r 6fi
Vlvaca

"JJJ
j'w

Adagio

♦ JJi
JKnü
Allegro

i JJ
> « Allagro

Js go
Adagio

l i } )
J * / 3 0
Allagro

UJ"
Vlvaca

♦ JJI
J:gO

Adagio
J - /20
Allagro
con

SplrltocJJW
i ' UAllegro
eon

Splrlto
c J J

J r S b
Largo

: Jl
Vlvaca

. JJ"
J -  60

Allagro

OJI
Allagro

iJJI
> W
Allegro

J=go
Adagio

; j ;
J-/^o ■
Allegro

J ‘ = tb
Allegro

SJ.J>
J = go
Aadaota

i l l
j - f2a 
Allagro

i Jl
/20

Vlvaca

‘JJll
go

Adagio
J= /20
Allegro

>//g
Piu

Allegro

‘JJW
j « g o

Adagio

.JIÉ
Allagro

«JII
J'/JD
Vlvaca

cJI)
Adagio ^
Î JJD

J-/30
Viv̂ e*

J. = 3» 
Vlvaca

SJJ
J- go
Adagio

iJJI
)'I26
Allegro

= J|
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EENEDICIUS ACNUS DEl

HEILIŒSSE Hodcrato
J . #

Adagio

î J i

Allagro

HISSA n  
TQffOn SEU.I

)• * Co
Aaduca

SJ>)

J» io
Adagio

U J Î

j=/%)Allegro
eàa

i ' m

MISSA IN 
ANCUSTIIS

Allagntte

ï J W

Allagro

:

Adagio
J*/20
Allegro
Vivace
.  j j f

THEUSIENSIESSC
J-Cû

M0dtraco

'  j ;

J*6o
Adagio

U J }

J-J2a
Allegro

’• JJ>
scHopnnesüyîSE }• =te 

Allagratto

î j . w

J'fcû
Adagio

l ) ï }

J= 9Z
Allegro

. j J Î

HASMONIEMESSE
)-loo
Melco
Allegro

c J > )

J- IŜÛ
Allegro
3
A

Adagio

J J J ' I
Allegro
coo

Iplrlto
» JJJ'
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Determinants of Metric Accentuation 

Time Signatures
Each time signature has a specific pattern of accentuation which 

is affected by tempo,'note content and musical character. The signaturrs 
and their respective accent patterns are illustrated in Chart One on 
pages 134-136. The musical examples used in this Chapter were chosen due 
to their illustrative nature and represent general occurances and situa
tions found in the Masses.
TIME SIGNATURES FCUIv) IS THE HAYDN MASSES ACCENTUAL PATTERN

3  W —  Vf r r r
♦ f  f

—  V

r r—  w ur r f
2/4
3/4

6/8

ACCENTUATION KEY; 
—  = strong
U  = weak

^  ^ (J —  u u
LU LJJ
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Musical Example; (C common time) In the following examples the 
accentuation of the measure and beat have been given.

ml- ol'bua

. rm pas* pas he. mt-nubus 
* #

M e a s u r e  ̂ =

Beat

HEILICMESSE - GLORIA - MEASURES 21-27

Measure,

Beat

HEILICMESSE - GLORIA - MEASURES 17-20
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Beat

Beat

Measure
HEILICMESSE - GLORIA MEASURES 30-38

39 =  U — U

Beat

HEILICMESSE - GLORIA - MEASURES 39-45
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Musical Example (^ - C stroked) In this example, the measure accent
uation coincides with the beat accent in measure one. In the succeeding 
measures, the beat accentuation can be seen in relation to the measure 
accent, which is to say that accentuation occurs simultaneously on 
various heiararchical levels. This example shows two levels, the measure 
and the beat.

1 9 6

Measure
Beat

2  Obei
OAriactu uecat

2 Facotti

2 Qanai id B

TioipAai ia B - F

Violioe I

Vtoliao II

Sopraoo

Alto

TcDore

B a s s o

OrgADo 
VtoIoDcello 
c Basso

o fT - u ̂ - \(T - u -
tTutta CM.do. ten . tsui. fa -

tTuttiJ C m . 4o, M  . trcm o.mnl. d a  .( Itfi . tem. fa .

,..Cra.4o, c m . 4 o cro. do m M . mm

C m .  do, ct%.do,
Al l egr o

c r o . d o l B u . m a  D o  .' . Î ‘ p # . t m  o.mnl.po « ten • to», fa . A a
* # A

HEILICMESSE - CBEDO - MEASURES 1-6
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In this example, measures 50, 51 and 53 have coinciding accent

uation at both the measure and beat levels. The other measures can be 
viewed at the beat level in relation to the measure level.
Measure —  u —  u —- u - —  u» —  u — \j1*4' ---------------------------------_  w —  L» = V — — W =w?*=W_UBeat S w T f s o — •» s u — U —

^  [ / ]  i l l

r A 1 I'i m —:
t/ i ' ^

-5------ --------------------------------------------

~ -"T *■ r 1

ft)— J------ L-:--------- ------------- -----

^ ----- :--------- '---------p --------------------- : 1 1 1 ' 1
^ _

» m m m

TutCl

D# .
(Tttttl)

(Tuul)

(Tam)

HAEMONIEMESSE - DONA NOBIS - MEASUEES 50-55
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Musical Exampleî (2/4) In the following excerpt, the accentuation of 
the violins is determined by the note content and tempo. Due to an 
allegretto tempo, the thirty-second notes can only be accented in groups 
of four ( f f - The choice of tempo here is determined by the fast 
notes found in the violins.

MISSA IN ANCUSTIIS - BENEDICTUS - MEASURES 103-106
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Musical Example; (3/4) In this example of triple meter, the metric 
accentuation coincides with the beat accentuation, which Is a very 
common occurance In the Masses. For example. In the "Ossana" sections 
of the six Masses, four are written in 3/4 with coinciding beat and 
measure accentuation. Measures 19-27 of this example are found on 
the next page.

Measure::6 —I * .Ukrro

Beat —  vj yJ « . U O  —  \J %J —. \j

P lt .n l  sunt I cot • U t l  | ttr> ra . auat | ea t .  U t t  | t o r - n fie  .  r l . t  I ta  .

P i t .  al suBt 1 CO. .  U #t 1 t t f  • rm. stBt cot .  U t t - M m, flo  .  ( t .  a t t t .  a. I

i* P it .  al sunt 1 cot .  It t t 1 te r. rm. n a t cot .  U t t te r. ra U lo .  r t . t . flo .  r i .  a Z. a.
| f 1------ -------- . _ L ± L

P l t .n l  sunt c o t .  tt t t t t r .  f t .  suat cot - L e t t t r . r a «I» _ - gle > r t .  a tu . a.
A l le g r o (Î)1 orqS 7 H 7 « (%tl 1 L  a— t  a

f/j

HEILICMESSE - SANCTUS j- MEASUEES 11-18
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19
rr'* ‘

W U — U V —  V — V V — u V —  v u —  V u

V ' r [ t«-- >

Ip---------- I, n -------------------------- - ■! - -  I

M — , ,
m , ^ r— ' T —*" —"

J •> ------1----- 1 — — T 1 'T = T -
V14—1.

-----c y  ̂I—" ' V U — w V
'J r — 1— 1 ' u — w 6 -J»* o W i ». Ç-- s* - S V G-
■5-

i _ 1 V 1- ^  8 - y *m ts■C >* I 2*0- ?• - Y «S .V
t r § i- 2 |ca . I.T % ? • i f - •3- “ V t5-

0 .

(WI. • CbJ

HEILICMESSE ^ SANCTUS MEASURES 19-27
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Musical Example; (3/8)

Accentuation Key:
—  » strong 
U  = weak
Ü  '= between strong and weak

The violins in measures 143, 145, 146 and 149 receive the 
symbol —  on the second beat. This is due to the fact that the two 
eighth notes begin a grouping, but on a weak beat. For this reason, the 
second beat should be played stronger than a normal weak beat, yet not 
as heavy as a strong beat.

Measur^

Beat

Beat

— V  V ^  u
__ © w — V V r ^ u - g ) L U »  u V V

J - C . . ! - 1  "
- r -  r ~

Teo

1  | r  "

— V V u — V — S/U

1  "

u . u  ^  u  u —  Y

0 .  .  . A - «■«» 0 . - 1 , r i .  ti.«s r»  . (fi#. r i ’ b-uA ,

1 ■ '  ̂ f  ■ J =

F# 1#

= = = • = »

; % ^ - »

HASMONIEMESSE - GLORIA - MEASUBES 140-150
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Musical Example; (6/8) In this example of 6/8 time, the measure and 
beat accentuation are the same. In this type of meter there are two 
strong beats. The first is stronger than the second. Each strong beat 
is followed by two weak pulses.

Measure ** oo = v»« _ « o = uo — w  = uu — U u =. ou~u u — uu— uw — u u— uw

Beat

Beat
Do. mJ*nt

Do. b UrI

Do. m*.R* 
sr V —

'Ts*

MISSA IN TEMPOBE BELLI - BENEDICTUS - MEASUBES 23-29

Procedure for Performance: The proper performance of accentuation
determined by time signatures is essential to eighteenth-century music. 
In each instance, the first beat of a measure is strong and is followed 
by a number of weak beats and possibly more strong beats. If there is 
more than one strong beat in a measure, the first is always given the 
most emphasis. For example, in a measure of four quarter notes in 
common time, the first quarter note is the strongest beat. Beat 3 is
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considered strong but not as strong as beat 1. Both beats 2 and 4 are 
considered weak. In triple meters or meters of similar construction, 
the first beat is strong and is followed by two weak beats.

Once the metric accentuation has been determined, the performer 
has to give the designated strong beats their proper emphasis and dur
ation; weak beats are unemphasized and given a duration less than strong 
beats.

Strongest Accent
The strongest accent occurs when a strong beat has an aggregation 

of several accentuation factors; for example, an active strong beat may 
be strengthened further when it is also the beginning of a section, a 
phrase, a measure or a grouping, usually in heavy execution and possibly 
accompanied by a dynamic accent such as "fz," "f," or "fp." The accumu
lation of a number of these factors creates a heavier emphasis of accent

uation.
Musical Rvample; In the example on the following page, the accentuation 
is greatest at the very beginning of the piece due to the accumulation of 
accentual factors. (The criteria for the determination of strongest 
accent are found in the text of Chapter Two and listed on page 197.)
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166
Missa St̂  Bernard! von Offida

«̂Uigmesse**
Kyrie Jomcph K »vdn 

1796
2 O boi 

(2 CUruM tti) *>

Adagio

2 FacotU
2 C uria i m  B

Timpaai m B*F

Vieli'oe I

> iulino I I

iTuttiîy
ITutt-l - »  I- *• "  1

Ky . ri - Ky • rt -
Adagio •  » wOrgaoo 

Vtolooecllo 
# Baiao

•on. Ky . H •
^  I  A llegro moderato J |

fVcU

HEILICMESSE - KÏEIE - MEASURES 1-20
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Other Illustrative Examples; (All of the examples listed below occur 
on beat one of the measure.)
MASS MOVEMENT MEASU
Heiligmësse Kyrie 35
Heiligmesse Gloria 1
Missa in Tempore belli Kyrie 26
Missa in Tempore belli Gloria 1
Missa in Tempore belli Sanctus 6
Missa in Angustiis Kyrie 16
Missa in Angustiis Kyrie 3
Missa in Angustiis Gloria 71
Theresienemesse Kyrie 29
Theresienemesse Gloria 1
Thereesienmesse Gloria 169
Theresienemesse Gloria 249
Theresienemesse Credo 1
Theresienemesse , Agnus Dei 1
Theresienemesse Dona Nobis . 44
Schopfungsmesse Kyrie 13
Schopfungsmesse Gloria 1
Schopfungsmesse Gloria 3
Schopfungsmesse Dona Nobis 48
Harmoniemesse Gloria 9
Harmoniemesse Credo 211
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Procedure for Performance : In order to apply the strongest emphasis, the
accentuation for the entire composition must first be determined. The 
accents must be put in a ratio of heavy to light. This can be done by 
using the criteria found on page 197 of this Chapter. Once this has been 
accomplished, the performer can apply the strongest accentuation using 
sound, musical judgement. The beats determined as having strongest accent 
should be performed with the heaviest, most weighted emphasis.

Accentuation of the Phrase 
Just as in the measure where there are strong and weak beats, 

the phrase contains strong and weak measures In a measure of four 
beats, the first and third are strong while the second and fourth are 
weak. The strong beats are given added emphasis and longer durations 
than the weak beats. Beat 1 is given more emphasis than beat 3. The 
same concept of strong and weak performance was applied to the phrase, 
but instead of considering strong and weak beats, the performer consid
ered strong and weak measures. The first and third measures were con
sidered strong ( just as the first and third beats were in the measure) 
with the first measure receiving the strongest emphasis. Measures 2 
and 4 were considered weak (just as were beats 2 and 4 in the measure) 
and given less emphasis than the strong measures. Strong measures were 
given an added emphasis, which meant that beat 1 of measures.; 1 and 3 
was heavily accented, while beat 1 of measures 2 and 4 was given less 
emphasis than measures 1 and 3. Accentuation of a phrase was consider
ed to be on a heirarchical level above the measure. The performer must

^See Printz, Chapter Two, Page 35.
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keep all levels In mind as the accentuation is additive.
Musical Example; The following example shows three levels of accentua
tion: within the phrase, within the measure and within the beat.
Accentuation Key:
—  = strong 
U  * weak

Phrase — u — u — —

Measure —  V V —  V u —  u u —  u  u —  U Ü —

Beat %  w — u =  u _ u Zi V o u =  u- o „ o =  u -  u _ u —

r ¥ = r - r . ' b n  , 1 _ # #---T-
----*---1 — , --1-----------

HEILIGMESSE - KYRIE - MEASURES 35-40
son,

In the example on the folowing page, the measures alternate 
strong-weak on the measure level and on a higher two-measure semi-phrase 
level.

^ee Kimberger, Chapter Two, Page 70; "end-note accentuation."
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Missa in  Tempore B elli
„Paukenmesse“

Kyrie
wSemi-Phrase

J o K p h  H « yd s  
"cl:96wMeasure

Solofc

JT
Beat

V ie lioo  1

Molino I I  !

V io U

Beat
Sopraoo

cvM r
iKy . It* *.l*i .K y . rt.*  •  J lot

Alto
K y . Tt* * J l*i K y .  n .*  * .M

Ky .  fV« •  -  1*1 Ky .  f t .*  • .  1*1 K y .  I t*  * .  lot

•*4Km.Seft*t
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Procedure for Performance; In order to perform the accentuation on 
combined hierarchies such as the phrase, the measure and the beat, the 
performer has to determine what level takes priority at certain instances 
in certain situations. For example, on strong beats, the performer 
should be emphasizing the phrase or measure, while on weak beats he 
or she should be emphasizing beat level accentuation. The conductor/ 
performer has to keep all levels in mind to bring out the nuances of 
accentuation.

Triplets
The accentuation of triplets may be likened to normal accent

uation of the measure in triple meter, but on a lower heirarchical level. 
The first note of the triplet is emphasized and is followed by two 
weaker pulses.
Musical Example; In the example on the following page, the accentuation 
of the triplets in the strings can be seen at the beat level in compar
ison to the measure accentuation.
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stiwm.

HEILIGMESSE - GLORIA - MEASURES 190-195

Other Illustrative Examples; 
MASS
Missa In Tempori belli 
Missa in Angustiis 
Theresienemesse 
Schopfungsmesse 
Harmoniemesse

MOVEMENT
Agnus Dei
Credo (Et vitam)
Gloria (Qui tollis)
Kyrie
Credo (Et incamatus)

MEASURE
25
208
ALL

125-128;130-137 
ALL

Procedure for Performance; The procedure for implementing the proper 
accentuation of triplets is the same as that applied to triple meters, 
but on a lower level. The first note of the triplet is given emphasis 
and is followed by two weak notes.
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Articulation and Its Effect on Accentuation

"Normal" or "Ordinary" Touch 
"Normal" or "ordinary" touch as explained by the theorists of 

the Eighteenth Century (described in Chapter Two),-called for a detached 
manner of playing and singing. The amount of separation is dependent on 
the metric position and articulation of each note. In a situation where 
there are no musical markings which would affect the separation, such as 
wedges, dots, sforzatos,- etc., strong beats are held longer than weak 
beats. The separation between a strong beat followed by a weak beat will 
be less than the separation between a weak beat followed by a strong beat. 
Musical Example: In the following example, the application of "normal"
touch and accentuation would result in a heavier stroke on beat 1 of 
measures 1 and 2 and with a longer duration on these same beats. The 
separation would be less between beats 1 and 2, than between beats 2 and 
3, or 3 and 1. The actual performance would sound approximately as:

'M l
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HEILIGMESSE - AGNUS DEI - MEASURES 1-6
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The example below shows Instances when normal separation will 

not occur due to a tie. When a tie occurs, the sound should swell to 
the tied note before separation occurs. The first note of the tie, 
which occurs on beat 3, should be accented because it begins the tie 
and a small grouping. The accent should be stronger than normally given 
to a weak beat. The sound should crescendo to beat 1 of the next 
measure. This beat should receive a strong accent due to its metric 
position and because of the result of the "messa di voce" caused by 
the tie. (For descriptions of accentuation of slurs and tied notes, 
see Mozart, p. 58; C.P.E. Bach, p. 60; and Turk, p. 82-83.)

The places where this treatment of tied notes should occur are 
marked in brackets.

>s- T  I ------ i---- !_*— ' f ' . m — r f  . " f - ' -------- &
.. 1 r .............. .. ' .

HEILIGMESSE - CBEDO -■ MEASURES 293-302
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In the following excerpt, a consistency of slurs marked on 
strong beats occurs. The strong beats, due to the added slurs, would 
be held longer than would be the case If the slurs were not present.

r r  - 1 ■
r , - 1 r f lY f !f~> > ir~> fr-*---'---y------ ‘------

(Vcl., Ck J

HEILIGMESSE - SANCTUS - MEASURES 19-26

Procedure for Performance; The application of eighteenth-century 
"normal" touch calls for a separation between notes, except when a slur 
or tie is present. Also, articulation marks will alter the normal 
separation. The most important consideration when applying separation 
to notes is not to lose a sense of phrase shape and line. The question 
of phrase continuity with separation is a frequently considered perform
ance aspect. Sol Babitz explained this practice in his article entitled, 
"Modem Errors in Mozart Performance." (See Chapter Two, page 30.)
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The separation ("normal" touch) with metric accentuation forms a 
"melodic continuity."

In a measure without articulative markings, slurs or ties, the 
separation is greater between weak beats followed by strong beats than 
between strong beats followed by weak beats. For example, in a 
measure of common time containing the rhythm of four quarter notes, 
such as) I I I I I , the application of "normal" touch would result
in a performance sounding approximately as:

Slurs
The first beat of a slur is emphasized while the remaining note 

or notes are unemphasized and are treated much like weak beats in a 
measure, that is, given a duration less than the printed notation. The 
length of the notes is of course dependent on the tempo. In fast tempos, 
the weak note or end note of a slur must be performed very short in order 
to allow a noticable separation before the next note. In slower tempos, 
the weak note can be played a little longer since noticable separation 
is not a problem.

The slur may occur in any metric position and should receive the 
accent due.
Musical Example: In the excerpt following, the slur begins on a strong
beat and provides an added accent to the existing conventional metric 
accentuation. Beat 2 is weaker due to its metric placement and because 
it is the end of a slur grouping. Beat 2 should be given less length 
than what a normal weak note would receive.
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(Vcl. • CtJ

HEILIGMESSE - SANCTUS - MEASURES 19-27 
In the next example, the slurs in the alto, measures 141 and 

142 begin on beat 2 and end on beat 1. The second beat should be given 
emphasis while the strong beat, which is the end of the slur (beat 1) 
should receive less than its normal accent. This notational occurance, 
found throughout the Masses, serves to displace the accent. In the 
tenor, the slur in measure 139 begins on beat 2 and ends on beat 3.
Beat 2 is given greater than normal emphasis while beat 3 is especially 
weak. The soprano slur in measure 146 indicates an emphasis greater than 
the normal accentuation.
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HEILIGMESSE - GLORIA - MEASURES 135-146

The third example shows a variation In articulation which 
Is Indicated by a change In slurring. The violins In measure 48 show 
the alternation of strong and weak emphasis on every two sixteenth-notes. 
In measure 49, the slurs are marked over groups of four sixteenth- 
notes, making the scheme strong-weak-less strong-weak. Instead of 
strong-weak-strong-weak.-
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MISSA IN TEMPORE BELLI - KYRIE - MEASURES 48-50

The slurs in the example on the next page are placed to provide 
® feeling of accentual displacement. The beginning of each slur should 
be emphasized.
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Wedges and Dots 

The wedge ( T  ) and the dot ( • ) are articulation symbols 
which when placed above or below a note indicate a degree of staccato.
The note should receive a sharp attack and be given clear separation 
from the succeeding note. The wedge calls for a heavier emphasis and 
weight than the dot. The dot is usually associated with lighter passages. 
The degree of staccato and sharp articulation is determined in comparison 
to the "normal" touch.
Musical Example; In the following example, the notes marked with 
wedges require weightier accents, and cause weak beats 2 and 3 in 
measures 156 and 157 to receive a greater emphasis than is normally 
given to weak beats. These marks are often found at cadential points 
such as in the example. (Notice that the last note is not given a 
wedge. Without the wedge the note is a strong, lengthened end note 
with a "messa di voce" applied.

J- J71 U j j.— j n T3 vJ

‘5to™3 IiMto sob

HEILIGMESSE - KYRIE - MEASURES 156-158
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Other Illustrative Examples: (Wedges)
MASS MOVEMENT MEASURE BEAT (S)
Heillgmesse Kyrie 32 2,3
Heiligmesse Kyrie 33 1,2,3
Heillgmesse Kyrie 34 1
Missa in Tempori belli Kyrie 26 1,2
Missa in Tempori belli Gloria 182-185 ALL
Missa in Augustus Kyrie 2 ALL
Missa in Augustils Kyrie 135-136 ALL
Schopfungsmesse Sanctus 1-8 ALL
Schopfungsmesse Benedictus 1 ALL
Schopfungsmesse Dona Nobis 155-158 ALL
Harmonieme sse Sanctus
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Musical Examples; (Dots)
The notes marked with dots should be articulated more lightly 

than as is performed with "normal" touch. These notes should be given 
less length than is normally given to strong beats.

^  A lleg ro  modermto

S Allegrro moderato ;  % | ,  , ,

(Vet.)

HEILIGMESSE - KYRIE - MEASURES 12-19
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The notes with wedges in the example below should be accented 
heavily, with sharp attacks and clear separation.

Missa in  Angiistiis
„Nclsonmcsse“

Allegro moderate
(Kyrie) 1:98 '

OWtl
own
FacMM

3  O ariaS  îo  D

T im p a a o  [ ta  ^ A ]

V io lia e  1

T ie l ia o  I I

V io la

Soprano

Alto

Tenor#

Basa#

Organ#
pnplenedio a Baaaoj]

MISSA IN ANGUSTIIS - KYME - MEASURES 1-5
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The notes marked with dots in this example should be played 

very detached with a sharp, but light staccato. As indicated by the 
accentution marks, the first beat of each measure should be given the 
most emphasis.

HEILIGMESSE - GLORIA - MEASURES 161-164

Other Illustrative Examples: (dots)
MASS MOVEMENT MEASURES
Heiligmesse Gloria 252-254
Heiligmesse Credo 152-155
Heiligmesse Dona Nobis 47,49,51
Missa in Tempori belli Kyrie 69,70
Missa in Tempori belli Gloria 28,29,30
Missa in Tempori belli Credo 185
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Missa in Âugustiis Credo 60
Missa in Âugustiis Benedictus 263

Portamento
Portamento markings call for an accent on the first note of the 

slur; the remaining notes should be unemphasized. Due to the dots, the 
notes should be clearly separated. This separation is greater than that 
which "normal" touch would imply, or than that found under a simple slur. 
Musical Example; The slur with dots is articulated as a simple slur, 
with the first note receiving the most emphasis and the remaining notes 
played in a weak manner. With the presence of dots, all the notes are 
separated even more than would normally be the case. The example is 
found on the following page.
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Other Illustrative Examples;
MASS MOVEMENT MEÂSURE(S)
Missa in Tempori belli Gloria 153,156
Missa in Augustiis Kyrie 151,152
Missa in Âugustiis Credo 124
Missa in Âugustiis Sanctus 7,8,9
Missa in Âugustiis Benedictus 56.58
Thereesienemesse Kyrie 19,20,21
Schopfungsmesse Kyrie 17,22
Harmoniemesse Kyrie 8,9,10,11,27
Procedure for Performance;

See definition/description of portamento found on page 171. 

Other Influecens Effecting Accentuation 

Messa di voce
On any note of sufficient length, a dynamic swell and decay 

should occur. When this swell culminates on a strong beat, the accent
uation of that beat is enhanced. The notes which can be given messa 
di voce treatment are determined by tempo. Messa di voce was considered 
by eighteenth-century musicians to be the most essential ornament. 
Musical Example; In the following example, messa di voce is applied to 
all notes of sufficient length, such as the half notes. The smaller 
units such as the eighths in the f i g u r e s h o u l d  only receive an accent 
on the first eighth. In an allegretto tempo, there would not. be enough 
time to perform any messa di voce on the first eighth note. But, in 
measure 72 of the soprano, the rhythm | J  J  J  | in allegretto will allow 
for a slight messa di voce on the first quarter note which is a strong
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beat.
In measure 73, a tie occurs across the bar line which would 

indicate that the swell should continue into the downbeat. Normally, 
when no tie occurs, the swell should decay with slight separation before 
the downbeat if the rhythm is, for example: | ̂ * ^ jor of a
similar rhythmic configuration. The messa di voce has been marked in 
all of the vocal parts.
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1 Solo # • . e i . !  * I $ » • t • 7 •

p ---- (VeU '

HEILIGMESSE - GLORIA - MEASURES 67-75 
In the next example, the sustained g' in the alto should be 

performed as a gradual crescendo to the downbeat of measure 82 followed 
by an appropriate diminuedo. The same applies to the soprano g^ in 
measures 82-83.

On shorter values, such as the half notes in the oboes and
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trumpets, the swells should occur more quickly and have a more abrupt 
decay.

TO A r a ^

h — 1 fi " 1. " a ■ k  -

(VeU) (Tutu)

MISSA IN TEMPORE BELLI - KYRIE - MEASURES 79-83 
In the next example, the tie becomes an important expressive 

element governed by the consonance-to-dissonance-to-consonance progression. 
In measure 88, the alto enters on beat three on the word "Christe” in 
consonance with the bass. This third beat (alto) due to the tie (which 
causes a syncope), swells to the downbeat of measure 89 and enhances the 
metric accent. The seventh of the chord in the alto against the bass 
creates a sharper accent in retrospect due to the resolution on weak 
beat two. This occurs again in measure 90 in the same voice and also 
in the tenor in measures 89-91.
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HEILIGMESSE - KYRIE - MEASURES 83-92 
In the following example, a presentation of contrasting messa 

di voce is seen. The oboe I crescendos to the strong beat while the 
soprano incorporates messa di voce on the half notes with separation 
between each note. This contrast or overlapping of messa di voce 
placement serves as a technique for motion dependent on metric accent
uation.
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MISSA IN ANGUSTIIS GtORIA - MEASURES 63-67 
Procedure for performance; The use of messa di voce should be applied 
to as many notes as possible. The amount of swell and decay should be 
determined by the tempo and duration of the note. Notes of less duration 
should have a quicker crescendo than notes of long duration. Notes that 
are tied should have gradual swells without emphasis on the downbeat' if 
one occurs across a bar line.

Dynamic Accent
1. "fz" - In the Haydn Masses, the dynamic mark "fz" is often 

found to give a dynamic accent to the note, or beat, over which it is 
placed.

2. "fp" - This marking is also found in the Masses to indicate 
stress followed by the prominent dynamic level which is "piano." This
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stress is not as sharp or as long an attack as the "fz.”

The "fz" dynamic accent should be performed at a level which is
in comparison to the existing overall level. If the general level is
"forte," the note or chord given the "fz" should be noticably louder than
"forte." If the overall dynamic level is "piano," then the note or chord
marked with an "fz" should be played approximately "forte." ^

Usually, a dynamic accent is present to bring out some other
musical occurance.

If the musical structure is more complex so will 
be the dynamic structure. The principle throughout is to 
bring in these decisive changes of loudness not merely in 
order to make a contrast for its own sake, but in order to 
make a contrast already latent in the music. ^

Musical Example; In measure 199 of the following example, an "fp" is 
marked on beat 1, indicating a dynamic accent on the strong beat follow
ed by a clear separation. In the following measure, an "fz" is found, 
indicating a stronger dynamic accent to the strong beat. (This also 
coincides with the textual accents.) The same pattern occurs in the 
strings in measures 201 and 202.

3gee Turk, Chapter Two, Page 84.

^Robert Donington, Baroque Music; Stvle and Performance fNmw 
York and London: W.W. Norton and Company, 1982), p. 33.
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TaitetSoioi * * *Tasto SqIo

HEILIGMESSE - GLORIA - MEASURES 199-202
The Baroque principle of terraced dynamics was still incorporated

in the Masses of Haydn. Haydn desired the terraced effect as well as
other dynamic markings adhered to exactly. This is evident in a letter
written by Haydn concerning the performance of his Applausus Cantata.
In the letter Haydn stated:

The fortes and pianos are written accurately throughout, 
and they should be reckoned exactly, for there is a very 
great difference between piano and pianissimo, forte and 
fortissimo, between crescendo and forzando and the like.
Also notice that when a forte or piano is not written 
down for each part in the score, the copyist should make 
up for this deficiency when copying the parts.5

SRowen, Music Through Sources and Documents, p. 224.
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In the example below, the change in dynamic levels from "piano" 
in measures 79 and SO to "forte" in measures 81 and 82 should occur 
instantly.

Tasto Solo

HEILIGMESSE - KYRIE - MEASURES 79-82 
In the next example found on the following page, the performer 

confronts the dynamic marking "fz" on weak beats. This usually is pre- 
ceeded and followed by very conventional metric accents coinciding with 
textual accents. This dynamic accent on weak beats is one form of 
eighteenth-century tempo rubato which will be discussed in the following 
section of this Chapter.
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HEILIGMESSE - KÏRIE - MEASURES 43-50 
Procedure for Performance; When an "fz" mark is found on a strong beat, 
a very sharp, dynamic accent is placed with the already emphasized note. 
When the mark is found on a weak beat, the performer should dynamically 
accent the note in the spectrum of tempo rubato.

When the symbol "f" is found at the beginning of a measure pre- 
ceeded by a measure of "p," the treatment should be likened to the effect 
of Baroque terraced dynamics.

The dynamic symbol "fp" is applied in the same manner as the 
terraced effect, only on a lower hierarchical level, namely, the beat.

When considering the exact volume level at which to perform 
dynamics, one has to compare the capabilities of eighteenth-century 
instruments with those of the Twentieth Century. Eighteenth-^entury
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instruments were not capable of the volume levels which are obtainable 
by modern instruments, expecially the strings. Modern stringed instru
ments are capable of sustaining greater pressure from hard strokes with 
the bow. The eighteenth-century violin player perferred. a softer more 
gentle tone.

The violin of the Amatis have a tone of 
astonishing sweetness and inimitable softness. The 
beauty of their voice was regarded as unsurpassable in 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and it was 
not until the ninteenth century that a preference was
shown for the more powerful instruments.... 6

Tempo Rubato
In the Eighteenth Century, there were three types of tempo 

rubato. The first meant having inverted accents within the measure.
This usually occurred when dynamic accents such as sforzatos accompanied 
strong textual syllables on weak beats. The second instance of rubato
was similar to metric alteration. As the bass line was played steadily,
the upper parts were shifted, being delayed by an eighth or sixteenth 
note. This form of rubato can also be termed syncopation. The third 
type of rubato found in the Eighteenth Century became the dominant type 
of the Nineteenth Century. This form occurred when entire lines or
sections of music were accelerated and delayed depending on the mood and
character of the music.
Musical Examples;

1. Type One - See example of dynamic accent on page 181.
2. Type Two - See example of syncopation on page 186.

^Karl Geiringer, Musical Instruments, ed. W.F.H. Blandford, 
trans. Bernard Miall (London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1943), p. 154.
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3. Type Three - In the following excerpt the third type of tempo 

ruhato can be employed. A change in the tempo is indicated by a change 
of mood and character in the music. Following the "Crucifixus" in 
measure 92, a more quiet, contemplative character is developed. This 
change in mood and character calls for a slightly slower tempo. The 
same pattern occurs again in measures 101 to 119.
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HEILIGMESSE - CREDO - MEASURES 92-119 
Procedure for Performance; In the first type of rubato, the notes which 
are marked with dynamic and/or textual emphasis should be given proper 
accents, that is notes on weak beats marked with "fz." In the second 
type, the notes which become syncopated should receive their necessary 
accents. In the third type, the performer must use interpretation to 
discern when the mood calls for a change in musical character and tempo.

Syncopation
When a note is displaced from the normal metric pulse, it is 

thought of as a syncope. This form of writing in the late Eighteenth 
Century was thought of as one form of tempo rubato. (For a description 
of the three forms of tempo rubato in the Eighteenth Century, see Turk, 
page 88.) When sycopation occurs, the note should receive an accent.
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Tempo is a consideration in determining whether a note is 
syncopated or simply entering on a weak beat. Slow tempos that have 
subject entries on weak beats usually should not be considered as 
having syncopations. Fast tempos with weak beat entires should be 
treated as having syncopations.
Musical Examples: In the following example, the notes circled should
be treated as syncopated and given an accent. Both the metric and 
textual accents have been displaced. This is an example of the second 
type of tempo rubato as found in the Eighteenth Century.

HEILIGMESSE - DONA NOBIS - MEASURES 69-74
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Measures 226 and 227 of the example below represent a situation 
where syncopation is a result of tempo rubato. The notes of the first 
violin, viola, soprano and alto are treated as syncopated against the 
steady, underlying bass lines.

MISSA IN ANGUSTIIS - 
Other illustrative examples:

GLORIA - MEASURES 226-230

MASS MOVEMENT MEASURE(S) BEAT MEDIUM
Heiligmesse Credo 249 3 Tenor
Heiligmesse Credo 250 3 Tenor
Heiligmesse Credo 251 3 Tenor
Heiligmesse Credo 268 3 Soprano
Heiligmesse Credo 269 3 Soprano
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Heiligmesse Credo 270 3 Soprano
Heiligmesse Ossana 33 2 Soprano
Heiligmesse Dona Nobis 123-125
Missa in Angustiis Credo 235-236
Harmoniemesse Kyrie 58 1 SATB
Harmoniemesse Kyrie 78 1 Soprano
Harmoniemesse Kyrie 79 1 Alto
Procedure for Performance; As stated by Turk and other theorists of the 
Eighteenth Century, a syncopated note should receive an accent. When a 
syncopation occurs in a succession of notes, the first one should receive 
the strongest accent. The accent given in a fast tempo will be sharper 
than one given in a slow tempo.

Textual and Metric Accentuation 
Metric stress takes priority over textual inflection, although 

the two usually coincide. There are, however, instances when weak sylla
bles are stressed due to their metric placement. The text fragments 
during which this most frequently occurs in the Masses is "Laudamus te," 
"benedicmus te," "adoramus te," and "glorificamus te." In each instance 
the "te" becomes an accented syllable on a strong beat.
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HEILIGMESSE - GLORIA - MEASURES 30-38 
Other Illustrative Examples;
MASS MOVEMENT MEASURE(S)

Gloria 44-66
Gloria 31,35,39,41-42
Gloria 61-70,85-89
Gloria 57,59,65,70,90,95
Gloria 42-60

Heiligmesse
Missa in Tempori belli 
Missa in Angustiis 
Schopfungsmesse 
Harmoniemesse
Procedure for Performance; When a weak syllable occurs on a strong beat, 
such as the text example given in the definition/description, the sylla
ble is given emphasis. This emphasis should not be as much as when a 
strong syllable occurs on a strong beat. This is stated in many treatises
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(see Turk, Chapter Two, page 79). To the theorists, the emphasis given 
syllables should be as that given in spoken oratory. Accents in speech 
should be transfered to music. Therefore, a strong syllable on a strong 
beat should be emphasized more than when a weak syllable occurs on a 
strong beat. Also, good taste should determine the amount of emphasis 
given certain syllables. In most cases strong syllables on strong beats 
will be accompanied by messa di voce.

Pitch Accent Considerations 
In looking at the Masses, the performer will notice that Haydn 

often writes the high notes (those above the staff and especially the 
b flat ^ for the sopranos and the g^ for the tenors) on weak beats. This 
would indicate that these uotes are not to be given any special accent, 
only what is due them caused by their heigth.

3Musical Examples; In the following example, the e in the first violin 
in measure 68 should be ^iven a normal weak beat or unaccented attack.
The heigth, length, doubling by the tenor, and messa di voce will provide 
considerable prominence to this note. An added attack of articulation 
would pull this note out of context.
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2 2 In the next example, the b flat and the a flat in the first

violin and soprano lines are unaccented.

150
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This example demonstrates an instance when the high note on a

2weak beat is accented. In the violin I part, the b flat in measures
288 and 289 would be accented due to the dynamic mark "fz" and because
it is the first note of a slur.

2But, the b flat found in the soprano in the same measures is 
unaccented because it is not accompanied by a dynamic accent and it is 
a weak note of a slur in weak metric position.

; j • "J-—

1 i i U  . .•I« #
-  ' HI , x r ~ r  r  y-g-^-; r  t - • f —i  - T  --

J-,-1 . .. _________________ _____________

^ ^

HEILIGMESSE - GLORIA - MEASURES 285-289
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Other Illustrative Examples: (Examples of high notes on weak beats that
should be performed unaccented.)
MASS MOVEMENT MEASURE BEAT MEDIUM
Heiligmesse Gloria 125 3 Violin I .
Heiligmesse Gloria 211 2 Soprano
Heiligmesse Gloria 226 2 Soprano/Tenor
Missa in Angustiis Gloria 75 1,4 Violin I
Missa in Angustiis Gloria 76 2 Soprano
Theresienemesse Kyrie 3 2 Violin I
Theresienemesse Kyrie 24 2 Violin I
Theresienemesse Kyrie 29 4 Tenor
Theresienemesse Kyrie 34 4 Soprano
Theresienemesse Kyrie 36 3& Clarinet I 

Violin I 
Soprano

Theresienemesse Kyrie 68 4 Violin I 
Soprano

Theresienemesse Kyrie 81 2 Soprano
Theresienemesse Kyrie 82 2 Soprano
Procedure for Performance: When the notes of high tessitura, such as
those explained in the definition/description, are not accompanied by 
any other accent such as "fz," then they are unaccented notes. If an 
"fz" symbol or other dynamic marking is placed above or below the note, 
then an accent is necessary. This case often occurs in fugues where 
subject entries are on weak beats.
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Accentuation Criteria

In this part of the Chapter, a system for the application of 
accentual criteria is set forth. These criteria have been determined 
from information contained in primary source descriptions which are 
contained in Chapter Two of this document. The assigned numerical 
weight is based on the assumption that all accentual criteria are equal 
except for the metric accents, which, according to the treatises, should 
always dominate the musical structure. Therefore, the strong beat of 
a measure has been given twice the accentual value as the other accents. 
The first twenty measures of the Heiligmesse (Kyrie) were chosen as 
an extended and representative example.

A combined, numerical rating for each first beat of a measure 
was determined by comparing the contents of each beat with the list of 
criteria. This produced a composite weight for each beat. These findings 
are reflected in the chart on page 198.

The numbers at the top of the chart correspond to the numbered 
criteria found on the "Accentuation Criteria" page. The numbers down 
the left column are the first beats of measures 1-20 of the Kyrie.

The musical example can be seen on page 199 with the assigned 
numerical accent weight above the first beat in each measure.
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Accentuation Criteria

CRITERIA
1. First of a grouping
2. First strong position In a measure
3. Second strong position In a measure
4. First of a phrase
5. First of a period
6. First of a section
7. Heavy Execution
8. Dynamic accent
9. Syncopated note
10. Appogglatura
11. Dissonant Interval with bass on strong beat
12. Suspensions on strong beats
13. Declamatory accent
14. First of a slur
15. First of a tie
16. End note accent

STRENGTH OF ACCENT 
1 

2
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CRITERIA
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 TOTAL

V / y y y y y y 9

y y y 4

y y y y y y 7

y y y 4

y y y y y y 7

y y y 4

y y y y 5

y y y y y y 7

y y y y y 7

y y 3

y y y y 5

y y y 4

y y y y y y 7

y 2

y y y 4

y y 3

/ y y y y 6

y 2

y 3

/ y y y y 6
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CHAPTER IV

METRIC ACCENTUATION IN THE NINETEENTH AND TWENTIETH CENTURIES
A CONCLUSION

Romantic Period
The Romantic period still was under the influences of the late

classical metric accentuation. This accentuation was of primary concern
even to composers as late as Wagner. Surprisingly enough, one finds
Wagner demanding adherence to the metric accentuation much like that of
the Eighteenth Century. We find numerous instances of this statement in
a book entitled Wagner Rehearsing the Ring written by Heinrich Porges.
In discussing Scene Two of "Das Rheingold", Porges states that Wagner
wanted his singers to..."try all the harder to bring out the flexible
melodic and thematic contours as concisely as possible, by means of
clearcut phrasing and precise metric and rhythmic accents."^

One finds that metric accentuation has not lost its definition
in the Romantic period. In W. Ludden's Pronouncing Musical Dictionary
of 1875, the following definitions are found:

Accent - a stress or emphasis upon a certain note or passage to mark 
its position in the bar, or its relative importance in regard to 
the composition.
Accented notes - in common time, the first and third parts, and in

^Heinrich Porges, Wagner Rehearsing the Ring, trans. by Robert L. 
Jacobs (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), p. 13.

200
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triple time the first note in a measure; notes upon which emphasis 
is placed.
Accent, false - an accent removed from the first note of the measure 
to the second or fourth.
Accent, grammatical - the stress laid on the accented part of a 
measure.
Accent; measured - a regular alternation of strong and weak parts 
in a measure.
Accentuation - the act of accenting; the giving to the several notes 
of a piece their proper emphasis or expression; the art of placing 
accents.2

Another Nineteenth Century treatise, entitled The Flute, written 
in 1889 by William Rockstro (1823-1895) has the following definition 
of accent:

...accent is made by slightly increasing the length of the 
accented note, if legato or otherwise sustained, or by increasing 
the length of the silence which necessarily follows a staccato 
note...but these notes are not shortened appreciably.... An accent 
occurs at the beginning of every bar, and of every subdivision....
It should be the musician's aim to prevent his audience from being 
able to imagine the accents out of their correct places, and the 
only way in which their end can be achieved is by careful and 
sufficient marking.^

The decline in practicing metric accentuation came with the 
nineteenth-century desire for a long, sustained line. The performing 
of notes in a succession with a sustained, legato articulation also con
tributed to the decline of eighteenth-century practice. Without allow
ance for separation between tones, the "normal touch" of the Eighteenth 
Century was forgotten.

Historically, then, strong and weak measure theory or descrip
tion starts at the end of the 17th century and terminates about 1850 with 
Lizst's objection to downbeat accentuation. Metrical emphasis deterior-

2W. Ludden, Pronouncing Musical Dictionary (New York: Oliver 
Ditson Co., 1875), p. 9.

3William Rockstro, The Flute, 2nd ed. (New York: Musica Rara,
1967), p. 493.
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ated with the romantic desire for long lines and a reaction against what 
the romanticists felt to be metrical exaggeration. Lizst stated the ro
mantic view of the meaning of the bar line in a letter written in 1856:

I may perhaps be allowed to remark that I wish to see an end to 
mechanical, fragmented, up and down playing, tied to the bar-line, 
which is still the rule in many cases; I can only concede real 
value to playing that is periodic, that allows important accents 
to stand out and brings out the melodic and rhythmic n u a n c e s . ^

Another aspect of performance which changed accentual nuances 
was the change in dynamics. In the Nineteenth-Century there was an 
increased desire for long, surging phrases accompanied by increased 
dynamic contrasts. Nineteenth-century dynamics played a greater role in 
the shape and construction of the phrase. With an intensity build-up and 
crescendo in a phrase, the metric stability often was blurred.

The increased use of rubato in the Nineteenth Century caused 
a breakdown of steady, unchanging metric accentuation. Of the three 
forms of tempo rubato found in the Eighteenth Century, the nineteenth- 
century performers developed one type to greatest degree. The use of 
acceleration of entire lines with subsequent relaxation became a princi
pal element of the style in performance. This, of course, changed the 
equal durations of measures causing further metric instability.

Contemporary Period
An important characteristic of twentieth-century performance 

which caused a decline in the practice of accentuation is the "as 
written" performance custom. Twentieth-century performers are trained

4Badura-Skoda, Eva and Paul, Interpreting Mozart on the Key
board, trans. by Leo Black (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1962), p. 493.
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to play exactly what is notated on the score, and twentieth-century 
composers notated their scores with this in mind. The problem lies in 
that this "as written" practice, although very accurate for twentieth- 
century works, is mistakenly transferred to works of earlier centuries. 
This, of course, destroys the eighteenth-century performance practice 
of "normal playing" and accentuation.

With the advent of mixed meters (and often no meter), accentu
ation has become ambiguous. Certainly the development of aleatoric 
styles has been, in part, a reaction against the stable structure of 
metrical music such as that found in the Eighteenth Century.

The initiation of polymeters has been another important twentieth- 
century compositional device which has reacted against metric stability. 
Gardner Read, a twentieth-century theorist, states this in the 
following excerpt;

Now that the specialized techniques and related notational 
procedures of additive, mixed, fractional, and decimal meters have 
been discussed and illuminated..., we are concerned here with the 
symbclcgical techniques of simultaneous time signatures, more usually 
referred to as polymeters. Conceptually, polymeters represent one of 
the more advanced manifestations of modern rhythmic practice. When 
combined with the technique of simultaneous tempi, polymeters can 
extend the boundaries of metrical and rhythmic structure almost to 
the vanishing point. Such a conceptualization unmistakenly ap
proaches the realm of analogical rhythm and time notation.... None
theless, when employed discriminatively polymeters can serve as 
powerful psychological agents in the composer’s technical repository. 
By means of the opposition of two or more conflicting metrical 
schemata, a rhythmic autonomy of singular complexity can be achieved. 
Polymetric designs are thus direct parallels to polytonal harmonic 
fabrics, both techniques creating unity in contrast and agreement 
through opposition.

A polymetric ambience may be achieved in two ways: by implica
tion, and in actuality. Multiple time signatures may be implied 
within single all-inclusive meter by means of consistent cross- 
accenting or patterned irregular phrasing in one or more musical 
strands of a given composition. Polymeters may also, of course.
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be created by the employment of several differing time signatures 
used concurrently. ̂

The articulative accent itself has become expanded with several
new signs for degrees of stress and attack.

EXAMPLE 15-3. TA B LE OF ACCENTS

Mrong A A A  A o r V V V V

«mUum >  >  >  ^  — ?  Of >  >  >  —

light " Ÿ A

EXAMPLE 15 5. TA B LE OF CO M BINED ACCENTS

A  V verjr iJcrcuttive.bul th o u

>  > moderately pcrcuttive and th o r i.  equal to «

A  V very percuttive.but receiving fu ll value

>  > moderately fiercuuive w ith  fu ll value

7  2. ttretacd. but qu ite  thurt

?  — ttrc tx d  and moderately abort, teparated from  next note

The following chart illustrates the twentieth-century practices of
slurs combined with accents. From the charts, it is obvious that added
slurs to accents results in longer durations of individual notes.

EXAMPLE 15-21. TABLE OF ACCENTS PLUS SLURS

WarrrxM F i a v c d

jT T j
>  >  >  > >  >  >  >  A y  J).y A.y A  y

A ?  A V  A V A V

Gardner Read, Modem Rhythmic Notation (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1978), p. 123.

^Idem., Music Notation, 2nd ed. (Boston: Crescendo Publishers,
1969), p. 256.
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EXAM PLE 13.22. TABLE OF ACCENTS W IT H O U T  SLURS

W u r r c N P lA V U »

J J J J 
J J  J J 
J J J J

A ' î ' A  y  A  y  A  y  
>  >  >  >

•Ny Ji y J)y
The performance-of twentieth-century notation varies drastically 

from that of the eighteenth-century practice. As discussed In Chapters 
Two and Three, the length of strong beats was longer than that of weak 
beats In the Eighteenth Century. According to example 15-21, above, all 
beats are given the same duration. The same Is true with example 15-22.
If these examples were from an eighteenth-century excerpt, the first 
and third beats would be played longer than the second and fourth 
beats. The strong beats (one and three) would also receive greater 
emphasis than the weak beats (two and four).

Conclusion
The changes In performance practice concerning accentuation 

In the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries altered the eighteenth-century 
parctlce of metric accentuation. The prominent role metric accents had In 
the Eighteenth Century declined to become simply one type of articulative 
accent In the Twentieth Century.

We, as twentieth-century musicians, are accustomed to performing 
all notes as they appear. Any alteration of rhythm and any variation of

Ibid., p. 263-264.
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accentuation, are considered subjective interpretations. The eighteenth- 
century musician knew that notes in various configurations meant various 
manners of performance.

Twentieth-century performers need to perform eighteenth-century 
works with historically correct conventions. To obtain realizations of 
ideal performances, scholars and performers need to strive to gain 
accurate knowledge of performance practices. In order to achieve an 
ideal performance, one has to turn to the documented primary sources 
which contain the information necessary for a stylistically correct 
presentation. By reading the treatises of the Eighteenth Century, correct 
realization of eighteenth-century accentuation and other style elements 
can be achieved. Modern performers of eighteenth-century music must 
let the knowledge gained from the treatises guide his/her musical in
stinct, releasing inherited twentieth-century practices and strive to 
approach music as an eighteenth-century performer would.

Sol Babitz in his work with the Early Music Laboratory summed up 
the need for performers to become scholars of the early styles. In 
respect to accentuation and general style study, he stated:

The need today is for more performers who are not afraid to 
use audible accents in good taste and unambiguous phrasing; and 
who are furthermore not afraid of the hard work necessary for 
the preparation of this kind of performance.8

8 Babitz, "Views and Reviews," p. 48.
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